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No 1099

GENERAL INVESTIGATION OF WEIGHING PRACTICES IN RE GREEN HIDE

SHIPMENTS

Decided JOInU041I17 1964
A rule is necessary requiring carriers of green hides in the foreign commerce of

the United States to file with the Commission within 30 days tariff amend
ments settfng forth certain provisions relating to computation of weight of

such hides and furnishing of weighing certificates or dock receipts by shi
pers Proposed rule for this purpose adopted and published

Richard S Harsh and Robert J Elaclewell Hearing Counsel

Boris H LakU8ta and E Myron Bull Jr for Marubeni Iida

America Inc and James Loudon and Sons Intervenors

Benjamin A Thee7l1tan Hearing Examiner

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohai111ULn Thos E Sta
kern Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day John S
Patterson OOmJrnissWners

As a result of information indicating that weights of green salted

hides exported from theUnited States are misstated on the ocean bills

of lading and determined in a nonuniform manner by shippers we

ordered a general investigation to examine the weighing practices in

green hide shipments and whether we should promulgate appropriate
rules regulations or orders governing the practices to be employed in

the weighing and certification of weights and the billed weights of

green hides exported in the foreign commerce of the United States
Pursuant to the above order hearings were held in San Francisco

from April 30 May 2 1963 and in New York City from June 10 14
1963 At these hearings testimony was received from several shippers
and hide exporters as well as certain carriers conferences and freight
forwarders No respondents were named in the order of investigation
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700 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

Each of the above witnesses appeared under subpoena The only
parties formally intervening in the proceeding were Marubeni Iida
America Inc and James Loudon Sons a shipper exporter and a

freight forwarder respectively Representatives of these intervenors
testified as Hearing CounsPl witnesses under subpoena Intervenors

presented no witnesses of their own but cross examined certain of

Hearing Counsels witnesses

The record in the pro eding was ertified by the Examiner to the

Commission for decision
FACTS

Hides after being removed from the animal are cured in order to

preserve then from deterioration due principally to bacteria and
moisture In the curing prpcess much but not all of the blood and
moisture content in the hides is removed In almost all cases hides

are cured at slaughter houses

The two principal methods of curing hides are the old and prevalent
wet salt method in which salt is added to hides stocked in cellars and
the newer brine method in which hides are immersed in vats of brine
and then dra ined After curing some hides are fleshed i e stripped
of flesh and fat Fleshing is not widely done on exported hides

Hides which have been cured but not tanned are called green
hides Hides destined for export are protected by adding a layer of

safety salt to each hide at the place of purchase usually the packing
house Thus cured hides which are exported are known as green
saltedhides

Most of the hides are exported by shippers who act as brokers and

purchase lots of hides at packing houses from collectors of hides or

from other brokers hereafter the supplier A lot is purchased only
after an order is received or a contract is made with the foreign buyer
Normally these brokers do notphysically handle the hides oreven have
facilities for their receipt orstorage

There are currently on filewith the Commission 242 outbound tariffs

containing commodity rates on green salted hides Of this number 167
are silent as to what weight is to be employed in the assessment ofocean

freight charges but in practice are interpreted to mean that the ship
ping weight is considered as the gross weight of the shipment at the

time the shipment is deliv red to the water carrier Sixty four other
tariffs contain a general rule adopting this method of determiping the

shipping weight The remaining 11 tariffs require the weights to be
those reflected on the dock receipts of the connecting rail or motor

carriers some giving the shipper the option of reweighing the goods
before hipment and attaching a certified weight certjficate to the bills
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GREEN HIDE WEIGHING PRACTICES 701

of lading It is significant that in practice the rail or truck delivery
weights are based upon either the packing house scale weight or upon a

reweighing of the shipments by the connecting carrier

Overland tariffs do not contain provisions stating explicitly what

weight is to be shown as the ocean shipping weight They do however
contain a provision that an inland bill of lading must be furnished to
the water carrier This latter provision has been interpreted by ship
pers and possibly some carriers as requiring the shipping weight to
coincide with that shown on theinland bill oflading

With the exception of the 11 tariffs containing special weight rules
and possibly the overland tariffs aU tariffs provide or are popularly
interpreted as providing that the shipping weight shall be the gross

weight at the time the hides are delivered to the water carrier Ascer

taining the gross weight of hides at the particular time of delivery to

the water carrier constitutes the critical problem in this proceeding
The difficulty of determining the gross weight of hides at the time

of delivery to the water carrier is due principally to two factors 1

The tendency ofgreen hides to lose weight continuously from the time
of curing at the packing house to the time of tanning and 2 the

absence of reliable evidence as to the amount of weight loss from the

time ofcuring to thetime ofdelivery to the watercarrier

Weight loss cwractens Js of hides

Hides lose weight because of many varied factorstime type of

cure presence or absence of fleshing temperature amount of han

dling In general it appears that hides which are fleshed brine cured

in winter shipped quickly and handled little lose least weight How

ever there wasno evidence presented at the hearings which would in

any way indicate the amount of weight loss which could be attributed

to each oranyoneoftheabove mentioned factors

Present practices inweig hing hides

Hides are weighed first at the packing house usually by employees
of the house The weights are normally not certified i e made by
a weighmaster licensed by the State who pays an annual fee for his

certificate Hides are reweighed by inland carriers to insure that the

declared shipper weights are accurate These weights are not cer

tified Rail cars and trucks are weighed loaded and hide weights
are determined by subtracting the weight of an empty rail car or

truck from the resultant Estimations of weight of empty inland

transportation vehicles is somewhat rbitrary allowances not being
made for loss of weight due to wear or increase due to collection of

waste materials Usually land carriers employ absent a sizable dis

crepancy between the two weight measurements the scale weights
7 FMO
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taken at thepacking house as supplied by the shipper Hides are often

reweighed at overseaport ofdischarge
The only positive way of determining the gross weight of hides

when tpey are tendered to the water carrier is to weigh them at that

time Hides are not weighed at the U S ports of loading Therp

are two possible methods ofdetermining weight ofhides at the time of

delivery to the water carrier neither of which is used and each of

which has disadvantages making it impracticable to use The first

alternative that of weighing hides on individual pallets is almost

prohibitive in cost while the second method that of weighing the

hides while loaded on the delivering truck or rail car although less

costly has the disadvantage of inaccuracy in weight due to the need to

subtract the weight of the vehicle noted above in reference to weigh
ing by the inland carrier upon receipt of the hides There is the fur

ther disadvantage of an inaccuracy caused by the additional loss in

weight during the time of transfer from inland carrier to water car

rier which may be considerable as the nearest truck scale is oftenmiles

across the city from the loading pier With the exception of a few
Ii

spot checks made by Bissinger ashipper who testified at the hearing
all witnesses testified that they never had occasion to weigh hides at i

the ports Itmust beconcluded that thereis no reliable and probative Ii
evidence concerning the amount of weight lost by green salted hides
from the time that they are weighed at the packing house until the

tpirne
when
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ISeveral methods have been evolved by the shippers and carriers for

diiYlaring shipping we ghts
1 Gross weight scale weight rule

This is the scale weight at the time o weighing at the packing
house or receipt by inland carrier As noted above the pack 11

ing house weight is usually adopted by the inland carrier Shdip I
pers unanimously object to such a procedure as in practIce ue

to the weight loss characteristics of green hides it requires them

to pay shipping charges for weight which they do not ship
2 Scale ded11Jtion procedure

Perhaps bectuse of the inequity to the shipper of forcing him

to adopt a scale weight rule many carriers have acquiesced in

other methods by which weights may be declared to make some

allowance for weight loss in transit from packing house to dock

side

a Net weight One shipper on the West Coast Maru

beni lida America Inc intervenor in this prOce ing em

ploys the net weight shown on its suppliers invoices as the

7 FMcf
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declare4 shipping weight The supplier uetweight is the

gross scale weight taken at the packing house from whidl al

lowances for tare and salt have been deducted These al

lowances on the West Coast are normally two pounds for tare

and l1h 2 pounds for salt per hide for salt cured hides and 1

pOWld for tare and 1 pound for salt per hide for brine ctireu

hides

b Gross weight minus standard deduc io11rThe other

West Coast shipper who testified in this proceeding Bissinger
Co utilizes the gross scale weight after curing minus a

standard deduction of 2 pounds for salt cured hides tnd 1

pound for brine cured hides made at dockside at the time of

loading on the water oarrier Bissinger s deduction from

scale weight i one half that taken hy its competitor Maru

beni Bissinger not only exports hides but also is a maJor
curer of hides and at times acts as a supplier to Marub ni

c Sales contract weightSeveral of the major exporters
on the Atlantic Coast utilize a method of declaring shipping
weights which is based upon commercial considerat ions A

commercial tolerance of approximately 5 is allowed be

tween the net weight shipped and the net weight received

Any greater discrepancy bet yeen these weights results in

monetary adjustments between shippers and buyers Thus

weightsare stated so as not to exceed the commercial tolerance

The stated weights bear no fixed relationship to scale weights
or to the weights of the hides at the time they are tendered

to the ocean carriers

CONCLUSIONS

Our investigation shows that the present method of declaring ship
ping weights for export purposes on green salted hides is not suf

ficiently set forth in carrier tariffs nor uniformly applied as is

necessary to comply with the ShippingAct 1916

a Only a minimal number of the tariffs contain rules or

regulations sufficiently explicit as to the manner of declaring
shipping weights on green salted hides The need for correcting
and clarifying this situation is obvious As a minimum all Gar

rielS should clearly and fuliy state in their tariffs the maniler in

whih they require shipping weights to be declared

b The pr sent methods ofstating we ghts vary frorll shipper
to shipper Clearly all carriers should be required to treat

eq aHy all their shippers similarly situated by nsuring a uniform

method of declaring shipping weights Fair and nondiscrimina

7 F M C
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tory treatment is fundamental to common carriage and is required
by the Shipping Act 1916

Proposed rule

It would of course be desirable for us to promulgate a shipping
weight rule containing a formula for weight determination which
would accurately reflect the weight shipped i e the weight of the

hides at the time they are delivered to the ocean carrier Each of the
methods presently used to state shipping weights has its faults The

use of the scale weight rule results in the overstatement of weight and

forces the shipper to pay for weight not shipped Because we lack
information as to the amount ofweight loss between the time of weigh
ing at the packing house and time of delivery to the water carrier we

are unable to adopt any of the scale deduction procedures used by
the c rrlers There is insufficient evidence in the record to permit an

order in this respect
Therefore we propose the following rule allowing carriers to adopt

as long as uniformly applied to all similarly situated shippers and

clearly stated in their tariffs at their election ascale or a scale deduc

tion rule

In order to insure a uniform method of declaring shipping
weights on greeen salted hides for export in the foreign com

merce of the United States aIi water carriers having com

modity rates on green salted hides shall file with the Federal
Maritime Commission within 30 days amendments to their tariffs

setting forth tariff rules which require that the shipping weight
for purposes of assessing transportation charges shall be either

a scale weight or a scale weight minus a deduction whose amount

and method ofcomputation are specified in said tariff rule
We do not mean to imply that shippers and carriers should forego

attempts to discover the most accurate possible method of stating
shipping weights Weight rules may be revised at any time more

clearly to reflect actual weights shipped and will of course beac

ceptable to us if t ey are llniformly applied to all shippers The

present situation in the green hides trade however req ires that in

fairness to carriers and shippers alike means be found clearly to set

torth weight ruleS in a nondiscriminatory fashion

Additional jeafJUres of the proposed rule

Each of the alternative proposals discussed above depends upon the

use of a weight shown on the scaling certificate or dock receipt in the

determination of the shipping weight The furnishing of a scaling
certificate or dock receipt appea to be a logical simple way for the

carrier to verify that the proper weight is being used Additio ally
7 F M Q
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if the scaling certHiGate or dock receipt is attached to the bill of lading
and remains in the carriers files for a reasonable period of time it

would penuit us to verify that uniformly determined and otherwise

lawful weights are being employed as shipping weights
An exception to a rule requiring that each shipment be backed by a

scaling certificate ordockreceipt showing theweight ofsuch shipment
shouldbemade in thecase of purchase lots split by the shipper exporter
for separate shipment In such case it appears reasonable to permit
the furnishing of a scaling certificate showing the total weight or the

lot purchased the shipping weight would then be computed based on

the average weight per hide of the total lot If the purchase lot is

split by the supplier or at the supplier s plant on the order of the

shipper exporter the split lot exception vould not apply and a

separate weighing certificate would be required for each shipment
The split lot exception is justified beeause it frees the shipper from the

uneconomical cost of individual reweighing which would otherwise

exist

The principalproblem with respect to furnishing a scaling certificate

is whether it must be certified Our proposed Fule allows shippers to

furnish either a certified or an uncertified scaling certificate provided
that the latter is attestedto by theshippers supplier

The practical effect of this rule is to permit the use of the scaling
certificate produced at the packing house which as noted above is not

usually certified The cost ofproviding a certified weighmaster at the

packing house is prohibited for either the packing house or the buyer
exporter If a certification requirement were adopted which ren

dered the packing house weighing certificate unacceptable the ship
per exporter would be charged the cost of having his shipment re

weighed by a certified weighmaster The reliability of uncertified

weightcertificates is supported by the fact that they normally are pre

pared by a party not privy to the transportation of the hides ie a l

employee of the packing house and further they are normally
accepted by rail and motor carriers as the basis for the assessment of

transportation charges and the preparation of dock receipts In addi

tion a refusal of the part of the carrier to accept uncertified certifi

cates may possibly involve unjust discrimination Those shipments
which move via commercial carrier except where the minimum car

load or truckload rate pr cludes the use of actual shipping weights
would have a usable dock receipt Shipments which are transportedby
private means would be placed at adisadvantage by the nonrecognition
of noncertified packing scale weights Privately conveyed shipments
would be impressed with the expense of securing a certified weighing
certificate which shipments conveyed by public carriers could avoid

r F M C
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The followIng proposed rule will be published in the Federal Regis
tel allowing all interested persons an opportunity to make comments

thereon
In order to insure a uniform method of declaring shipping

weights on green salted hides for export in the foreign commerce

of the United States all water carriers having commodity rates

on green salted hides shall file with the Federal Maritime Com
mission within 30 days amendments to their tariffs setting forth 3

tariff rules which require that the shipping weight for purposesOf

assedsing transportation charges shall be either a scale weight or

a scale weight minus a deduction whose amount and method of

computation are specified in said tariff rule
The tariff rules shall further require that the shippers furnish

to the carrier a weighing certificate ordock receipt from an inland
carrier for each shipment of green salted hides at or before tlie

time the shipment is tend red to the ocean carrier The weighing
certiticate if furnished shall either be certified or attested by the

signature of the shipper s supplier of thehides For purchase Tots
which are split by the shipper after purchase into tw o or more

shipments a weighing certificate covering the entire purchase lot
3

may be provided and the shipping weight shall be determined
from a computation of the average weight of the hides in said

purchase lot

7 F M C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1090

GENERAL INVESTIGATION INTO COMMON CARRIER FREIGHT RATES AND

PRACTICES IN THE FLORIDA PUERTO RICO TRADE

ORDER

These proceedings having been instituted by the Commission upon
its own motion and the Commission having completed its investigation
of the matters involved insofar as possible on the present record and

having this date made and entered a Report stating its findings and

conclusions which report is made a part hereof by reference

It is o1 dered That this proceeding be and it is hereby discontinued

as to respondents 10torships of Puerto Rico Inc Sea Land Service

Inc Puerto Rican Division without effect upon the investigation of

Sea Land s rates and practices in Docket 1143 and TMT Trailer

Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson Trustee

It is further ordered That respondent South Atlantic Caribbean
Line Inc shall amend promptly its tariff to clarify the rates and

charges on the movement of personal effects in automobiles and on the

movement of trailers when respondent utilizes the inside cargo space
that respondent conform its conduct to the tariff as so modified by
assessing and collecting the tariff rates and charges
It is further mdered That respondent South Atlantic Caribbean

Line Inc shall file with the Commission for the 12 month period
beginning with the month ofJanuary 1964 monthly financial reports
reflecting the results of operations during each month that such re

ports shall contain a detailed statement of operating revenues and

other income items operating expenses including a reasonable alloca

tion of overhead of the related China Foundation Companies to re

spondent vith balance transferred to profit and loss and a detailed

statement of revenues and expenses of individual voyages included in

the accounts for the month including data showing the number of

tons of cargo carried and the number of voyage days that the books

of entry upon which the financial reports are based shall be made

available to the Commission s staff for the purpose of auditing said

monthly reports and that said respondent shall furnish such addi

tional information as the staff or the Commission deems necessary for

a proper evaluation ofthereports
By the Commission January 21 1964

Signed THO IAS LIST
CY
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No 1105

AGREEMENT 7700 6 PERSIAN GULF OUTWARD FREIGHT CONFERENCE

No 1105 Sun 1

AGREEMENT No 8900RATE AGREEMENT

UNITED STATES PERSIAN GULF TRADE

Proposed modifications to conference agreement approved under section 15

Shipping Act 1916 Modifications include establishment of 2 500 fee for

admission payable by new members amendments to clause covering dam

ages for breach increase of security deposit from 15 000 to 25 000 and

requirements for reporting violations

Elmer O Maddy and Paul F McGuire for respondents in Docket

1105 interveners in Docket 1105 Sub 1

Stanley O Sher for Hellenic Lines Nedlloyd Line Hansa Line

and Crescent Line respondents in Docket 1105 Sub 1

Thomas K Roche and Sanford O Miller for Concordia Line

respondent in Docket 1105 Sub 1
J Scot Provan and Robert J Blackwell Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF E ROBERT SEAVER PRESIDING
EXAMINERI ON THE ISSUES IN DOCI ET NO 1105

The Persian Gulf Outward Freight Conference consisting of Cen
tral Gulf Lines Isthmian Lines and Stevenson Lines seeks approval
of modifications to its basic conference agreement Federal 1aritime
Commission Agreement No 7700 pursuant to section 15 of the Ship
ping Act 1916 hereinafter called the Act The proposed modifica

tions including certain changes made by the conference to the

proposed modifications in the course of the hearing are attached to

this decision Portions sought to be deleted from the existing Agree
ment 7700 are enclosed in brackets and the new portions are under

scored The proposed modifications have been assigned Federal
Maritime Commission Agreement Number 7700 6

1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on February 11 1964 and an

order was entered on that date approving Modification 6 to Agreement 7700
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Docket No 1105 was instltuted by the Commission pursua nt to

sections 15 and 22 of the Act to determine whether the proposed
modifications should be approved disapproved or modified 2 Under

the terms of section 15 the Commission shall disapprove cancel or

modify any agreement or modification thereof such as those involved

here if it finds that they will be unjustly discriminatory or unfair
as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competi
tors or operate to the detriment of the commerce of the United

States or to be contrary to the public interest or in violation of the

Act The statute requires the Commission to approve all other agree

ments of this nature The agreement under consideration is between

common carriers by water as defined by section 1 of the Act Its

purpose is to fix and regulate transportation rates and control or

regulate compe tition in the outbound trade from United States
Atlantic and Gulf ports to ports in the Persian Gulf It is a typical
conference agreement and is subject to section 15 and the jurisdiction
of the Commission

In the course of the hearing respondents amended their proposals
in two respects and thereby eliminated rather strenuous objections
raised by Hearing Counsel and others These will be mentioned

briefly at the end of this report just to round out the picture As

matters now stand there is no objection to the approval o the pro

posed modifications Hearing Counsel advised the Examiner after

the hearing that they recommend approval of the modifications

This absence of dispute does not eliminate the need for discussion
and findings under section 15 of course but these need not be

extensi ve in these circumstances

Taking up the proposed modifications in the order in which they
appear in the Agreement the first would add a sentence at the end of

e

Article 10 h of the Agreement which requires the Secretary of the

conferences to report to the conference the findings of any investiga
tion ofmembers conducted under the provisions of that Article This

amendment is intended to strengthen the self policing system of the

conference It will undoubtedly assist in the accOlnplishment of this

end It is apparent that the conference should be furnished such

reports
The next amendment is that in Article 10 c described on page 7

which makes the assessment ofdamages for breach mandatory rather

II On June 4 1963 the Commission in initiating Docket No 1105 Sub 1 ordered that

that Docket and Docket No 1105 be consolidated for hearing and decision The two

Dockets were heard together There being no controversy in Docket No 1105 no briefs

were filed Briefs will not be filed in 1105 Sub 1 until the end of January That case

presents issues of much greater complexity There is no need to hold up the decision in

1105 until 1105 Sub 1 is decided The evidence revealed that the decisions in each

Docket can be made independently of the other The initial decision in Docket 1105
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than permissive Article 10 c is also amended to change the measure

and the amount of damages recoverable in the event of breach bya
member At present the Article merely provides for a penalty of

not more than 15 000 for each violation The amendment will create

a sliding scale of liquidated damages which increases for repeated
violations i e not more than 5 000 for the first offense 10 000 for

the second 15 000 for the third This scale applies to breaches not

involving a non observance of the conference tariff Far such rate

viohtions the new provision pravides for liquidated damages in a

sum equal to four times the freight that the offending member would

have earned had the proper conference rate been charged
The General Secretary of the conference testified that these amend

ments to the damages clauses are intended to augment and clarify and

put on a proper and reasonahle basis the self policing by the confer

ence of its members and that the sliding scale will provide U more

reasonable standard since the repeated offender should be subject to a

greater assessment than the first offender The graduated scale should

be a deterrent to repeated violations This conference has never as

sessed damages against a member Reports 01 rumors of violations

have been received by the conference but they were not substantiated

The conference Secretary and apparently the members feel that the

indications that violations have occurred in the past are sufficiently
strong to justify the strengthening of the sanctions He felt that

Vhere there is smoke there is fire The conference hopes by these

amendments and by increased surveillance to discourage violations

and strengthen the self palicing system Another persuasive reason

given fot the amendment to base the amount of damages for rate cut

ting on the amount of the freight is the fact that the damage to the

conference varies proprotionately vith the amount of tJhe freight
chargeable under the conference tariff The revised provisions on the

alnount of and the measure of damages are not out of line with those

employed by other conferences as shown on an exhibit provided by
Hearing Counsel

Article 10 c is further modified by the Conference to

1 Increase the security deposit to guarantee the faithful per
formance of obligations under the agreement from 15 000 to

25 000

2 fake this deposit available to the conference for payment of

the member s share af the conference expenses for the current year
if he resigns from the conference

3 Require the Secretary to submit to the Federal 1aritime

Commission full and complete reports concerning all complaints
disputes and matters presented to and all actions taken by the

Conference Secretary the 1ember Lines and or the Arbitrators
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The last reference has to do with the arbitration clause which is

contained in Agreement 7700
4 Provide that the records of the Conference the Secretary

and Arbitrators appointed under theterms of the Agreement shall

be availablefor inspection by the Commission

5 Provide that Nothing contained in the Agreement shall in

terfere with the rights of a 1emher Line under the provisions of

the Shipping Act 1916 as amended nor the jurisdiction of the

Federal Maritime Commission

The lastof the modifications Article 14 a provides for an initia

tion or admission fee of 2 500 to be paid by new members who shall

share in the expense ofmaintaining the conference as may be agreed
Agr ement No 7700 does not presently provide for paynlent of an

initiation fee This last amendment requires special eomment because

at first blush it might be considered to be at odds with the decision

of the United States Th1aritime Commission in Pacific Ooast Ettropean
Oonference Ag1 ee17 ent 3 U S MC 11 1948 where the Commission

disapproved a proposed increase in the admission fee from 250 to

5 000 The decision seems to be based in part on a conclusion that it

would be unjustly discriminatory to charge ne v members a 5 000 ad

mission fee where the old members paid only 250 In addition the

Commission found that the fee might be a deterrent to a small carrier

entering the trade and would therefore be a detriment to the com

nlerce of the United States The deterrent factor vas based on offi

cial cognizance the Commission said Apparently the record con

tained no evidence on this point
The testimony in the case at hand establishes that the 2 500

admission fee would not deter carriers from joining the conference

Considering the change in the value of the dollar since 1948 the fee

is appreciably less than that disapproved by the U S MC The

amendment cannot be found to be a detriment to commerce on this

score This case is also distinguishable on 8 nother ground Public

Law 87 346 amended section 15 in 1961 by adding a provision that no

agreement shall be approved which fails to provide reasonable and

equal terms and conditions for admission and readmission to confer

enee membership Thus we now have a new or adc1itional

statutory test directed specifieally to this matter of admission to mem

bership The Pacific Ooast EU1 opean Oonference decision was based

on the general tests of unjust discrimination and detriment to com

merce iThat does the new test mean when it requires that new

Inembers be admitted on reasonable and equal terms and conditions

The Committee on Merchant 1arine and Fisheries of the House of

Representatives attached to its report on the Bill that became Public

Law 87 346 a lrttAr from the Secreb ry of Commerce which state
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Report No 498 87th Congress 1st Session page 19 Page 130 of

Index of Legislative Ilistory of the Steamship Conference Duall ate

Law Document No 100 87th Congress 2nd Session

At page 5 line 2 we recommend that the phrase follo ving the numeral 5 be
stricken and the following language substituted therefor fails to provide
reasonable terms and condItions for the admission of an other qualified carriers

in the trade We are fully in accord with the intent of this provision that all

conferences be open to all carriers however we believe that Ollce a conference

is established the members should be permitted to impose some reasonable

terms for the admission of other carriers including for example the payment
of a reasonable membership fee to help defray the costs of the conference

Italic added

The marked up Bill attached to the Committee Report includes the

language proposed by the Secretary of Commerce with slight change 4

Itmust be concluded that the Committee and Congress accepted this

reconunendation and that Congress therefore did not intend to prohibit
the establishment of a reasonable membership fee to be paid by new

members but not by existing members The purpose of the conference
in this case is precisely that cited by the Secretary of Commerce The

conference Secretary testified that a new member gets the pro rata

benefit and ownership of an asset belonging to the conference which

consists of the going concern value or equity that has been built up
over the years by the conference members who paid their shares of

the expenses of the organization The amount here cannot be found

to be unreasonable in all the circumstances In 1962 alone when

there yere only two members the administrative costs were 20 398 04

A compilation submitted by IIearing Counsel at the Examiner s re

quest shows that eleven other conferences charge admission fees in

this same amount None have higher admission fees fifty eight do

not charge an admission fee the remaining thirty two have admission

fees ranging from 100 to 1 250
The same compilation also lends support to the proposed increase in

the amount of the security deposit from 15 000 to 251000 Five

conferences require a deposit of 50 000 and six others provide for a

25 000 deposit ts in the case of the admission fee the testimony
established that the requirement of a 25 000 deposit which can be

made in currency U S bonds surety bond or letter of credit would

not deter an ocean carrier from joining the conference There was no

evidence to the contrary The testimony of the officials of the member

lines makes it very clear that they do not wish to exclude from the

conference the five independent carriers that operate in this trade
a The phrase following numeral 5 on page 5 line 2 of n R 4299 referred to by the

Secretary would have required the admission of every qualified carrier in the trade
on application See p 61 of Index to LegIslative History

t Apparently no significance should be attached to the Committee s addition of the word
equal after reasonable in this context because Agreement 7700 6 provides for equal

treatment of all new members See p 151 of Index
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and who are seeking approval or a separate rate Inaking agreement in

Docket No 1105 Sub 1 It appears that such an increase would

do little more than keep pace with the decrease in the buying power
of the dollar since 1945 when the Agreement vas originally adopted
This provision hich is intended to strengthen the self policing pro

gram of the conference is quite in keeping with the Congressional
policy expressed in the 1961 amendment to section 15 P L 87 346

which requires that the Commission shall disapprove an agreement
upon a finding of inadequate policing of theobligations under it This

same consideration lends support to most of the other proposed modi

fications for they too are aimed at self policing The other modi
fications do not require special discussion as they are self explanatory
There is nothing that suggests that any or them would violate the

provisions of theAct

As originally submitted the proposed modifications would have

included an amendment to the voting procedure of the conference

whereby decisions of the conference would require unanimous agree4
ment rather than the vote of a majority of the members This pro

posal was withdrawn by the conference prior to the hearing and with

this change the only objection to the modifications voiced by shippers
was eliminated The non conference carriers in this trade have also

objected to the unanimous voting rule vVith the withdrawal of the

proposed rule their obj ection to the proposed modifications has been

satisfied

Hearing Counsel questioned the legality of Article 10 c as it was

sought to be amended insofar as it would leave to the discretion of the

conference the assessment of damages if one of the members breached

the agreement The Article would have provided The Conference

may assess against any party to this Agreement which it regards to

have violated this Agreement damages as hereinafter provided for

each violation of this Agreement by such party The conferen

eliminatedthis problem by changing theword may to shall during
the course of the hearing This change makes the assessment of

damages maIldatory It strengthens the self policing element of the

contract and diminishes the chance of discriminatory treatment of

members 1Vith this change Hearing Counsel are satisfied with all

the proposed modifications

It is concluded that the proposed modifications will not violate any
of the provisions of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 and they
are therefore approved in accordance with that section An appro

priate order willbe entered

Signed E ROBERT SEAVER
Presiding Examiner

JRnuary 131 1964



APPENDIX

F MC AGREEMENT No 7700 6

The undersigned parties to Agreement No 7700 as amended

hereby agree that said Agreement shall be modified to read as follows

1 Article 10 b is amended to read

The Secretary shall have access to such records in the offices and on the piers
of the parties hereto the inspection of which by him shall be reasonably neces

sary to enable him to determine that the members of the Conference are

respectively abiding by the terms and provisions of this Agreement and the

right to make such copies of and extracts and transcripts from such records

as he may determine advisable and each of the parties hereto agrees to furnish

to the Secretary or to such persons as he may designate for said purpose such
access and such right any information so acquired shall notbe used in violation

of Section 20 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended The Secretary shall report
the finding of any investigation under this A rticle to the Oonference

2 Article 10 c is amended to read

The Conference may shall assess against any party to this Agreement which

it regards to have violated this Agreement a penalty of not more than 15 000
for each violation of this Agreement by such party damages as hereinafter
provicled for each violation ot this Agreeemnt by such party Such assessment

shall be by unanimous vote of Member Lines entitled to vote except that the

party charged with any violation shall not be entitled to vote thereon The

amounts assessed and collected hereunder shall be placed in the ConfereIlce

treasury
In view of the difficllllty or impossibility of determining the damages which

may result from breach or violation of this Agreement or any of the Rules

Reg1tlations or Ta1iffs ot the Oonference bv anyone of the members hereof it

is hereby agreed as foUows
Where the brea ch or violation is a non observance of the tariffs of the Oon

ference 01 any of the Rates or Oharges therein contained such damage for such

breach shall be and hereby is liquidated in a sum equal to tour times the freight
and other monies which the offending pa1 ty shall or would have received had

the applicable TariffRates tor transportation of the cargo involved been applied
and

Where the breach or violation is a non observance of this Agreement includ

ing R1tles ancl Regulations such damage shall be the S1tm ot not more than

85 000 tor the first offem e 10 000 tor the second offenseand 15 000 for the

third or subsequent offense
If any party against whom any such penalty had damages have been

assessed is dissatisfied with the assessment of such penalty damages it may

refer the question of breach of this Agreement or the amount of penalty

damages assessed to three arbitrators to be nominated within 30 days from the

day on which the party charged gives written notice of its desire for arbitration
but it shall have the burden of proof of its position One arbitrator shall be

7 F M C 713
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nominated by a majority of the parties hereto except the party or parties
charged with the violation one by the party charged and the third to be

appointed in agreement with the arbitrators so nominated and failing agreement

by the American Arbitration Association The arbitrators so chosen shall after

hearing both parties make their award in writing and the decision of the arbi

trators or any two of them shall be final and binding without right of appeal
by either party

As a guarantee of faithful performance of obligation under this Agreement
and or prompt payment of any penalties damages against it hereunder or any

judgment written against them hereunder each of the parties hereto agrees

to deposit with the Conference security in the sum of Fifteen thousand dollars

15 000Twenty five thousand dollars 25 000 in United States currency or

in United States Government bonds or irrevocable Letter of Credit or a Surety
Bond of like amount satisfactory to the Conference Any interest accruing on

fnnds or bonds deposited shall be for the account of the party making such

deposit and shall be remitted promptly to such party when received by the

Conference Each of the parties further agrees to deposit additional cash or

security as required so as to constantly maintain the deposit at the amount

herein above specified Such deposit or the proceeds thereof may be applied
to the payment of any damages imposed under this Article 10 unless otherwise

fully paid or previously satisfied In the event of the termination of this Agree
ment or the termination of membership or withdrawal of any of the parties
hereto the deposit made by the parties concerned shall be returned to them

toget her with any accrued interest in thepossession of the Conference but onl

after any indebtedness to the Conference bas been fully satisfied incl1tding pay

ing thei1 ahare of COYIfe rence expenses for the current calenda1 year in which

the resignation takes place

The Conference Secretary shall su bmit promptly to the Federal MaritimE

Oommission full a1id complete reports including aU material facts relatinf
thereto of all ccnnplaints disputes and matters presented to and all action

taken by the Conference Secretary the Member Lines and or the Arbitrators

All1 ecords of the Oonference Secretary the Conference and Arbitrators with

respect to the provisions of the above requirements shall be available for inspec

tion by the Corwmission or its representatives
Nothing contained in the AgreOOlent shall interfere with the rights of a Mem

ber Line under the provisions of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended nor thE

jurisdiction of the Federal Maritime Oommission under said Act or any oth

approp1 iate Federal Laws

3 Article 14 a is amended by adding the following sentence a1

the end thereof

All new Members shall contribute to the general t1tnd of the Conference offiCI
the sUtn ot Two thousand five hundred dollars 2 500 and shall share in thl

expense ot maintaining the Oonference as may be agreed

This Agreement is subject to the approval of the Federal MaritimE

Commission in accordance with the provisions of the Shipping Act

7 F M C
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1916 as amended and shall not be carried out in whole or in part
prior to such approval

Dated at New York New York November 7 1963

CENTRAL GULF LINES As one member or party
only

Central GulfSteamship Corporation
General Shipping Trading Corporation
Compania Maritima Unidas S A

By s N V JOHNSEN Vice President
ISTHMIAN LINES INC

By s A E I ING

STEVENSON LINES T J STEVENSON Co INC
By s MANUEL DrAz Vice President

775 7940 65 47



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1130

MARTIN BIRNBAOH

v

LA FLOR DE MAyO EXPRESS COMPANY

Respondent freight forwarder not shown to have violated section 17 or 18 of

the Shipping Act 1916 in connection with a shipment from Puerto Rico to

Lincoln Nebr

Martin Birnbach for complainant
FrJlJtk Hernandez for respondent

INITIAL DECISION OF HERBERT K GREER PRESIDING

EXAMINER 1

Complainant Martin Birnbach seeks to recover repar tion from

respondent La Flor de Mayo Express Co for alleged violations of

sections 17 and 18 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act in connection

with a shipment of household goods from Puerto Rico to New York

and thence to Lincoln Nebr Complainant further seeks the issuance

of an order requiring respondent to cease and desist from violating
said sections of the Act

Complainant failed to appear at the Commission s Hearing Room

in Washington D C on November 19 1963 the time and place set

for the hearing although due notice had been issued on October 28

1963 and duly served on him The parties are not represented by
counsel and the pleadings are less than artful To afford both parties
full opportunity to present their case and other good cause appear

ing a ruling was served on both parties on December 18 1963 which

permitted either party to request further hearing present written

statements in lieu of oral testimony or to file such additional plead
ings as they might deem necessary or appropriate that in the absence

of further action by either party on or before January 6 1963 the

recitals of the complaint and answer not denied by the adverse party

1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on February 13 1964 and an

order was entereddismissing the complaint
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would be considered as evidence 2 Further action was not taken by
either party and they have therefore acquiesced to the submission of

the issues on the factual basis stated in the ruling
The complaint and answer together with the documents submitted

by the parties as a part thereof disclose the following facts

1 Complainant is an individual now residing at 996 Franquette
Avenue San Jose Calif

2 Respondent carries on the business of forwarding in connection

with a common carrier by water and has offices at 1679 Calle Nueva

Santurce Puerto Rico and 571 Jackson Avenue Bronx 55 N Y

3 Complainant engaged respondent to handle a shipment of house

hold goods from Rio Pedras Puerto Rico to New York and thence

to Lincoln Nebr

4 On or about September 13 1961 respondent went to complain
ant s home in Rio Piedras and in cartons furnished by it packed the
household goods which it delivered to the pier at San Jose Puerto

Rico At San Jose the shipment wasconsolidated in a steel van with

other shipments being handled by respondent for carriage to New

York via Bull Steamship Co vessel When the goods arrived in

New York respondent delivered complainant s household goods to

Joy Van and Storage Co land carrier for carriage to Lincoln

Nebraska

5 In connection with its services respondent billed complainant
as follows

Ocean freight 80 cu ft at 0 66 per cu fL n
n n

Landingcharges
Pick up in Puerto Rico n

n n
n n

Ielivery to pier
Handling paper work in connection withshipmenL n

Pier pick up in New York
Labor and handling shipment to express line n

n

Insurance

52 80
5 00

2400

10 00
3 20

2000

1000
20 00

145 00

On September 29 1961 complainant wrote respondent and

enclosed a check for 75 with the advice that the balance which

is to be paid to you or to another company you name would be paid
upon receipt of the goods Complainant further requested notifica

tion of thename of the shipper who is to receive our goods in Lincoln

1I Rule l i of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure 46 CFR 502 9 pro

vldes Also any rule may be waived by the Board or the presiding officer to prevent

undue hardship in any particular case The ruling In affording complainant an oppor

tunity to reply to the answer was a waiver of Rule 5 f 46 CFR 502 66 which provides
that replies will not be permitted and a further waiver of that portion of the rule

which states that new matter In the answer wUl be deemed to be controverted

7 F M C
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and that the bills of lading and other documents needed to claim the

goods be forwarded
7 On October 20 1961 complainant dispatched a telegram to

respondent s Puerto Rican address stating Need baggage badly
Where is it

8 On October 25 1961 the shipment arrived at Lincoln Nebr
and Joy Van and Storage Company notified complainant that the

goods were available upon payment of charges Complainant al

though he had advised respondent of the need for prompt deliyery
wasunable to accept the goods as the charges turned out to be substan

tially greater than estimated by respondent
9 Total charges for the shipment amounted to 338 In addition

thereto the land carrier assessed 65 88 in connection with the holding
the goods pending complainant s ability to accept it

10 Complainant consulted the Lincoln office of the Interstate Com
merce Commission and was advised that such agency could take no

action beyond requesting the land carrier to hold the money paid to
it by complainant pending action by some other agency

11 Respondent did not furnish complainant with an ocean freight
bill or bill of lading

In support of his claim for reparation in the amount of 129 13

complainant contends that the charge of 65 88 assessed by the land
carrier in connection with the delay pending complainant s ability to

receive the shipment was unjust and unreasonable and the result of
failure of respondent or the land carrier to give proper notice of
arrival of the shipment that the ocean freight charge of 52 80 was

based on a measurement of 80 cubic feet although the shipment
actually measured only 65 cubic feet that the charges for landing
fees pick up and delivery were not only unjust and unreasonable
but duplicated each other Respondent in its answer denies these

allegations and further denies responsibility for charges in connec

tion with the land shipment Respondent s statement ill its answer

that its charges were extremely reasonable in view of the services

performed is considered in the nature of a denial of complainant s

allegations rather than presentation of new matter Consideration
of any portion of respondent s answer which may be deemed new

matter is not essential to this decision
Complainant has failed to present evidence to overcome respondent s

denial of responsibility for charges in connection with the land ship
ments which charges in the absence of proof to the contrary are

deemed to be the sole responsibility of the land carrier a person n9t
a party to this proceeding nor subject to the jurisdiction of the
Federal Maritime Commission The charges assessed by respondent
in connection with the shipment from packing to delivery to the land
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carrier in New York are not per se unjust or unreasonable or in

violation of section 17 or 18 of the Act and complainant has failed

to prove although in view of the denial the burden is on him to do

so that such charges were unjust unreasonable or duplicative There

is no evidence upon which to base a finding that complainant is

entitled to reparation
Complainant further alleges that respondent has not filed a tariff

or schedule of rates approved by the Federal Maritime Commission

or any other agency The Commission is asked to issue an order

requiring respondent to cease and desist unlawful practices and to

put in force and apply in the future such other rates and charges as

the Commission may determine to be lawfu1 Section 18 of the Act

requires a common carrier by water to file its rates and charges in

connection with transportation by water Complainant does not

allege that respondent is a common earrier by water only that

respondent is a forwarder in connection with a common carrier by
water To determine in this proceeding whether or not respondent
is a common carrier by water subject to section 18 would be to extend

this proceeding beyond the scope of complainant s allegations Even

assuming that respondent at the time of complainant s shipment had

been required but failed to file a tariff as a common carrier by water

complainant has failed to prove he was damaged thereby or entitled

to reparation Moreover evidence has not been produced in this

proceeding to support the issuapce of a cease and desist order This

report will serve to put the Commission on notice of the allegations
relating to respondent s vio1ations of the Act and it is presumed the

Commission will make such investigation as may be considered

necessary
An order dismissing the complaint will be entered

Signed HERBERT K GREER

Presiding Examiner

JANUARY 16 1964

7 F M O
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No 805

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INc

V

REDERIAKTIEBOLAGET NORDSTJERNAN JOHNSON LINE

No 809

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

1

COMPAGNIE GENERALE TRANSATLANTIQUE FRENCH LINE

No 810

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

1

THE BLUE STAR LINE LTD BLUE STAR LINE

No 811

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

V

FURNESS VIrHY CO lim FURNESS LINE

No 812

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

V

WESTFAL LARSEN CO A S INTEROCEAN LINE
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No 813

PARSONS VVHITIEMORE INC

v

FRED OLSEN CO FRED OLSEN LINE

Decided February 4 1964

The Shippers Rate Agreement of the Pacific Coast European Conference was

never approved under section 15 Shipping Act 1916 and therefOre was

unlawful at the time of the shipments involved here

Complainant found to have evaded its obligations under the Shippers Rate

Agreement by using a subsidiary to ship cargo on nonconference vessels
The authority to award reparations under section 22 of the Act is discretionary

Here the record shows that it would be inequitable under all the circum

stances to grant reparations and reparations areaccordingly denied

Framcis T Greene for complainant
Leondard G Jarnes and Robert L IIal mOn for respondents
E Rooert Seaver Hearing Examiner

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Jhairmanj Thos E
Stakem Vice Ohairnwnj Ashton C Barrett James V Day Oom
missioners

These consolidated proceedings arise out of complaints filed by
Parsons Whittemore Inc P W on December 14 1956 and

January 28 1957 1

seeking repara ion for alleged violations ofsections
14 16 and 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act by respondents all
of whom are members of the Pacific Coast European Conference the
Conference Respondents are alleged to have made unlawful over

charges with respect to certain lumber shipments of P W

FACTS

The basic factual situation out ofwhich these proceedings arose was

found to be substantially as follows by the Examiner
p W was signatory to the Conference s Shippers Rate Agreement

Lyddon and Co America Inc Lyddon awholly owned subsidiary
1 Because these proceedings involved rights and obligations under a dual rate contract

our predecessor the Federal Maritime Board on February 11 1957 issued an order staying
the proceedings pending decision of the United States Supreme Court in 18brandt en 00
Inc v U S 239 F 2d 933 D C Cir 1956atrd 356 U S 481 1958

7 F M C
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ofP W was not a signatory to a Shippers RateAgreement and the

agreement between P Wand the Conference did not cover any
P W subsidiaries Itdid however provide that

Iu agreeing to so confine the carriage of its their shipments to the vessels

of the Carriers the Shipper hereby promises and declares it is the intent and

purpose to do so without evasion or subterfuge either directly or indirectly by

any means including the use of intermediaries or subsidiaries

On September 3 1954 3300 short tons of woodpulp were shipped
from Everett Washington to Glasgow Scotland on the MS Ferm

of Paul Wilson Company Bergen Norway a nonconference carrier
The bill of lading for the shipment shows the hipper as Lyddon
The export declaration and the cargo insurance policy also show

Lyddon as shipper On July 11 1954 962 short tons of woodpulp
wer shipped from Tacoma to London on the Asakasan Maru of th

Mitsui Steamship Company a carrier which at that time was not a

member of the Conference The bill of lading and export declaration
show Massachusetts Trading Corporation as the shipper The cargo

insurance policy however showed Lyddonas the beneficiary Massa

chusetts Trading Corporation wasan inactive corpor tion all ofwhose

shares were owned by the ex wife ofone Karl F Landegger President

of both P Wand Lyddon On August 17 1954 450 tons of wood

pulp were shipped on theMitsui vessel Awobasan Maru from Tacoma

to Rotterdam The shipping documents on this shipment were also

in the name of Massachusetts Trading Corporation as shipper The

cargo insurance policy however showed Lyddon as the beneficiary
The woodpulp shipped on the non0onference vessels as described

above was purchased in the name of Lyddon Lyddon was named as

the beneficiary of the ballk letter of credit issued for the purchase
price of the woodpulp Collection from the consignees of the wood

pulp was made through banking channels in the name of Lyddon
On August 10 1954 the chairman of the Conference wrote P W

inquiring as to whether they had shipped woodpulp on nonconference

vessels during July and August P W replied by telegram the

following day stating Shipping arrangements weremade outside our

control On August 16 1954 the Conference chairman pursuant to

article 2 of the Shippers Rate Agreement requested that P W

furnish complete information in regard to the shipments carried

aboard the MS Ferm and the Asakasan Maru Again on September
3 the chairman advised r Landegger that the Conference had re

ceived information regarding the third shipment of woodpulp on a

nonconference vessel the AwobMGIn Maru and requested that P W

7 F M C
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supply with their reply to the previous conference letter the shipping
documents covering all three shipments On September 8 1954 Mr

Landegger wrote a letter of reply to the Conference inquiries stating
that the business in question was transacted by Lyddon in conjunction
with Massachusetts Trading Corporation The Conference then

made a demand for liquidated damages on September 25 1955 which

P VV did not pay On October 26 1954 the Conference wired P W

stating Your right to conference s contract rates under your Ship
pers Rate Agreement dated March 5 1951 terminated effective today
October 26 1954 pursuant articles 1 and 2 of said agreement and all

members notified accordingly Thereafter P W made nine ship
ments from December 18 1954 to July 31 1955 at the higher non

contract rates which were paid by P W under protest The contract

rates charged at that time to other shippers who were allegedly com

petitors of complainant in the trade for substantially similar trans

portation services were approximately 3 35 per ton less than the

noncontract rates charged complainant The record does not establish

that the difference in the freight rate resulted in the loss of sales by
complainant or other economic damage other than the alleged over

payment of freight
The ExamineT in addition to the above found that the record clearly

established thefollowing
2

1 The bales of woodpulp shipped on the nonconference vessels

were all marked P W with a stencil which is the shipping mark

ofParsons vVilittemore
2 Lyddon had an address which was the same as that of P W

in ianhattan

3 Lyddon did not have its own staff but its functions werecarried

outby employees ofP W

4 ir Karl Landegger was the sole stockholder of P W and

P Vwas thesole stockholder ofLyddon
5 Massachusetts Trading Corporation was admittedly used as

a dummy in two of the transactions here in issue

6 Lyddon has not shipped woodpulp in this trade since 1955

7 Half of the six customers for woodpulp served by Lyddon in

1954 and 1955 were also customers of P VV during the same period
It therefore appears that they would be willing to accept delivery

in the name ofeither cOTporation
8 The officials of P W were not only in a position to transact

this business and ship the cargo under the name ofeither corporation
IIThe numerical categorization of these findings of fact does not appear in the Initial

Decision It is used herein for the purpose of highlighting the contentions of the parties

on exceptions
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complainant admitted that they elected to use Lyddon or Massachu
setts Trading Corporation to obtain the lower freight rates on non

conference carriers because the woodpulp prices then prevailing in
the United States west coast and in the European market as of July
August and September weresuch that Parsons Whittemore could not
have done the business except at an out of pocket loss

9 Other than the advantage of lower rates there were no cir
cumstances connected exclusively with the interest of Lyddon that
motivated the use ofits name

10 P V had complete control over the shipments and it fol
lows from the above admission that P W would have shipped in its
own name if the Conference s rate on woodpulp had been lower than
that obtainable from any nonconference carriers

Based on the above findings the Examiner concluded that com

plainant had violated its Shippers Rate Agreement by using a sub

sidiary to evade its contract obligations He rejected as not per
suasive as to the identity of the true shipper certain evid nce which

complainant offered in an attempt to show that Lyddon had a sep
arate corporate existence and identity and the shipments in question
were in fact Lyddon s shipments

Having concluded that the shipments were P W shipments made
through Lyddon and Massachusetts Trading Corporation as an eva

sion or subterfuge for the purpose of avoiding P W s obligation
under the Shippers Rate Agreement the Examiner found that P
V s right to contract rates was properly terminated by respondents

and that contrary to complainant s contention respondents require
ment that P W pay the higher noncontract rate was neither retalia
tion by a discriminatory or unfair means within the meaning of sec

tion 14 Third of the Act nor undue and unreasonable prejudice or

disadvantage in violation of section 16 First nor unjust discrimina
tion under section 17 The Examiner further concluded that neither
the clause in the Shippers Rate Agreement requiring arbitration of
disputes between the parties nor certain suits previously brought by
P V against one of the respondents served to deprive the Commis
sion of its jurisdiction in these proceedings

Although there is no substantial dispute over the facts complain
ant took exception to theconclusions drawn by the Examiner Respond
ents did not file exceptions as such but in their reply to complaillant s

exceptions they disagreed with the Examiner s conclusion regarding
the effect of the arbitration clause in the Shippers Rate Agreement
Complainant s exceptions can be placed in two categories Itsays the
Examiner erred in finding that P W breached the Shippers Rate

7 F M C
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Agreement by evasion or subterfuge In addition it raises for the
first time the question of the validity under section 15 of the Aot
of the Shippers Rate Agreement In urging consideration by the
Commission of this latter question P W relies upon what it con

tends is a change in the applicaible law which took place subsequent
to filing ofbriefs to the Examiner but prior to the filing of exceptions
to the Initial Decision This change in the applicable law was

according to P W brought about by the decision of the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in

Kempner et al v F 1Il 0 313 F 2d 586 1963 which reversed the
decision ofFederal Maritime Board in Dockets 732735 In Dockets
732735 the Board had held that where a dual rate system was in
use by a conference and the conference had filed transcripts or ex

tracts from minutes of its meetings showing adoption or the prac
tice of offering dual rates and had filed tariffs showing dual rates

approval of the system and the contract has been tacit where no

action was taken and no order was issued Moreover the Board took
the position that any infirmities in existing dual rate systems had been
cured by the so called Moratorium Legislation 3 P W contends
that it relied upon the Board s decision in Dockets 732 735 in failing
to challenge the Validity of the Shippers Rate Agreement in its com

plaint or before theExaminer
In overruling the Board the Court ofAppeals in empner supra

had the following to say in a per curiam opinion
The discriminatory rates here involved were not approved by the regulatory

agency merely because it was silent concerning them and the rates were there
fore illegal We think too that the Moratorium Act is prospective only and so
does not relieve an offender from liability for reparations ariSing from a viola

tion which occurred prior to its enactment

The Examiner took cognizance of this development in his Initial
Decision and dealt with it as follows IThe Examiner is notunmindful of the Court of Appeals decision in Kempner
which was decided January 10 1963 after briefs were submitted in this pro

ceeding The Court held that the so called Moratorium Act Public Law 85626
72 Stat 574 did not protect carriers from liability arising out of actions under

unlawful dual rate systems which accrued before the passage of that Act It

is unnecessary to consider this question in this proceeding because thecomplaint
does not question the legality of the particular dual rate system involved here

372 Stat 574 This statute amended section 14 of the Shipping Act 1916 by statlnlt
that notblng in tbls section or elsewhere in thIs act shall be construed orapplIed
to forbId or make unlawful any dual rate contract arrangement in useby the members ot
a conference on May 19 1958 which conference is organIzed under an agreement approved
under section 15 of this Act by the regulatory body adminIstering this Act unless and
until such regulatory body disapproves cancels ormodifies such arrangement In accordance
with the standards set forth in section 15 of this Act
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Respondentsargue that consideration ofthe validity of theShipperst
Rate Agreement is time barred under section 22 of the Act That
section provides for the filing of a complaint alleging any violation
of the Act and states that we may award reparations for the violation
if the complaint is filed within two years after the cause of action

accrued Respondents cite no authority for their position However
it is beyond dispute that the complaints in these proceedings were

filed within the statutory period Moreover under the circumstances
of this case we do not think complainant should be foreclosed from

urging an additional ground in support of its complaint It should
not be penalized for having relied upon the then applicable precedents
of the very agency with which its complaint was filed

As here presented the issue over the validity of the Shippers Rate

Agreement resolves itself into the question whether the agreement
has ever received the required approval under section 15 When the

queStion was first raised by complainant the Commission requested
memoranqa from the parties on the following

Prior to the enactment of Public Law 87346 and for the purpose of the

approval required under section 15 was there any valid distil1ction between
approval of a dual rate system and approval of a dual rate contractf

2 Was the dual rate system of the Pacific Coast Eur pean Conference ever

approved under section 15 by any agency charged with the administration of
the Shipping Act 1916 If so when and under what circumstances

3 Was the Shippers Rate Agreement of the Pacific Coast European Con
ference ever approved under section 15 by any agency charged with the admin

jstration of the Shipping Act 1916 If so when and under what circumstances

The respondents take the position that there is a distinction between
a dual rate system and a dual rate contract They further main
tain that although the dual rate system has always required approval
by the Commission itwasnot until 1959 that there wasany requirement
that the dual rate contract be approved under section 15 It is re

spondents position that although the specific contract Shippers Rate

Agreement here in question was never approved approval was given
to the system in Docket 648 Pacifia OOtl8t Ewropean Oonferenee
3 U S MC 11 1948 Thus if respondents view that only the

system need be approved under section 15 is correct the Shippers
Rate Agreement itself would have been lawful for the period here in

issue

Compiainant on the otherhand contends that respondents are draw

ing adistinction without a difference and that whatever the respond
ents wish to call it the means by which they charged the allegedly
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discriminatory dual rates in question has never been approved under
section 15

Litigation involving the lawfulness of so called dual rates can be
traced back many years but it was not until 1954 and the decision of
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Cir
cuit in I8brandt8en 00 Inc v United States 211 F 2d 51 1954
cert den 347 U S 990 1954 that the question was resolved as to
what section 15 requires by way of approval before a system of dual
rates may be instituted In that case Isbrandtsen brought suit to set
aside an order of the Board allowing the Japan Atlantic Gulf Con
ference to initiate a system of contract noncontract rates within 48
hours of the issuance of the order Although the basic agreement
under which the conference operated approved several years earlier

provided for the future establishment or a dual rate system no system
of dual rates had been approved and no hearing had been held prior
to the issuance of the Board s order The Conference merely filed a

statement of intention to institute such a system showing the reasons

for its use and the amount of spread bebveen contract and noncontract
rates 4 Isbrandtsenand the Attorney General petitioned the Board
for an immediate hearing pending institution of the system The
Board however issued an order allowing the Conference to institute
the system and granted hearing at a date subsequent to the effectuation
of the system The Court of Appeals set aside the Board s order

holding that dual rate system agreements must be approved under
section 15 before they become operative

A careful reading of its opinion can leave no doubt that the Court
in referring to the dual rate system agreement was speaking of the
actual system and thecontract between the Conference and theshipper

Respondents contention that approv al of their Shippers Rate

Agreement was not required until 1959 is primarily grounded on the
decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
in Anglo O ian Shipping 00 Ltd v U S F MB 264 F 2d

405 1959 and an incorrect interpretation of that decision in the
Recommended Decision of the Examiner in Commission Docket No
870 In the lJ atte1 of Pacific Ooast European OonferenceExclusive

Patronage Oontract Respondents cite with approval the following
statement appearing at page 24 of that Recommended Decision

Approval of respondents Section 15 rate agreements was not a matter before

the Commission in 1948 Itwas not until the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
decision in the Anglo Canadian case that rate agreements or any modifications

thereof required Section 15 approval because at that time and until the decision

in the Anglo Canadian case in 1959 the interpretation placed upon Section 15

by the Commission was that rate agreements including modifications of rate

7 F M C
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agreements did not require Section 15 approval in addition to approval of the Ibasicconference agreement

III
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There is a further extensive quote by respondents from pages 2426

of the Recommended Decision wherein the Examiner reasons that a

contract rate system must necessarily be preceded by 1 the estab

lishment of a conference 2 an agreement between the members to I
institute a contract rate system and 3 relying on the 1954 Isbrandt

sen decision supra that only the agreement between the carriers to

institute the system needed approval prior to 1959 There are fatal

flaws in these arguments
First the very proposition for which respondents contend the

19541Isbrandtsetn case stands was in fact argued to the Court As the

Court said

The Board s position here is that it may allow the agreement to go into effect

in advance of formal approval because the basw conference agreement authorizes

dual rate system agreements It maintains that the basic conference agreement
carries with it the cover of authority for subsequent changes of rates since

the language of the basic agreement is as broad as that of the statute itself

It this is so no additional approval wottld be necessary to allow the dual rate

system to go into effect 211 F 2d at 55 Emphasis supplied

Two things are beyond dispute from the statement of the Court On

the one hand it demonstrates that the position respondents are here

contending for was considered by the Court and on the other that

when the Court spoke of dual rate system agreements it meant

something other than the basic conference agreement or any provision
therein authorizing the futul e establishment of a contract rate sys

tem In rejecting the cover of authority argument the Court said

at page 56

Agreements referred to in the Shipping Act are defined to include under

standings conferences and other al rangemelltClearly a scheme of dual

rates lil e that involved here is an agreement in this ense It can hardly

be classified as an interstitial sort of adjustment since it introduces an entirely

new scheme of rate combination and discrimination not embodied in the basic

agreement IBut even if it vere not a new agreement it would certainly be

classed as a modification of the existing basiagreement In either case

15 requires that such agreements or modification shall be lawful only when

and as long as approved by the Board Until such approval is obtained the

Shipping Ad makes it illegal to institute the dual rate system nd this

This procedure was required under theBoard s General Order 76 46 CFR 2316 General

Order 76 was a direct outgrowth of the decision In 18brandt8en 00 Ino v U S 96 F

Supp 883 1951 aDd 342 U S 950 1952 wherein the Court restricted its decision to

a finding that the differential or spread between the contract and noncontract rates had

admittedly been arbitrarily fixed and thus was unlawfully discriminatory General Order

76 among other things required conferences to tile copies of their dual rate contracts 8

statement of the reasons for the Institution of the use of contract and noncontract rates

In the particular trade and the basis for the spread ordifferential between such rates
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illegality cannot be spirited away by action which the Board labels inter

locutory of a discretionary nature Footnotes omitted

Thus it is patently clear that the 18b randtsen decision does not stand

for the proposition relied upon by respondents for the Coult ex

pressly rejected the argument that approval of the agreement hetween

the carriers the basic conference agreement to institute a system

or duarates was sufficient to allow the actual imposition or contract

lloncontract rates The Court in fact required approval of the actual

dual rate scheme of which the contract is an integral part

Perhaps more serious than the misconstruction of the 19541sbrartdt

sen decision is the treatment accorded the Anglo Oanadian decision

8upra At page 24 of the Recommended Decision in Docket 870 upon

hich respondents rely the Examiner had the rollowing to say con

cerning Anglo Oanadian

g

tl

It was not until the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in the Anglo

Canadinn case In 1959 3 that rate agreements or any modification thereof re

quired Section 15 approval

Immediately preceding the statement or the Court quoted by the

Examiner in his footnote 13 there appears on the same page as the

quoted statement the following
We understand Isbrandtsen 00 v United States D O Oir 211 F 2d 51 to

hold that proposals for agreements between shiIJpers and conference lines must

be approved by the Board under 15 i before a dual rate system may be

initiated River Plate Brazil Oont v P1 essed Steel Oar 00 2nd Oir 227

F 2d 60 dealt vith an attempted action by a common carrier steamship con

ference upon an alleged contract or agreelllent bebveen a shipper and the con

ferenCe for damages sought because of a claimed breach of the contract by the

shipper The action was held unenforceable because the agreement had not

been approved by the Board as required by 15 of the Shlpl ing Cod e

Thus when not taken out of context the Court s holding in Anglo
Oarwdian was merely a restatement or the law as interpreted first in

the 1954 Isbrandtsen decision and again in 1955 in the River Plate 1

Brazil Oonference decision

Manirestly respondents position that approval of the Shippers
Rate Agreement was not required until 1959 is not well taken

Respondents themselves state that their Shippers Rate Agreement
has never been approved under section 15 That is correct as is the

Recommended Decision in Docket 870 insorar as it stated at pa 24

that approval of respondents rate agreement was not a matter before

the Commission in Docket 648 Such approval was not an issue in

13 Reported at 264 Fed 2d at page 411 where the Court saId we hold therefore tbat

the sblppers rate agreement here Involved l s one subject to tbe provisions of Bection 15
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thatcase and as we have seen the approva there given was not fillough
under section 15 to validate the institution of an actual dual rate
seheme nor the shippers contract adopted as part thereof

The Examiner properly rejected respondents contention that this
matter should first have been submitted to arbitration under para
graph 11 of the Shippers Rate Agreement Vithout eonsidering
what obligation P W would have under a valid contract to submit
the dispute to arbitration before seeking other relief the arbitration
clause could not oust the Commission of jurisdiction and the Exam
iner was correct in relying in this respect upon Swift and 00 v

F M O 306 F 2d 277 D C Cif 1962
The complainant s remaining exceptions to the Examiner s decision

are largely addressed to the argument that the shipments vhich led
to the termination of its contract rates were in fact bona fide ship
ments of Lyddon and hence were not covered by the rate agreement
Certain of complainant s contentions are either of doubtful materiality
to the resolution of the issue or are subject to dual inferences For

example the existence of Lyddon as a separate corporation prior to
P V s purchase of its stock in 1947 does nothing to negate the
Examiner s finding that Lyddon was thereafter completely controlled

by P W The claim that P W derived no monies from Lyddon
except dividends when declared and reimbursement for out of pocket
costs and salaries of P W employees when working for Lyddon
means little In the final analysis all monies vent to President Lan

degger as sole owner of all the stock of both corporations
N or are we impressed by complainant s contention that Lyddon

had separate bookkeeping accounts and records and a separate bank
account out of which payment was made for the nonconference ship
ments and further that the shipping documents and letter of credit
Nere in Lyddon s name or that of its nominee Massachusetts Trading
Corporation We agree with the Examiner that these contentions
are not convincing in the light of the additional evidence of Tecord

Complainant had the opportunity and machinery for making non

onference shipments in order to reduce freight costs It admits it
used Lyddon and Massachusetts Trading for this purpose Once the
decision was made to ship in this manner the shipping papers Tould

naturally be made out in the name ofLyddon or Massachusetts Trad

ing It is significant moreover that the woodpulp bales in question
were all marked with complainant s P W stencil There yere no

reasons cOllnected exclusively with Lyddon s interests for shipping
them in Lyddon s name But if not so shipped complainant would
have suffered an out of pocket loss On the other hand the record

7 F M C
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1

makes clear that complainant vQuld have used its own name had

the conference rates been lower

We cannot give credence to the alleged separation of corporate
entities in such circumstances The sole and effective control of both

corporations was vested in one of them and the alleged separation
at least so far as these shipments were concerned appears to have

been no more than a paper undertaking for the purpose ofevading
complainant s obligation under its Shippers Rate Agreement with

respondents
Section 22 of the Shipping Act provideg in relevant part
That any person mar file with the board a sworn complaint setting forth

any violation of this Act by a common carrier by water I and asking
reparation for the injury if any caused thereby If the complaint is not

satisfied thehoard shall I investigate it in such manner and by such means

and make such order as it deems proper Tbe board if the complaint is filed

within two yea rs after the caUSe of action accrued may direct tbe payment
of full reparation to the complainant for the injury caused by such violation

The power thus vested in us is that we may award reparation
for injury caused by violation of the Act It is permissive and di

cretionary and the mere fact that a violation has been found d s
not in itself compel agrant of reparations Oonsolo v FZotaMeraante

Granaolombiana Dkt 827 Sub 1 Report served September 18 1963

A similar construction was placed upon section 22 by the Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in the same case Flata

Mercante GrancolomlJiana v FM O 302 F 2d 887 1962 InFlata

our predecessor the Federal Maritime Board had awarded repara
tions for violations of the Act On judicial review Flota advanced

numerous arguments as to why it was inequitable to requiTe it to

pay reparations The Court while agreeing with the Board s find

ing of violations remanded the case to this Commission to consider

whether nnderall the circumstances it is inequitable to force Flota

to pay reparations The Court explained it was taking this action

because inter alia The Board may have erroneously believed 1

that it was required to grant reparations once it found a violation

of theAct
Under the circumstances of this case we are of the opinion that

it would be inequitable to require the payment of reparations While
the court precedents leave us no choice but to hold that the Shippers
Rate Agreement was invalid for lack of section l5 approval we ant

here concerned with equitable considerations and the fact is that

complainant thought the agreement was valid at the time it attempted
to vade its obligations thereunder by shipping in the name of 8

subsidiary
7 F M C
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No question as to the lawfulness of the agreement was raised in

this case until February 12 1963 when complainant filed its excep
tions to the Examiner s Initial Decision Complainant therein stated

by way ot explanation for belatedly raising the issue Prior to the
Court s decision in the Kempner case Kempner et ai v F M O supra
decided January 10 1963 it had been the law established by the

former Board lie lie lie that any infirmity which may have existed in

apre existing dual rate contract arrangement wascured by the Mora

torium Act and that tacit approval of a dual rate system was

adequate to make it lawful under Section 15 Of course respondents
considered that the Shippers Rate Agreement was valid and the case

as the Examiner said was tried before him with theparties in accord

that the basic question in this proceeding is whether Parsons Wh tte

more in connection with the shipments on the nonconference vessels violated
its promise to confine the carriage of its shipments to the vessels of theconfer

ence lines and to do so without evasion or subterfuge either directly or indl

rectly by any means including theuse of intermediaries or subsidiaries

It is a fact that the agency charged with the adm nistration of the

Shipping Act the Federal Maritime Board viewed as lawful not only
respondents Shippers Rate Agreement but those of some 60 odd

other conferences utilizing the contract noncontract rate system
although no specific approval of the agreements had been given under

section 15 of the Act This was on the theory that approval of the

basic conference agreement authorizing the future establishment ofa

dual rate system was all that was required The Board imposed no

requirement by order or otherwise after the 1954 IsbraruJtsen decision

supra that existing dual rate agreements be approved before con

tinuing to apply them and the agreements remained in widespread
use throughout the steamship industry

Thus it seems to us respondents were acting in good faith in enfor

ing the provisions of the Shippers Rate Agreement whereas the

complainant from the record before us was not acting in good faith

but consciously sought to avoid its contractual obligations by ship
ping in the name of a subsidiary Certainly equity dOef not dictate

that complainant be rewarded for this endeavor In view thereof
and after consideration of the alternatives open to us under the law

we choose to leave the parties as we found them Complainant s

claim for reparations in the form of alleged overcharges i e the dif

ference between the contract and noncontract rates on some nine ship
ments made on respondents vessels during the period from December

1954 to July 1955 will be denied An appropriate order is attached
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Commissioner John S Patterson Ooncurring
Based on the record before me in these proceedings I deem it

appropriate based on the following reasons to concur separately in

the results reached in the preceding report
The six proceedings covered by the preceding report involve sub

stantially identical complaints that six common carriers by water

in foreign commerce overcharged Parsons Whittemore Inc

P W on several shipments of wood pulp P W claims a refund

by way of a reparation action under section 22 of the Shipping Act

1916 Act equal to the difference between the discount rate charged
to shippers pursuant to an exclusive patronage contract called the

Shippers Rate Agreement Agreement with the Pacific Coast Euro

pean Conference Conference and the higher rate shown in the

tariffs as applicable to shippers who do not sign a Shippers Rate

Agreement
The facts show that P W as of the fifth day of March 1951 made

an Agreement with the Conference and the several steamship lines

named therein to offer or cause to be offered for transportation on

vessels of the Carriers from Pacific Coast ports of the United States
and Canada to ports of call in Great Britain Northern Ireland Eire
Irish Free State Continental Europe Scandinavia and French

Morocco and on the Mediterranean Sea all of its shipments by
water on which said contract rates are applicahle The contract rates

are those shown in the applicable tariffs P W s Agreement also

provides In agreeing to so confine the carriage of its their ship
ments to the vessels of the Carriers the Shipper hereby promises and

declares it is the intent and purpose to do so without evasion or sub

terfuge either directly or indirectly by any means including the use

of intermediaries or subsidiaries Exhibit C1e

As a part of my finding as to the facts Iam also satisfied that the

corporate relationships between P Wand Lyddon and Massachusetts

Trading Corporation whose names are shown in the bills of lading
covering the shipments on lines not parties to the Agreement are such

that they are all the same as P Wand all of them were really the

same shippers
The facts as stated above establish to my satisfaction that when

P W made shipments of wood pulp on Paul Wilson Company and

Mitsui Line ships which are not named in the Agreement and during
a period when the Agreement was still in effect P W failed to per
form its agreement properly The Conference was justified in termi

nating thisAgreement under the provisions which gave the Conference

the right to do so on Failure of the Shipper topay liquidated dam
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ages for shipments in violation of the Agreement within thirty days
after the receipt of notice second paragraph Thereafter the Con
ference was justified in charging the complainant P W a higher or

non contract rate and complainant is not entitled to reparation be
cause there were no overcharges as claimed In the absence of any

wrongful charges there were no violations of the Act either

The preceding report contains a decision to leave the parties as we

found them even though the Agreement is thought to be invalid asa

result ofdevelopments in the law since 1954 and 1955 when the Agree
ment and the acts that are the subject of these proceedings occurred

The developments in the law that are thought to control the decision

all involved questions about theapprovability under Sections 14 and

15 of the Act of dual rate arrangements exclusive patronage trade

practices and conference agreements putting them into effect None

of the cases discussed involved comparable issues or facts as we have

here hut involved inter carrier competitive disputes 81bout certain

trade practices and the approvability of agreements under Section 15

Violation of Section 15 was not charged in the complaint herein

We are concerned here solely with the 1951 Agreement between the

complainant shipper and the respondent carrier and the performance
thereof Specific agreements with shippers such as this one were not

subject to approval under Section 15 and permission to use them was

not required by statute until Section 14b was added to the Act in 1961

about six years after the actions herein occurred The arguments that

the 1951 Agreement required approval under Section 15 and did not

get such approval are not pertinent to my decision

The preceding report contains no decision as to the violations of

Section 14 Third Section 16 First or Section 17 charged in the com

plaints Ibelieve this was correct on the facts because there was no

violation ofthese sections
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No 805

PARSONS W HITlEMORE INC

v

REDERIAKTIEBOLAGET NORDSTJERNAN J HNSON LINE

No 809

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

v

CoMPAGNIEGENERALE TRANSATLANTIQUE FRENCH LINE

No 810

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

v

THE BLUE STAR LINE LTD BLUE STAR LINE

No 811

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

v

FURNESS WITHY CO LTD FURNESS LINE

No 812

PARSONS WHITTEMORE INC

v

WESTFAL LARSEN CO A S INTEROCEAN LINE
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PARSONS WHITIEMORE INC

V

FRED OLSEN Co FRED OLSEN LINE

ORDER OF DISMISSAL

These proceedings having been instituted upon complaints filed

under section 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 and the Commission hav

ing this date made and entered its Report containing its findings and

conclusions thereon which Report is made a part hereof by reference

Itw ordered That thecomplaints he and they are hereby dismissed

By theCommission February 4 1964

Signed THOMAS LISI

SeCl etaTJ
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No 873

INV STIGATION OF PASSENGER SrEA SHIP CONFERENCES REARDING

ThAVEL AGENTS

Decided January 30 19B4

1 Agreements No 7840 and No 120 of Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference
and Trans Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference respectively ahd the
rules adopted thereunder as they relate to travel agents found to violate

section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 in certain respects and ordered modified

in accordance with this decision which requires that the conferences

Establish publish and apply definite objective standar s for screenjIg
of applicants who apply for plac ment on theconference llst of travel

agents eligible for appointment by member lines for the approval or

disapproval of change of officers or sales or transfers of agencie s for

cancellations of agencies from the list of eligibles and for the imposi
tion of penalties for violation of the conference rules

b Provide notice of conference rules and practices to agents and prospec
tive agents and complete reasons for conference action in excluding
applicants from the eligible list refusing to approve a change of offi

cers or the sale or transfer of the agency cancellation of eligibility
and the imposition of fines and penalties against agencies

c Afford a reasonable opportunity for hearing to ag nts before tahing
action to disapprove a change of officers or the sale or transfer of an

agency to cancel the eligibility of an age cy or to assess a fine or

penalty against ail agency

d Discontinue the practice of 1 establishing quotas for the maximum
number of agent s that will be placed on theeligible lists requiring

tht an applicant be sponsored by member line 3 denying elig
bility to applicants whose offices are south of Fulton Street in Man
hattan or those who are in department stores or automobile Clubs

e Submit for Commission review the conference rule prohibiting the ap
pointment of foreign freight forwarders as trav e agents

f Discontinue the prohibition against tl1e sale by agents of transportaUon
on nonconference lines

g Discontinue the unanimity rule in voting on applicants for the eligible
lists change of officers or sales or transfer of agencies and level of
agents commissions

7 F lLC 737
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h Discontinue certain practices of secrecy surrounding conference rules

and activities regarding travel agen and provide the Commission

with detailed minutes of all matters coming before their meeti s

which include the votes of thememberson these matters

2 Tbe Commission has jurisdiction over the levels of commissions paid to travel

agents However the record in this proceeding does notcontain a sufficient

showing that the present level is so low as to be detrimental to the com

merce of the United States or otherwise unlawful under section 15 of theAct

Edward R Neaher Joseph Mayper and Oarl S Rowe for Trans

Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference and Atlantic Passenger
Steamship Conference respondents

Robert J Sisk Rwhard A Givens and Rocco O Siciliano for

American Society of Travel Agents and James F McManlt8 pro se

and for Mary R McManus doing business as LevittownTravel Center

interveners

Wm Jarrell S1nith Jr and Robert J Black ell HeaTing CounseL

E Robert Seave1 Hearing Examiner

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION JOHN HARLLEE Ohairman THOS E

STAKEM Vice Ohairman ASHTON C BARRETT Omnmissioner

This proceeding is a general investigation of the agreements and

practices of two interrelated passenger steamship conferences those

practices relate to travel agents It is the first general investigation
to be held by the Commission or its predecessors in this area and all

of the passenger lines engaged in the transatlantic trade and their

travel agents are directly involved

This proceeding was instituted as a result of a petition filed by the

American Society of Travel Agents ASTA The purpose of the

investigation is to determine whether Agreement 120 the organic
agreement of the Trans Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference

TAPC and Agreement 7840 the organic agreem nt of theAtlantic

Passenger Steamship Conference APC should be disapproved can

celed or modified insofar as they relate to travel agents in accordance

with section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 814

Extensive hearings wereheld in New York The parties represented
at the hearings included The 2 conferences and their member lines

3 of which are American flag and 23 foreign flag as respondents
ASTA and certain individual travel agencies as interveners and

hearing counsel ASTA Hearing Counsel and respondents filed
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briefs The examiner issued an initialdecisionbased upon theevidence
adduced at the hearings Hearing Counsel ASTA and respondents
filed exceptions thereto and we heard oral argument

FACTS

A THE CONFERENCES

The two conferences whose activities are the subjectof this investiga
tion are the Trans Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference TAPe

operating pursuant to Agreement No 120 and the Atlantic Passenger
Steamshi p Conference APe operating pursuant to Agreement No

7840

The TAPC and its pred essors have been in existence for at least

80 years The TAPC consists of two American Jlag earriers American

Export Lines and United States Lines ancl23 foreign flagcaiFiers

greement No 120 was first approved February 12 1929 It contains

comprehensive provisions relating to the selection and control of travel

agents and requires that all conference action be unanimous

Unanimity Rule It provides for a permanent conference com

mittee known as the Committee on Control of Sub Agencies 1 Con

trol Comn ittee which is vested with broad powers relating to agents
in so called Metropolitan List Territories The Control Corrunittee
decides which applicants will be placed upon the lists of eligible
agents in the specified metropolitan areas decides which agents hold

iug appointment in those a reas should be retained or canceled Rild

obtains from the lines or agents such information as the COmmitt

requires to carry out its functions Agreement No 120 governs all of

the issues raised by the parties in this proceeding except the level of

commissions

The APC and its predecessors have been in operation for about the

same length of time as the TAPC The APC presently operates

pursuant to Agreement No 7840 approved by the Commission on

August 29 1946 The voting membership of the APC is the same as

the TAPC except that it includes one additional American flag line

American President Lines and does not include Spanish Line APe

is domiciled in Folkstone England and holds its meetings in Britain

or on the Continent Its records are located in Folkstone APC

establishes uniform fares and the m xinlum levels of commission

payable to agents by the member lines Like TAPC APe operates

pursuant to a unRnimity rule It has no function with respect to the

II

1Travel agents are referred to In both conference agreements as Bubagentll TlIeywlll
be referred to hereinafter all travel agents oragents
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appointment dismissal or control of the agents in the United States

these matt HS being ithin the jurisdiction of the TAPC TAPC has

no jurisdiction over the level of commissions to be paid agents but its

views are s01netimes requested by APe and sometimes treated as con

fidential TAPC may be thought of as the agency regulating arm of

APe APe does not take Or record votes and only a bobtailed report
of final action taken is filed with the Commission Neither the agenda
of the meeting a report of the discussion of the members nor any

reference to proposals discussed but not adopted is filed with the

Commission In general there appears to be a deliberate conference

policy to avoid government revie w of conference action One of the

lines referred in its correspondence to the conference to an under

standing not to have too much official correspondence and several

references are made in the transcript of hearings to the statements

by leading representatives of conference carriers that no minutes could

be taken or published because of the existence of the U S antitrust

laws

B THE TRAVEL AGENTS

There are about 4 000 travel agents in the United States who repre Isentthe carriers of the two conferences Approximately one third of I
these are inembers of ASTA There are some 575 agencies in New

York alone In 1960 the 4 000 or so travel agents were responsible Ifor 80 percent ofall trans atlantic steamship passenger bookings made

in the United States exclusive of tours The conferences and their I

member lines acknowledge that the travel agents constitute their

principal sales force

The conference action relative to the appointment and control of

travel agents is confined with the exception of agencies located in

departJnent stores and automobiles clubs vhich require conference

approval for appointment to six so called Jietropolitan Eligible List

Territories The ietropolitan List Territories are those including
and immediately surrounding New York Boston Philadelphia
Chieago Los Angeles and San Francisco

irhe agencies located in these Nletropolitan List Territories are gen

eraJly srnall in size about 70 pereent having five or fewer employees
and half hairing yearly net earnings under 5 000 There are basically
two types of agents wholesale agents who arrange sponsor and

conduct package tours and retail agents who sell the packaged
product In addition to the 7 perc nt commission the retail agent

receilres frOln the T PC for the ocean passage he is paid an additional

3 percent commission by the wholesaler on those it ms in the package
7 F M Q
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other than steamship fare Under a somewhat similar arrangement
of the International Air Transportation Association an association

of airlines in foreign commerce the airlines pay a lO percent commis
sion on the air transport segment of tours The wholesaler does not

receive any net remun ration from the shipIine or airline in these cir
cumstances Ilis revenue comes frOlll commissions on the hotel and

insurance facets of the tours A large majority of agents in Nletro

poEtan List Territories hanclle retail business exclusively The

agents who act as wholesalers may also act as retailers The

great majority engage exclusively in the travel business and practically
all agents representairlines as well as steamship lines

C SPECIFIO PRACTICES OF TAPC AFFECiJING ThAVEL AGENTS

1 Appointment
Under the TAPC agreement the Control Committee is responsible

for the screening of agents in the Metropolitan List Territories and
exercises final authority over all matters relating to the screening of

agents including determination as to the placement of an applicant on

the Eligible List Under the terms of the conference agreement
the member lines may appoint agents only from those appearing on the

Eligible List for the particular metropolitan territory The Control
Committee has eight members who each serve for a term of 2 years
Two members are chosen to represent the lines whose vessels are

registered in countries in each of the following areas

The North Atlantic Group which includes Great Britain the Scandinavian

countries and Canada

The Mediterranean Group which includes countries bordering on the Mediter

ranean Adriatic and Black Seas including Mediterranean France

The U S Group which includes only the United States
The Continental Group which includes any country on the Continent of Europe

notclassified above

The members in each group areselected by the unanimous vote of the
lines within the group The committee meets informally about every 6

weeks Votes are not ordinarily taken and if a vote is taken it is not

recorded No minutes ofmeetings are kept All actions of the com

mittee must have the unanimous approval of the members

In the M etropolitan List Territories other than New York local

subcommittees of the Control Committee preliminarily determine the

qualifications of applicants and forward their recommendations for

agency appointments to the Control Committee Normally the Con

trol Committee accepts these recommendations The procedures of

the several local committees are not uniform even as to the Unanimity
Rule which under the conference rules they are all supposed to follow
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However votes are taken and these are forwarded to the CQntrol CQm

mittee Ifa local cQmmittee refuses to recommend an applicant the

application itself is nQt fQrwarded to the CQntrol CQmmittee Thus

in practical effect each local subcommittee exercises considerable PQwer
Qver an a pplicant in the MetroPQlitan List TerritQry under its

jurisdictiQn

a The SpQnsQrship Rule

An applicant for apPQintment as a travel agent usually cQmmuni

cates with the secretary of the cQnference whO in turn sends the in

fQrmatiQn relative to the applicant to all the member lines The sec

retary places the name Qf the applicant Qn the agenda Qf the CQntrQI

eQmm ittee Qnly if Qne 0 1 mQre Qf the member lines shQ v an interest

in the particular applicant If nO member line shQWS any interest in

the applicant actiQn on his application is deferred and the appli
cant Qf eQurse may nQt be apPQinted an agent by any of the member

lines This requirement Qf a show of interest by a member line is

referred to as the sPQnsQrship practiee SpQnsQrship Rule Al

thQugh lines individually Qften interview prQspeetive agents by the

use of questionnaires 01 Qf travelers who are representatives Qf the

variQus member lines and whO persQnally visit applicants at their

places Qf business the cQnferenee as a bQdy has nO Qrganized system
fQr the unifQrm gathering Qf infQrmatiQn cQncerning each applieant
It is left to the sPQnsoring line to bring fQrward sU eh favorahle in

fQrmatiQn as the line deems necessary to seeure favQrable actiQn Qn the

applicant The cQnferenee has never Qffieially infQrmed applicants
Qf the SpQnsQrship Rule SQme applicants learning Qf it thrQugh the

lines Qthers thrQugh ASTA

Once sPQnsQred the applicant is then given cQnsideratiQn by the

CQntrQI CQmmittee If the applicant is nQt VQted favQrably UPQn by
the CQntrQI CQmmittee he is tral1sferred to a Preferred List and

his applicatiQn is cQnsidered at subsequent meetings No applicatiQn
IS denied Qutright but applicants must Qften spend several years Qn

the Preferred List before securing the unanimous VQte Qf the CQntrQI

Committee necessary fQr plaeement Qn the Eligible List AlthQugh
the CQntrQI CQmmittee supPQsedly determines whether 01 nQt to place
applicants UPQn the Eligible List by the eQnsideratiQn Qf such factQrs

as potential ability to prQduce business financial stability business

character IQcatiQn Qf business and natiQnal Qrigin Qf the applicant in

relatiQn to natiQnal Qrigin Qf the members Qf the cQmmunity in which

the applicant s business is IQeated these factQrs are nQt spelled out in

the cQnference agreement rules 01 elsewhere Applicants are nQt
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officially informed by the conference as to the standards upon which

they will be judged however in some instances they may obtain some

idea of the standards employed by the members of the Control Com
mittee from conversations with representatives of the lines or from

the information requested on the questionnaires that some of the lines

provide to some applicants The Commission has never been informed

of these standards The record shows that the standards have not

been applied uniformly and agents oftenhave had to wait long periods
of time before learning of thestandards

Although anyone can book passage on common carriers including
agents not on the Eligible List the lines are prohibited from appoint
ing agents who have not been approved unanimously for the Eligible
List by the Control Committee and commissions for bookings made

may not be paid by the member lines to anyone but appointed agents
hile under the terms of the conference agreement commissions may

be paid retroactively from appointment for 1 year s bookings retroac

tive payment is not mandatory and is left to the discretion of the indi
vidual line Unappointed agents find it difficult to make bookings
as lacking prestige they are not always able to obtain vessel space
nordo they have ready ticket supplies The record indicates thatthese
factors coupled with uncertainty of commissions tend to cause unap
pointed agents where possible to divert passengers from steamship
travel to air travel

b The Quota System
The TAPe agreement provides that the number of agencies sha

be limited with due regard being given to the requirements of the

traffic in various localities The agreement places the responsibility
for the establishment of these limitations with the Control Commit
tee and it has established quotas limiting the number of agents that

can be placed upon the Eligible List for each Metropolitan List Terri

tory The effect of this provision is to prevent sponsored and other

wise eligible agents from being placed on the lists Aithough agents
are merely deferred to the so called Preferred List rather than

denied placement on the Eligible List the deferral for extended

periods is tantamount to a denial

c The Unanimity Rule

The requirement of a unanimous vote by the Control Conlffiittee has

9n many occasions prevented the placement of applicants on the Eli

gible List The record shows that as late as 1959 the local subcom

mittee for Philadelphia declined to recommend an appointment be
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cause of a single nay vote despite eight votes cast in favor of the

applicant Similarly the Los Angeles local subcommittee in 1951

declined four applications of which three were approved by majori
ties of eight to two and one was approved by a majority of nine to

one These actions caused the retiring chairman of the Los Angeles
iocal subcommittee to record in the minutes of that committee

the one or two negative votes resulting in the pending applications being

declined under the unanimous agreement clanse is extremely
detrimental to the best interests of the majority lines Further that such

negative votes may be cast on direct instructions from principals or fire

actually mischievous rather than cooperative in intent It is also obvious

that the committee negative action inthese cases isbeing used to advantage

to the fullest possible extent by the TransAtlantic Air services

Although all final decisional authority for placement on the Eligible
List rests with the Control Committee and the local committees can

merely recommend it should be borne in mind as noted above that

hen local subcommittees reject applicants the applications ordinarily
do not even come to the attention of theControl Committee

d Other TAPe Selection Practices

Conference rules forbid the appointment of agents who are also

freight forwarders or whose places of business are in department
stores and automobile clubs In the Metropolitan List Territory of

New York appointment is prohibited to agencies located in the dis

trict south of Fulton Street in Manhattan Fulton Street Rule The

record shows that these rules have not been uniformly applied The

rules regarding freight forwarders Freight Forwarder Rule and

agencies located in department stores Department Store Rule are

grounded on thecontention thatthe agent s concentration on steamship
bookings would be lessened by the agent s other activities Under its

authority to waive the rule the Control Committee has approved about

100 agencies in department stores and 75 in automobile clubs Also

the Fulton Street Rule may be waived in exceptional cases There has

been no uniformity of standard however in handling any of these

supposedly exceptional cases

2 Oontrol of Agencies After Appointment
a The Tieing Rule

Conference rules prohibit appointed agents from selling transporta
tion on nonconference lines All passenger lines operating in the

transatlantic trade are members of TAPC TAPe members carry

99 percent of the passengers moving by water in this trade The only
lines affected by the rule prohibiting sale of tickets via nonconference
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lineS are those freighter services which carry a limited number of pas

sengers on their cargo vessels Such carriers like the TAPG lines

must rely on travel agents for the sale of ocean transportation A

maiil economic threat to the conference lines is that of the air carriers

but the Tieing Rule does not prohibit the agents from booking
transatlantic travel via air carriers

b Sale or Transfer of Agency or Change in Officers or in Address or

Name

The official conference rules require only that approval oI the

appointing lines be obtained prior to the transfer sale or chang of

name or address of an agency However in practice the Control
Committee has exeroised authority over these transactions Again
precise standards have not been adopted and the v gue standards

which have been utilized have not been uniformly applied At one

time at least it seems to have been a matter of conference policy to

deny sale or transfer without going through termination and re

appointment but this is uncertain The record contains several exam

ples of cases in which a majority of lines were unable to permit a sale

or change in personnel either because of the vague standards or the

existence of the Unanimity Rule Under the Unanimity Rule it is

possible for a member of the Control Committee representing a line

which has not appointed the agency in question to block a sale or

transfer

c Fines and Penalties

Fines and penalties called liquidated damages by the conference

are levied for breaches of conference rules by a Special Committee the

membership of which is the same as that of the Control Committee
No formal procedure has been adopted for determination of the truth

of alleged violations vVhile it appears that the accused agent is

afforded the right to tell his side of the story usually in writing it
does not appear from the record that the agent is afforded any kind
of hearing or any reconsideration of or appeal from the decision of

the Control Committee During the period from 1952 throug4 1960

the Special Committee assessed penalties against some 28 agents total

ing 3 500

d Bonding and Canceled Voyages
TAPC requires that agents who are appointed in ietropolitan List

Territories be covered by surety bonds in amounts based on the ex

pected sales of the agent A single bond covers one agent for the
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benefit of all appointing lines The premium of the bond is paid by
the conference but the agents pay annual fees in amounts which vary

in different cities These fees help defray premium and other ex

penses of the conference in administering its agency program The

conference lines are not required to be bonded and on at least one

occasion a member line was unable to pay a commission because of

financial difficulties On other occasions when sailings were canceled

after bookings had been made commissions werenot paid to theagents
even though they had fully performed the service ofbooking the pas

sage and had nothing to do with the cancellation of the sailings
There appears to be no conference regulation relating to the payment
of commissions on canceled voyages However some lines pay half

commission other fullcommission on canceled voyages

e Tenure and Cancellation of Eligibility
The conference rules provide that either an agent or its appointing

line may terminate an agency at any time In addition the Control

Committee may remove names from the Eligible List if it finds a

breach of conference rules by the agent unethical business standards

an inability on the part of the agent adequately to create and stimulate

the sale of transportation or failure of the agent to effeot the sale of

ft sufficient number of bookings In the years 1957 through 1960 19

agencies were terminated due to an alleged insufficiency in the number

of bookings produced by the agency 1lnd 17 for other reasons Four

ofthe latter weresubsequently reinstated

No precise standards relative to what might constitute a sufficient

number of bookings by an agent have been set up The local sub

committees have established minimum booking requirements for ap

proved agents in their respective jurisdictions but the standards were

not considered absolute and the Control Committee has on occasion

exercised an ad hoc judgment in the application of these requirements
In New York the minimum wasset at 50 bookings per year within the

city limits and 30 in the suburbs Twenty five was the minimum in

Philadelphia and Chicago 30 in San Francisco 10 in Los Angeles
and no minimum was set for Boston The agents werenot informed

of these standards The Control Committee has exercised final au

thority in terminating the eligibility of agencies according to which

Each case was handled on its own merits d pending on the circum

stances surrounding the case Agents have not been afforded a hear

ing or a right to have the action of the Control Committee reviewed

The standards of perfollnance and other grounds for terlnination

consistsolely of thegeneral normsquoted above
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D PRACTICES OF APC vVrln RESPECT TO LEVEL OF AGENTS
COlllIISSIONS

As noted above the TAPC exercises authority oyer all agency

relationships and practices at issue in this proceeding except the level

of agents commissions which is the province of the APC Under the

APe agreement unanimous approval is required by the membership
of the APC before the level of conimissions paid to agents may be

raised Thus an increase in the level of commissions requires the

affirmative vote of the six member llnes which serve only Canadian

ports 1eetings of the APe are conducted on an informal basis and

a vote of the members is neither taken recorded nor filed with the

Commission The conference records show that from about October

1950 all lines have shown a willingness in principle at least to increase

the level of agency commissions However in 1950 and in 1951 sub

committees of the APC were unable because of the conference s Una

nimity Rule to recommend a proposed increase in commissions

although the majority was prepared to increase the commi iQn fron

6 to 7112 percent on all classes all seasons The 1951 subcommittee
stated that while there was a strong nlajority in favor of applying
a 7Y2 percent commission to all classes throughout the year it wasnot

possible to reach unanimous agreement and it was therefore sug

gested that the matter be deferred for consideration at the statutory
meeting in March 1952 The subcommittee did not have the power
to take final action but its function was to recommend action to the

principals
In 1951 the conference increased the commission to 7112 percent

except on passage booked during the high volume summer season

where a 6 percent commission remained in effect Proposals to in

crease commissions were taken up and action was deferred at meetings
in 1952 and 1953 A 1952 subcommittee noted that unanimity could

not be reached on a proposal to extend the off season commission basis

7112 percent to bookings for seasonal sailings The question was

taken up again in 1956 when the present commission of 7 percent on

all bookings wasestablished Since that time representatives of travel

agents have sought increases in the commission levels but have been

told that commission levels have not been raised since 1956 beoause

theAPe has had difficulty in achieving unanimity
Evidence adduced by the conference demonstrates that differences

between members over agents commissions are usually eliminated or

eomp l omised the minority giving way eventually to the majority
Conference witnesses testified that neither a single member nor a small

minority has ever vetoed proposed conference action on commissions
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It is impossible to tell from the confereilces sketchy minutes jf this IIis true However it is certain that under the present Unanimity Rule J
a single member could veto an action to increase agents commissions

even though the action was desired by all the other members The

executives of the American flag lines which aremembers of APC and
who testified at the hearing stated that because the Americans were a

minority in the conference the Unanimity Rule was necessary to pro
tect their interests The record indicates however that the American
lines have often been in the vanguard for commission increases and
as near as can be determined have never olocked proposed increases

Under the conference agreements the decision to change the Unanimity
Rule to amajority rule 01 some other rule that would require the con

sent of less than the full membership would itself require the unan

imous cOnsent ofall conference members

E DIVERSION OF PASSENGERS TO AIR CARRIERS

At present both air and ocean carriers pay 7 percent commissions on

regular point to point bookings and 10 percent on their respective
portions of so cailed foreign inclusive tours It takes approximately
three or four times as much of an agent s time to sell sea as compared
with air space and several years of experience are required to produce
a really competent steamship passage salesman Because of this ap
pointed agents tend to push air rather than sea travel The record
indicates that one of the primary factors in determining the level of

commissions has been the competition of air travel

rHR EXAMINER S DECISION

The parties agree that the initial decision of the examiner correctly
disposes of most of the issues raised in this proceeding We summa

rize below those portions of the decision to which no exception is
taken

After a brief discussion in which he approved of the exercise ofsome

conference control over travel agents and noted that ASTA was also
in faVol ofsuch control InitialDecision 49 50 theexaminer adopted
the following statement of Hearing Qounsel as criteria for deter

mining what constitutes a violation of section 15 of the Shipping Act

1916

Any provisions of TAPC Agreement No 120 or APC Agreement No 7840 or

any regulations or rules promulgated thereunder which prevent travel agencies
in the United States from rendering complete and effective service both to pas

sengers and to ocean carriers operate to the detriment of the commerce of the

United States All conferenceimposed restraints which prevent thetravel agent
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from properly performing his function of selling ocean transportation for which

no reasonable justification exists should be eliminated by the Commission s dis

approal cancellation or modification of the subject agreements Ini

tial decision p 52

In addition to the above the examiner further concluded that unrea

sonable restraints against qualified persons who seek to become travel

agents vould also be detrimental to commerce

The examiner in light of these criteria then considered the areas of

interaction between the conferences and the travel agents discussed

above in the factual statement and reached the following conclusions

A TAPe PRACTICES

1 Appointment
The conference TAPe has failed to adopt publish and promptly

and consistently apply uniform standards of background and qualifi
cations in its selection ofapplicants for placement on the lIstofeligible
agents in Metropolitan List Territories This failure is detrimental

to commerce and contrary to the public interest within themeaning of

section 15 because it detracts from the ability and the willingness of

the corps of agents or potential agents to foster and sell steamship
travel Thus the conference Inust adopt publish and apply a set of

uniform objective standards in the screening of applicants that are

sufficiently precise and well defined to give adequate notice to appli
cants of the requirements No other standards should or may be em

ployed The standards of eligibility must be published and made

available to all applicants in order to give meaning and effect thereto

and every applicant rho meets them must be approved Similarly
conference action on each application must be taken promptly and the

applicant notified promptly of the decision and the reasons for what

ever action is taken These reasons should not be stated merely in

general terms but must relate specifically to the adopted standards of

eligibility
Respondents have explicitly consented to revise their agreements so

as to provide a set of uniform objective standards for screening ap

plicants in the Metropolitan List Territories sufficiently precise and

well defined to give applicants adequate notice of the requirements
they must meet Respondents have further agreed to the publication
of such standards and to prompt notification of the action taken with

respect to all applicants for appointment as agents

a The Sponsorship Rule

The SponsQlTship Rule must be discontinued as it has resulted in the

exclusion from the Eligible Lists of qualified agents to the detriment
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of eoromerce Respondents have agreed to remove the Sponsorship
Rule

b The Quota System
The Quota System must also be discontinued for thesame reason

that requires discontinuance of the Sponsorship Rule The number
of agents already on the Eligible l

ist has no bearing on the question
of the qualifieations of a new applicant Ifan individual line has all
the agents it feels that it requires it is of course not required to ap

point an agent newly placed by the Control Committee on the Eligible
List Respondents have agreed to remove the Quota System
c Other TAPe Selection Practices

The Fulton Street Rule and the Department Store and Autolnobile

Olilb Rules must be abolished as they have resulted in the arbitrary
exclusion of agents to the detriment of commerce The Freight For
warder Rule nlUst be subniitted to the Comulission for approval The
Commission can then consider the proposal under its customary pro
cedures and after obtaining the views of all interested parties llrake a

determination as to its validity under section 15 The respondents
have agreed to abolish the Fulton Street Rule the Department Store

and Automobile Club Rule and they have further agreed to file the

Freight Forwarder Rule with the Commission

2 Oontrol ofAgencie8 After Appointment
a Sale or Transfer of Agency or Change in Officers or in Address

Dr Name

The same administrative fairness must be afforded when the con

ference considers an application for approval of the sale traJlsfer or

chamge of the officers of an agency that is required in reference to the
consideration of original applicants and for the same reasons The

conference rules must provide reasonable standards in regard to the

consideration of sales and transfers and changes of officers including
adequate notice of the standards to applicants Md an opportunity for
the agent to be 4eard The rules must further provide for prOlnpt
action in accordance with the standards adopted and for prompt no

tice to the agent of the action taken together with the reasons therefor

A system of arbitration for review of conference action will not be

required as in the case of the screening of applicants relief from

arbitrary conference action or other violations by the conference will

he afforded upon complaint filed with the Commission
The respondents have agreed to the adoption and application of

reasonable standards regarding the consideration of sales and traIis
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fers and of changes in name address or offiqers in appointed agencies
including procedures for notice thereof to applicants for opportunity
to be heard and for prompt action on such requests

b Fines and Penalties

The conference must nclopt nndapply definite standards for the
assessment of liquidated damages providing for adequate notice
thereof and for opportunity of accused agents to be heard and for

prompt report to the Comlnission of any liquidated damages assessed

Respondents have agreed to adopt and apply definite standards for
the assessment of liquidated damages providing for adequate notice
thereof and for opportunity for accused agents to be heard and for

prompt report to the Commission of any damages assessed

c Bonding
Bonding ofcarriers against loss of commissions caused by cancella

tion of voyages or line insolvency is not required There is no evidence
that suitable bonds are available and instances of financial failure by
the lines are very rare

d Tenure and Cancellation of Eligibility
The conference must adopt and apply definite objective standards

for cancellation of the eligibility of agents The agent against whom

allegations are made should be notified ofthe delinquencies with which
he is charged and afforqed an opportunity to confront those who made
the charge and to adduce evidence to refute it or in the alternative a

reasonable time to correct the delinquency The rules should require
that the conference secretary must be informed in writing of all can

cellations by member lines individually including the reasons therefor
records ofwhich must be kept for a reasonable time in order to permit
the Commission to assure itself that multiple cancellations of apar
ticular agent are not being employed to circumvent the restrictions on

conference action Respondents have agreed to adopt publish and

apply a set of definite objective standards for the cancellation of the

eligibility of agents and to the provision of a reasonable time after

warning to correct delinquencies or adduce evidence to refute them

except in the case of default by an agent or the cancellation of his

surety bond

B SECRECY OF CONFERENCE ACTION VOTING

Because of the public interest in the operations of the conferences
they should be required to take and record the votes of the members

keep detailed minutes of all matters coming before meetings retain
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records of meetings for a reasonable time and provide copies to the

Commission Initial Decision 68 69 Respondents have agreed to

provide the Commission with full minutes ofmeetings indicating votes

of the member lines

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Ve agree that the examiner correctly di posed of the foregoing
issues and we adopt his findings and conclusions thereon as omown

vVe now turn to the issues rai ed on review by the parties in their

exceptions to the initial decision

A THE UNANIMITY RULE AS ApPLIED TO THE LEVEL OF AGENTS

COMMISSIONS

The examiner found that there was no showing that the Unanimity
Rule as applied to agents commissions had operated to the detriment
of the commerce of the United States and that there was no showing
that a different voting rule would have allowed increased commission

In addition he found that there exists at present t substantial

equilibrium beteen the commissions paid by the air andocean carriers
in this trade in that both pay 7 percent on regular point to point book

ings He said it could not be concluded that the failure of the con

ference to increase commissions as requested by the agents has led to a

competitive disadvantage ofthe conference lines relative to the airlines
In the examiner s view it wasmore logical to conclude that if the adoption of a majority rule resulted in an increase in commissions the
airlines might find it necessary to succumb to pressures from the travel

agents and meet this new competition caused by the disparity in the
commission rates by an increase of their own and thus begin leapfragging the steamship commission rate The examiner further con

jectured that increases in fares would probably follow to the prejudice
of the traveling public and the detriment of commerce

The record in this proceeding compels us to overrule the examiner
on these findings and conclusions The record shows many instances
in which the existence of the Unanimity Rule has blocked 01 at least

delayed the fruition of a desire an the part ofa majority ofthe lines
to increase the levels ofagents commissons 2

Respondents arguments that the evidence refers only to the desires

ofa subcommittee which did not have the power to take final action
is of doubtful value here The determinations of the subcommittee

may not have been ofthe kind dictating finalaction but they are

llSee sec D of the Statement of Facts supra
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apparently cOnditions precedent to any conference action with respect
to the level of commissions Although it is true that the principals on

occasion took actions other than those recommended by the subcom

mittee these appear to have been in the nature of a watering down of

actions favor d by at least amajority of the lines There is no indica

tion from the record that the principals ever instituted any action

regarding agents commission levels without theconcnrrence ofat least

a majority of the subcommittee The record moreover affirmatively
shows that a lack of unanimity on several occasions prevented the

subcommittee from even reporting the positions of the member lines

to the principals
The effect of the Unanimity Rule on the actions of the principals is

of course rendered less clear because of the conference s failure to keep
complete minutes of its meetings and to file them with the Commission

By its own admission the conference purposely adopted this practice
because of its concern over the American antitrust laws It is un

deniable however that under present conference procedures a single
vote could block a proposal on commission matters even though the

proposal was favored by an overwhelming majority of the member

lines
The record clearly shows that agents tend to push air travel rather

than sea travel mainly because it takes co siderably longer to handle

the details of sea travel Time is money and the fact that the travel

agent is able to sell more air than sea bookings in a given time period
means as ASTA correctly contends that theeffective commission rate

of the steamship lines is lower than that of the airlines Under this

reasoning the substantial equilibrium foundby theexaminer becomes

superficial
The record contains some evidence of instances in which the diver

sion from sea to air passage has taken place against the best interest
of the prospective passengers However this evidence related solely
to the activities of agents who were not appointed by the conference

lines While it cannot be said these agents owed any duty to those

lines the fact remains that the diversion was not in the interests of

the conference lines themselves They have realized this and have

attempted to solve the diversion problem by proposals to increase the

level of agents commissions But the proposals have been blocked

delayed 01 weakened because of the existence of the Unanimity Rule

Perhaps for economic reasons it is not feasible for the lines to raise
commission levels at the present time Nevertheless they should at
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least be allowed to increase commissions unhampered by theveto power

inherent in the Unanimity Ruleshould they desire to do so

There is no evidence in the record indicating that the airlines could

or would increase their commission level or would in fact need to do
so if the steamship lines voted by majority rule or some other rule

requiring less than unanimity to raise the commission level on sea

passage
We feel that the Unanimity Rule must be discontinued as it applies

to the deliberations of the subcommittees and of the principals on the

levels of agents commissions Itis a regulation which prevents travel

agents in the United States from rendering complete and effective

service both to passengers and to ocean carriers It has in some cases

prevented the principals from even considering the question of com

mission levels and in others has defeated or at least delayed or watered

down the desires of the majority of the lines to raise commission levels
thus placing the steamship lines at a competitive disadvantage vis a vis

the airlines vVe think the Unanimity Rule plainly operates to the

detriment of the commerce of the United States

B JURISDICTION OVER THE LEVEL OF COMMISSIONS PAID TO TRAVEL

AGENTS

The examiner who presided at the hearings excluded evidence relat

ing to commission levels The precise reason for this is not certain
but it appears he either believed the issue was not meant to be in

cluded in the investigtion or that our jurisdiction does not extend to

the level of agents commissions Subsequently Examiner Seaver
refused to rule on the jurisdictional question as he found there was

not in any event sufficient evidence in the record to support a finding
that the present level of commissions is so low as to be detrimental
to the commerce of the United States The parties to this proceeding
however have specifically raised the question of our jurisdiction in

their exceptions and replies to exceptions and it seems to us it would
be useful from a regulatory standpoint to deal with the question

To begin with it is clear that the order of investigation encompasses

all activities in which the conferences engage affecting travel agents
pursuant to the agreements here under consideration and the fixing of

the level of agents commissions is one of such activities We also

think it is clear that we have jurisdiction over the level of agents
commissions set pursuant to conference agreements vVe do not claim

jurisdiction to set the specific level of compensation Nor may we

rule on the reasonableness of conunissions fixed by individual carriers
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operating in our foreign commerce What we are here concerned with

is concerted activity which ispermissible solely by virtue of an agree

mentapproved under section 15 That section provides in relevant

part
The OomlIlission shall by order after notice and hearing disapprove cancel

or modify any agreement or any modificaJion or cancellation thereof whether

or not previously approved by it that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory or

mfair as between carriers shippers exporterimporters or ports or between

exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors or to operate
to the detriment of the commerce of the United States or to be contrary to the

pubUc interest or to be in violation of this Act

Thus the jurisdiction here involved is that which directs us to dis

approve cancel or lllodify an agreement when the activities of the

parties thereunder are incompatible with any of these standards If

we were to find that the respondents acting pursuant to their respec
tive agreements had in concert fixed commission levels which were

for example detrimental to the commerce or the United States or con

trary to the public interest within the meaning ofsection 15 we would

not only be authorized but would have the duty to withdraw or modify
our approval ofthe agreements under thatsection

Respondents argue that our jurisdiction does not extend to the level

of commissions because the cOlnmissions are paid to persons not sub

ject to the Act Without considering whether under any circum

stances travel agents may be subject to the act respondents argument
misses the point Our jurisdiction under section 15 is over agree
ments Respondents argument is necessarily grounded on the prem
ise that the agreement regarding commission levels is between the

agents and the carriers which of course is not the fact Itis between

common carriers by water all of whom are subject to the Act Our

jurisdiction extends to the entire agreement and all of the activities

thereunder and it necessarily embraces the very act of fixing the level

of agents commissions This conclusion is by no means novel The

Commission and its predecessors have repeatedly asserted jurisdiction
under section 15 over the concerted establishment of the levels or

brokerage paid to brokers by conferences operating pursuant to ap

proved agreements It has been repeatedly held moreover that the

use of conference power to invade or affect third party interests is

subject to regulation and control under section 15 Agreements and

Practwes Pertaining to Brokerage 3 U S M C 170 1949 Pacific
Ooast European Oonference PaynV3nt of Brokerage 4 F M B 696

1955 Practices and Agree1nents of Oornrrwn Oarriers 7 F M C 51

1962 Pacific Ooast Port Equalieation RuZe 7 F M C 623 1963
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C THE P SENT IIlWELS OF AGENTS CoMMIS IONS

ASTA requests that we h6ldthat the present level of agents com

missions is so low as to be detrimental to the commerce of the United
States We are unable to make such a finding upon the present rec

ord ASTA itself points out that before such a finding could be
made it would be necessary to determine that the preSent level bf
commissions is so low as to be unremunerative noncompensatory or

a burden on ASTA s other services and hence detrimental to com

merce Status of Oarloaders and Unloaders 2 U S MC 761 773

1946

Although there are many general statements in the record by travel

agents about the difficulty Qf operating at the present commission

levels we agree with hearing counsel and the examiner that the rec

ord in this proceeding does not support a finding that the level of
commissions is unreasonably low Hearing Counsel takesthe position
with which the examiner agreed that the record contains no direct
and reliable evidence upon which to disapprove the present level
This is we think of particular significance when it is borne in mind
that except for one minor exhibit mentioned below exhibit 106 the
evidence upon which ASTA asks us to make a determination is that
adduced by hearing counsel

The record does show a decrease in the relative number of steam

ship bookings in relation to total bookings But it is not established
that the level of commissions is the primary reason for this The

problem of diversion of passengers from sea to air does exist and it

is aproblem which the lines have attempted to solve by increasing the
commission level But it is undisputed that the enormous growth in

air travel is largely attributable to factors unrelated to the steamship
passenger industry such as the increased seating capacity and speed
provided by the new jet aircraft and the introduction of many new

foreign air carriers serving the United States
Exhibit 106 the only one which ASTA presses in its brief which it

claims is not covered by the evidence introduced by hearing counsel

merely shows the rapid expansion of the airlines It does not show

that the agents are being forced out of business or losing money
through the saleof sea bookings

We do not imply that we feel the present commission levels are

necessarily proper We hold only that on this record there is not a

sufficient Mowing for us to declare that such levels are detrimental to

the commerce of the Uilited States or otherwise unlawful under
section 15

7 F M O
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D THE UNANIMITY Ruu AS IT ApPLiES To SELECTING AGENT ApPTJI
CANTS FOR METROPOLITAN ELIGIBLE LISTS

The examiner in his initial decision found that the Unanimity Rule
as applied to the selection of agent applicants for the Eligible Lists
in the Metropolitan List Territories was so detrimental to the inter
ests of agents or prospective agents as to be detrimental to the com

merce of the United States He therefore concluded that rule should
be discontinued Respondents except to this conclusion

We feel that the examiner was correct The Unanimity Rule has
aqted as an unreasonable restraint against qualified persons who seek
to become travel agents It has on several occasions prevented the
Control Committee from even considering applicants for the Eligible
Lists because of its use by local committees It is capable ofallowing
one representative on the Control Committee to blackball any appli
cant and exclude him from appointment by the rest of the lines though
all of them may favor his selection The rule has been denounced by
a chairman of a local committee as extremely detrimental to the best
interests of the majority lines and it has been used on at least one

occasion in an attempt by lines to trade votes

1Ye hold that the Unanimity Rule must be discontinued in all actions

uy the conference both by local subcommittees and the Control Com
mittee relating to the selection of agent applicants for the Eligible
Lists The rule of course is unnecessary to protect the freedom of
individual lines in the actual appointment of their agents since the
individual lines are free to appoint or not as they soo fit any applicant
placed on the Eligible Lists

E THE UNANIMITY RULE AS IT ApPLIES TO VOTING ON AGENCY SALES
TRANSFERS OR CHANGES OF OFFICERS OR LocATIONS

Itis uncertain whether the examiner meant to outlaw theUnanimity
Rule as its applies to agency sales transfers or changes of officers or

locations Hearing Counsel appear to feel that the examiner s con

clusions against the Unanimity Rule extended to these matters In
the interest ofclarity we think a specific ruling should be made

Our opinion is that the Unanimity Rule must be discontinued with

respect to sales transfers or changes of agency officers or locations
It has the same injurious effect in this area that it has in the selection
ofagents for the Eligible Lists The recOrd shows that the Unanimity
Rule has been instrumental in allowing the veto of an agency transfer
and makes it possible for a nember of the Control ComlJlittee whose
line has not appointed the agency in question to block a transfer or

change in personnel These consequences are unreasonable restraints
7 F M C
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which deprive travel agents ofthe ability freely to dispose ofproperty
rights and interfere unduly in the conduct of their business In our

view the Unanimity Rule is contrary to the public interest It also

may possibly operare in some instances to the detriment of the com

merce of the United States

F THE TIEING RULE

The examiner held that the so called Tieing Rulethe conference

procedure which prohibits appointed agents from selling transporta
tion on nonconference lines was unlawful as the record did not dem
0nstrate that it wasnecessaryto promote stability in rates or to combat
destructive competition Such tieing arrangements generally run

counter to antitrust principles United States v General Motors Oor

poration 121 F 2d 376 7th Cir 1941 cert den 314 U S 618 and

Vitagraph Inc v Perelm an 95 F 2d 142 3d Cir 1936 cert den
305 U S 610

Respondents object to the examiner s conclusions arguing that he

applied strict antitrust principles in determining the validity of the

Tieing Rule We think respondents have misconstrued the examiner s

conclusions He applied traditional Shipping Act concepts in deter

mining that the rule was invalid Section 15 affords antitrust exemp
tion to the parties to an anticompetitive agreement when that agree
ment is approved by the Commission Particularly where the rights
of third persons are affected this exemption should not be granted
unless the purposes and policies of the Shipping Act are thereby fur
thered As the examiner stated the Commission must make sure that
the conduct it legalizes under section 15 does not invade the prohibi
tions of the antitrust laws any more than is necessary to serve thepur
poses of the act sbrandtsen 00 v United States 211 F 2d 51
D C Cir 1954 cert den 347 U S 990 1954 The examiner con

sidered those factors which respondents argue are the proper ones

namely rate stability and destructive outside competition and he

weighed the restriction imposed on agents by the Tieing Rule against
the possibilities were the rule abolished He concluded as we do that
no adverse consequences would flow from the abolition of the rule

Respondents now admit that the Tieing Rule is not necessary to pro
tect the conference from outside competition but claim that itis neces

sary to maintain stability within the conference They argue that
without the Tieing Rule the conference would disintegrate The
record however contains no evi ence demonstrating that anything of
that sort will happen We note that respondent lines operate Carib
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bean cruises without the benefit of a tieing rule ancI no adverse conse

quenses have resulted

G PAYMENT OF COlUIISSIONS ON STRIKE CANGfjLED VOYAGES

The examiner found that the conference as a collective practice re

fused the payment of commissions on voyages voluntarily canceled

Finding such collective action to run counter to the interests of our

foreign COlllmerce he ruled that the practice should be discontinued

ASTA supports this ruling and also urges that it be extended to cover

the case of voyages canceled because of astrike

Respondents state and we agree with them that the examiner erred

in finding that the refusal to pay commissions on canceled voyages was

the result of conference action There is nothing in the record which

would indicate that collective action of the respondents dictates the

payment or nO lpaymellt of commissions on canceled voyages There
is testimony that some lin s pay half commission others full commis

sion on canceled voyages Hearing Counsel in the course of the hear

ings admitted that it may be a fact that there is no conference action
with respect to commissions on canceled voyages

There is nothing in the conference agreement that can be dis

approved with respect to these payments or nonpayments If some

lines refuse to pay the conlmissions they may have reached individual

understandings with agents cOvering the matter But in any event

we cannot say on this record that the refusal is unlawful

H VOTING BY LINES WHICH Do NOT ENGAGE IN THE FOREIGN COM
MERCE OF THE UNITED STATES ON THE LEVEL OF COMMISSIONS PAID

TO THEm AGENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

The examiner found that while unanimous approval of the mem

bership of APC would be required to raise the rate of commission at

least seven of the members engage in little or no service to or from the

United States His difficulty with the voting by lines serving the

contiguous Canadian trade was their power to exercise through the

Unanimity Rule a veto over matters affecting travel agents in the

United States He ruled that l es which do not engage in the for

eign commerce of the United States should not be permitted to vote

on the level of commiSsions because the compensation paid to agents
here is none of their conCern

Respondents contend that the examiner erred in this ruiing if it

was thereby intended to exclude lines calling only at Canadian ports
from voting on levels of commissions paid to their agents in the United
States Both ASTA and hearing counsel state that they have no ob

jection to such lines voting on commission levels if the Unanimity
7 F M C
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Rule is discontinued Since we have ordered the rule eliminated as it

applies to the level of commissions the question reduces itself to one

of whether the lines serving only Canadian ports should be denied

any voice respecting the level of commissions paid to their agents in

the United States
0

It is sufficient for our purposes here merely to say that with the Un

animity Rule having been eliminated we have no objection to such

lines having some voice in commission matters and that proposed
solutions to this problem may be submitted with the amended agree
ments Itmay be noted also that at least one line serving only Cana
dian ports has indicated that it does not desire to vote on commission

levels for agents in the United States
Our ultimate conclusion is that Agreement No 7840 of APC and

Agreement No 120 of TAPC and the rules adopted thereunder inso

far as they relate to travel agents are contrary to section 15 of the

Shipping Act in the respects and for the reasons noted above and must

be modified in accordance with this decision

Respondents shall within 60 days submit to us for review and ap

proval proposed modifications of the agreements and rules oonsistent

with this decision as per our order attached The views and comments

of interested parties will be invited upon the specific language of the

proposed modifications and the proceeding will be held open pending
further order of the Commission

COMMISSIONER PAITERSON conJUmng and dissenting
Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclusions

are as follows

First Iconcur in the result reached in the preceding report as to

1 The majority s concurrence with the initial decision of the

examiner as summarized in its report to slow those portions as to

which no e ception is taken Itis understood thatthe respondents
h ve agreed to revise many of the provisions objected to by the

travel agents first paragraph under The Examiner s Decision

2 The majority s agreement with the examineron the require
ment of unanimouS consent in selecting among applicants for

travel agent status to be placed on a list of eligible applicants for

ticket selling agencies item 4 under Discussion and Con
clusions

3 The majority s agreement with the examiner on therequire
ment of unanimous consent in voting on agency sales transfers

of agency locations or changes of officers item 5 under Dis

cussion and Conclusions
7 F M C
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4 The majority s decision that there is nothing in the record

to indicate that collective action or the lines dictates the payment
or nonpayment of commissions on canceled voyages itenl 7

under Discussion and Conclusions
5 The majority s decision not to rule on the interest which

ve feel it is necessary for a line to have in the foreign COlnmerce

or the United States before it can vote on the level or compensa

tion paid to its agents here item 8 under Discussion and

Conclusions

Second I dissent from the Commission s majority decisions as

follows

1 Disapproving unless modified of the agreement to apply
a unanimity rule to the level of agents commissions item 1

under Discussion and Conclusions
2 Disapproving unless lnodified or the agreement to prohibit

travel agents from selling transportation on nonconference or

independent carriers item 6 under Discussion and Conclu

sions

3 Deciding that we have authority to regulate the level or

commissions paid to travel agents and that we should take no

action at this time on the level of commissions items 2 and

3 under Discussion and Conclusions

As regards lny Second conclusion as stated above the reasons for

my dissent are advanced as follows

INTRODUCTION

vYe are concerned with the approvability under ction 15 of the

act of certain terms of the Trans Atlantic Passenger Steamship Con

ference General Agreement adopted January 14 1929 and as amended

to the latest approved amendment on March 13 1961 and with the

Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference Agreement dated London

February 12 1946 approved by a predecessor agency on August 29

1946 According to the numbering Agreement No 120 has been

amended 76 times and as of December 21 1960 Amendment 120 76

shows 24 signatory members No amendments are in the record for

Agreement No 7840 which has 15 signatory members Headquarters
of the former are in New York and of the latter in Folkestone

England Great Britain

The proceeding involving both agreements is called a general
investigation and was started by a predecessor agency on Novem

her 2 1959 after an informal complaint on October 22 1958 by
7 F M C
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the Ameriean Society of Travel Agents Inc concerning tertain prac
tices of the AtlanticPassenger Steamship Conference

As a result of this investigation the majority has decided tlat cer

tain provisions of these agreements now violate section 15 of the act

although berore the date of its report these provisions 11a e been law
ful and predecessor agencies have been fully inrormed or all revisions
or these agreements The agreements relating to commissions which
are now round to he illegal are

1 Agreement folo 1120 Article D Passage fares and rates

of eommission and all conditions relating thereto1 shall be in ac

cordance with the provisions of the Atlantic Passenger Steam

ship Oonference Agreement and the rules and regulatlons adopted
thereunder exhibit 1 p 9

Agreement No 120 does not control commissions but by this

provision delegates the function to the body operating under

Agreement No 7840

2 Article E Agencies a The member lines Shlll con

fine the sale of their transportation to 1 Line 8 Own

Offices 2 General pJ3senger Agencie8 ie agencies ap
pointed by a Line on a commission basis to control a specified ter

ritory in which sub agencies are appointed who must report to

such agencies Paragraph e of Article E prohibits a sub

agency fronl selling passage tickets for any stemner not

connected with the fleets of the member Lines for which it has
been duly appointed if such steamer is operating in any
competitiye trans Atlantic trade The member Lines

agree to use a uniform Sub Agency Appointment Agreement
Rule E 2 The prescribed terms of such agreement obligate

the agent to adhere to and eomply with the annexed
rules Rule 5 annexed called the tying rule provides
that the agent is prohibited front booking passengers for any
steamer not connected with the fleets of any of the member lines
and otherwise closely follows the language quoted above from

paragraph e

3 Agreement No 7840 Article 6 n Rates of C mmis
sion and Handling Fees which Member Lines may pay to their
General Agents or Sub Agents shall be established by unanimous

agreement of theMember Lines
l

exhibit 2 p 9

DISSENT NUliBER 1

The majority does not question the validity of establishing rates by
majority agreement or as far as I know by some other ratio hut
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concludes that the unanimous agreement obligation the expression
unanimity rule as it applies to agents commissions is used is

invalid undersection 15

Idissent from this conclusion and the disapproval of the agreement
under section 15 that results therefrom First the reasons adduced

do not support such a conclusion and second there are other reasons

which support the unanimous agreement obligation in article 6 para

graph a of Agreement No 7840

The two respondent conferences are successors of conferences in the

transatlantic passenger steamship industry going back to 1879 or be

fore The North Atlantic Steam Traffic Conference met for the first

time on March 5 1868 in New York This conference s agre ment of

1879 provided in clause 19 that all questions that may come before

the Conference for action must be decided by the unanimous vote of

all menibers present to he of any effect exhibit 119 Unanimous

consent clauses of one sort r another are in conference agreementS of

1885 1894 1921 1928 and 1930 exhibit 119 The record showed

that commissions to subagents were originally fixed at fixed dollar

amounts per passenger depending on destinations
A Continental Conference meeting was first held in New York on

May 4 1885 The minutes of the meeting showed commissions to

subagents were fixed

The Atlantic Conference was re formed in 1921 after the First

Vorld Val Eight years later in 1929 the formerly separate con

ferences of 1editerranean Continental and North Atlantic lines

joined in the one Trans AtlanticPassenger Conference

During all this time a unanimous consent was required with respect
to decisions affecting each member s business affairs One would think

that such a long tradition behind an historically established business

practice would require fairly compelling reasons of public policy to

overturn it at this late date A review of the majority s reasoning is

enough to show this is far from thecase

The majority s significant reasoning opposing the unanimity rule

or regulation is in the followingdiscussion

It is a regulation which prevents travel agents in the United States from render
ing complete and effective service both to passengers and to ocean carriers It

has in some cases prevented the principals from even considering the question
of commission levels and in others has defeated or at least delayed or watered

down desires of the majority of the lines to raise commission levels thus placing
the steamship lines at a competitive disadvalltage vis a vis the airlines We

think t he Unanimity Rule plainly operates to the detriment of the commerce of

the United States

As I understand the reasoning preventing or delaying consideration
r

7F M C
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of commission levels and delaying the desires of a majority to raise

commission levels is thought to prevent co nplete and effective service

and such a result is a detriment to commerce

To me this is tantamount to saying that the obligation has been
effective in preventing incre ed commi sions The obligation has

had a deterrent effect within he conferenye as th majority recog
nizes Effectiveness within the conference is not theissue The effect

of the obligation on the public and on our commerce is the relevant

test The majority seems to assume Yithout the need to prove that

if it can show the obligation allows one s ngle vote to block a pro

posal on commission matters even though the proposal was favored

by n overwhelming majority of the member lines then it has auto

matically shown public injury This does not follow at all Some con

nection between cause and effect has to be shown The effect of a

veto threat is to cause injury to carriers desiring a change but not to

commerce in general or to the public Perhaps acausal link is thought
to be provided when it is said the lines should at least be allowed to

increase commissions unhampered by the veto powe inherent in the

Unanimity Rule should they desire to do so Significance is given
to this statement only by the conclusion that such regulation pre
vents travel agencies in the United State from rendering complete
and effective service both to passengers and ocean carriers

One can only speculate that the twice mentioned inability to increase

rather than reduce rates has somehow prevented complete and effec

tive service but the way th s happens as well as the effect it would

have on the carriers and on the traveling public segment of our com

merce should be clearly shown Itis doubtful much of a relation can

be shown if it is based on increases because the nonunanimity rule

makes it equally easy to reduce commissions At the moment travel

agents seem to be motivated by the apparent desire of many carriers

to raise commission percentages This is only a transitory economic
factor When we deal with a matter of prinqiple such as this or with

a historically established general rule for conducting business we

ought to be governed by long term economic factors The closest we

get to a relation to commerce and the public interest is the thought
that steamship lines are at a competitive disadvantage vis a vis the

airlines Even this is referred to only as some evidence and it

related solely to the activities of agents who were not appointed by
conference lines Unfortunately it is only a judgment that

is not even supported by the most interested parties the respondent
carriers much less the recordherein

Since the evidence ofairline competition falls so short ofconclusively
7 F M C
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proving the point it is said there is diversion anyway and this is not

in the interests of the conference lines themselves Changing choices

as to the method of travel involve only speculation as to the reasons for

diversion What causes the diversion is only theory is not supported
and is even denied by the conferences The airline diversion reason

ing is at best inconclusive

To the extent economics are relevant this record is devoid of data

showing the effect of a change in commissions either up or down on

the respective parties or on the public Naturally the travel agents
want more money but we would have to know a great deal more than

we can learn from this record as to the effect of an increase on passen

ger fares and on the precarious competitive balance that now seems

to exist between ocean and air transportation Passenger choices

would seem to be governed as much by convenience and pleasure as

by economics or passenger agent activity
The second point is that the better public interest arguments if

anything favor thevalidity of the obligation to not change commission

rate levels without unanimous consent The rule of group action by
majority vote actually strengthens the power of the group because it

puts the full power and influence of all the members of the group be

hind an action affecting the public even though some of the individual
members do not agree with the action Less than all the members

have the power to direct group action A unanimity requirement
on the other hand weakens the group s power to act by giving a power
to prevent action by a veto over decisions Ifantitrust law overtones

are to be injected into our policy considerations then anything which

lessens the power of a group which makes dominating pricing decisions

is to be favored U S flag lines are a minority in most conferences

and the rule enhances their power to influence group decisions or to

protect themselves from oppression by the business needs of non

American lines Generally the business needs ofnon American mem

ber lines are dictated by more favorable cost considerations than our

own There is a serious question as to whether the undoubted loss

of flexibility ofaction implicit in a unanimity rule is overcomeby the

detriments that may be caused by the economic power of a group
dominated by majority votes of non American lines

DISSENT NUMBER 2

The majority disapproves the so called tieing rule of article E I

dissent from thisdisapproval
Both article E of Agreement No 120 and the related rule and

prescribed terms of agency agreement with minor revisions and with
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the approval of our predecessors have existed since 1933 Other
forms of the obligation have existed even before then The so called
Alexander report which preceded the enactment of the Shipping Act

acknowledged that agreements existing in 1913 provided that 11

Agents of the lines which are parties to the agreement shall not inter

est themselves in the booking of passengers for new outside competing
lines Investigation ofShipping OOJnbinations Under House Reso

lution 587 Hearings Before the House Committee on Merchant Ma

rine and Fisheries 62d Cong 2d sess 1913 vol 4 pp 31 34 at p
33 The obligation and rule werenotslwwn to have beenrdisapplved

between 1916 and 1933 nor subsequently so the tieing obligation also

has long historic acquiescence behind it One would expect new fac

tors and compelling reasons to overturn such an obligation after at

least 48 years of use in one form or another but this is not the case

bere either

Against this background themajority refers to the examiner s state

ments that 1 there is no need for the rule and 2 tieing arrange
ments generally run counter to antitrust principles The majority
says the respondents have misconstrued these statements The fur

ther comment is made that the antitrust exemption should not be

granted unless the purposes and policies of the Shipping Act are

thereby furthered

On the first point the need or necessity test is not expressly made

a standard of approval or disapproval under section 15 Lack of

Icompetitive need or necessity or because the agreements can be

characterized as tieing arrangements which generally run counter

to antitrust principles may have been equated with detriment to

commerce as being against the public interest but the link is not

revealed

The competitive necessity problem was not explored nor developed
in this record Even assuming this to be a valid test the absence of

any demonstration in this record proves nothing it simply is not a

basis for decision Ifcompetitive necessity is to be a test some effort
should have been made to develop the facts on the point Without

the facts it is no wonder the record did not demonstrate anything
Since the burden is on the Commission to approve unless we can show

detriment or contrariety with public interest we may not invert the

burden at the last minute and say the respondent did not proveenough
It is up to the Commission to do the proving and disproving on this

Issue

The second point that tieing agreements generally run counter to

antitrust principles and are an anticompetitive practice is not estab
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liished There was no exploration of what antitrust law might be

applicable to the facts herein Some tieing agreements may be con

trary and some not but it is neceSsary to establish what type this one

IS and hat la
r applies to it Section 15 exempts agreements from

these laws unless we can bring the agreement within tne expressly
stated standards which has not been done except for the majority s

effort to interpret detriment or public policy using a partial state

ment in Isbrandtsen 00 InJ v United States et al 211 F 2d 51 D C
Cir 1951 at p 57 JeTt den 347 U S 990 The full statement is

The eonditionupon which such authority to approve agreements un

ler section 15 of the Act is granted is that the agency entrusted with

the public interest scrutinize the agreement to make sure that the con

duct thus legalized does not invade the prohibitions of the antitrust

laws any more than is necessary to serve the purposes of the regulatory
Statute The court equates consistency with an antitrust prohibition

itself difficult to determinewith a public interest standard Such

3 standard was later put in section 15 in 1961 by Public Law 87 346

75 Stat 62 There is no way of telling which antitrust prohibition
is to be used to test invasion nor any way of balancing the prohibition
againstthe purposesoftheact

Scrutinizing the intercarrier obligation alone it is impossible to

say that the record and briefing in this case establishes that this long
established and approved agreement clearly invades the prohibitions
of the antitrust laws or to hat extent Absent such a demonstration

by the Commission section 15 compels approval
The majority s comment establishes as a standard that approv l of

agreements under section 15 now involves a grant of an antitrust ex

emption privilege on condition that certain objectives are furthered
A test such as furthering policies and purposes is not expressly
prescribed in section 15 or elsewhere The agreement provision as

with any other intercarrier agreement must be approved unless the

Commission can show it is detrimental to commerce unjustly dis

criminatory or unfair as bet een carriers or ports or contrary to the

public interest or otherwise in violation of the Act Detriment con

trariety and violation not furthering are the tests

The majority shows no connection between detriments to commerce

or contrariety with public interest and the necessity to combat destruc

tive carrier competition or furtherance of regulatory purposes or

purposes and policies of the act Perhaps the connection is implicit
but even with an implicit connection we need a statement of how to

measure stifling of competition and of what the purposes and policies
thus set up as measurements consist of plus a few facts to be measured
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by the standard tests Therieeded tests cannot be determined from this

record much less the facts One party recognized as much by falling
back on illegality under section 14 subparagraph Third as inter

preted in Federal Maritime Board v Isbrandtsen 356 U S 481 1958

Section 14 prohibits acarrier from retaliating against shippers by cer

tain methods because of specified reasons The Isbrandtsen interpreta
tion of section 14 establislles as a violation a contract requirement that

a shipper not patronize independent on nonconference member car

riers when such a contract is demanded in a context of being a neces

sary competitive measure to offset the effect of nonconference com

petition because in such circumstance the demand becomes a resort

to other discriminating or unfair methods Such a context of offset

ting needs and demands does not exist here All that has been done

iSl by some reverse logic of negatives to argue that the absence of a

showing of competitive necessity by the respondent conference car

riers proves there is no need for the rule and without such need the

rule is illegal and besides tieing agreements are generally illegal
Whatever is relied on weare again faced with the necessity of sup

porting the burden of disapproval and ofnot relying on deficiencies in

the respondent s case to support our burden

For these reasons Idissent from the majorityls disapproval of the

conference s tieing agreement

DISSENT NUMBER 3

The majority has reversed the examiner s conclusion that no ruling
should be made on the Commission s authority to regulate the levels

of compensation paid to travel agents by the carriers This issue is

entirely outside the scope of the issues as defined by our predecessor
agency the Federal Maritime Board in its order of November 2

1959 to determine whether the aforementioned Agreements 120 and

7840 should be disapproved canceled or modified insofar as they
relate to travel agents in accordance with section 15 of the Shipping
Act 1916 Neither agreement sets levels of compensation nor re

quires any disapproval cancellation or modification of compensation
levels The agreements only provide a procedure for deciding how

much or what percentage of the passage fare the members are willing
to allow agents as compensation for the sale of tickets The issue of

levels was first raised in the brief of the travel agents which stated

Contrary to sweeping assertions ofConference counsel the Maritime

Commission has both the right and the responsibility to approve or

disapprove the commission level established by the collective action

of the respondents It is possible that the level so established might
7 110
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violate the Shipping Act but such an issue is not before us and the

record is totally inadequate for such a serious decision fIere we are

asked to pass on the reasonableness of rate levels and themajority says

it is unable to make a finding that the present level of commissions is

so low as to be detrimental to the com nerce of the United States The

most that is provided by the majority therefore is a volunteer legal
opinion regarding what is thought to be our authority but there is

no realistic application of the power because no change is made in the

existing levels Absent an application of the power vouchsafing the

opinion is frivolous Apparently now that the decision as to onr

jurisdiction is out of the way we ate ftee to proceed later todecide

on a satisfactory level of commission set pursuant to conference agree
ments in spite of the disclaim erof jurisdiction to set the specific level

of compensation assuming a difference between these two types of

ju isdic ion When this time comes Ianticipate the issue will be just
as present and unresolved as it is now and will necessitate a decision

witIi more practical issues at stak Nothing is accomplished by t

decision at this time

The examiner s decision not to pass on tIle question until more sig
nificant issues are at stakeShOllld besustained

In concurring as to the results in items 4 nd 5 of the majority
report I do not necessarily approve the reasoning The restraints

imposed by the conference whether by unanimity or any other per

centage of votes on the travel agents freedom to enter business sell

their business transfer ownership or change officers or locations were

not justified by any corresponding advantage to the traveling public
Iwould decide vithout further proof that such freedom existed and
that a restraint thereon by means or control committee clearances

wasagainst the public interest unless justified as an effective protection
for the purchasers or tickets These restraints can not be justified as

reasonably related to the production or business or to an agents capac

ity to perform his sales functions for the public The respondents
carrier members may reruse to enter contracts or terminate contracts

with agents they do not trust or tonsider to be iniproperly located

for the generation or sales but this is quite different from requiring
prior consent to or even consultation abollt business decisions of

travel agencies The intrusion is against thepublic interest

COMMISSIONER DAY concurring and dissenting
I concur with the results reached in the majority report in this

proceeding as set rorth under First in the preceding opinion or

Commissioner John S Patterson and foOl reasons advanced by Com

n1issioner Patterson Iam in accord with the remainder of his opinion
7 F M O
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No 873

INVESTIGATION OF PASSENGER STEAMSHIP CONFERENCES REGARDING

TRAVEL AGENTS

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Commission to deter

mine whether Agreement No 120 Trans Atlantic Passenger Steam

ship Conference and Agreement No 7840 Atlantic Passenger Steam

ship Conference should be disapproved canceled or modified pursu
ant to section 15 of the ShippingAct 1916 and the Commission having
this date made and entered its report stating its findings and conclu

sions which report is made a part hereof by reference and having
found that said agreements in certain respects violate section 15 and

must be modified as set forth in said report
It is ordened Thaf the parties t6 Agreements Nos 120 and 7840

being the member lines of the Trans Atlantic Passenger Steamship
Conference and the Atlantic Passenger Steamship Conference respec

tively shall within 60 days from the date of this order file with the

Commission for its review and approval under section 15 of the act

modifications of said agreements and the rules thereunder consistent

with thesaid report
It is further ordered That this proceeding shall be held open pend

ing the Commission s further order following its consideration of the

modifications so filed and the comments thereon which will invited

from interested parties
By theCommission January 30 1964

Signed TH01tfAS LISI

Secretary
770
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No 1123

MATSON NAVIGATION COMPANY PALLETS AND CONTAINERS

PACU IC COAST HAWAII TRADE

Matson Navigation Company rates for transportation of pallets and containers
from Pacific coast ports of the continental United states to Ha vaii held
just and reasonable

Gordon E Davis and Da1 id F Anderson for respondent Matson

Navigation Company
Richard Sa8aki Special Deputy Attorney General for intervener

State ofHawaii
William W Sch10arzer for intervener Pineapple Growers Associa

tion ofHawaii

William H Sardo Jr for intervener National VVooden Pallet Manu
facturers Association

NormanD Kline andRobert J Blackwell Hearing Counsel

INITIALDECISION OF PAUL D PAGE JR PRESIDING EXAMINER 1

The contested issue here is whether the rate of Matson Naviga iop
Company Matson of 2 35 per pallet for the transportation of emp
ty pallets from Pacific coast ports of the continental United ates

to Hawaii is just and reasonable Matson has the burden ofproving
that it is just and reasonable as it was suspended by the Commission

although it has since become effective Section 3 Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933

A pallet is a wooden platfornl or bed upon which such compara
tively small cargo units as cans or cartons are placed and held together
for transportation as a unit The use of pallets in the shipment of

Hawaiian canned pineapple and pineapple juice to the mainland
which began in 1958 has proved directly beneficial to the carrier

1This decision became the decision of the Commission on February 25 1964 and an order

was entered discontinuing the proceeding

7 F M C 771
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shipper and receiver of cargo and to pallet manufacturers and in

directly to the State then the Territory of Hawaii where the pine
apples are grown and the states where pallets used in the pineapple
trade are manufactured predominantly in the Pacific Northwest 2

Here as i all such c es coming before this Commission areful at

tention has been given to the representations of all parties affected by
the rate increase With respect to disapproving a rate however the

Commission s power is strictly limited It can disapprove only if it

finds that the rate exceeds a just and reasonable figure A rate which

yields the cost of10ading carrying and delivering the cargo plus the

cargo s pro rata share of general expense a moderate contribution to

profit and no more is certainly a just and reasonable rate which the

Commission is not authorized to disapprove in the circumstances of

this case With respect to cargo interests who are hard presseQ by
just and reasonable rates and often some are a regulatory body finds

itself in the position of the Supreme Court in ill dttliews v Zane 7

Wheat 164 211 1822 which caused Chief Justice farshall to say
The case of the plaintiff may be and probably is a hard one Hut

to relievehim is not withinthe power of this court

The facts of this case prechide application of B Q R B
Qo

v

United States 345 U S 146 1953and similar cases Tl1ere ls not

and there cannot be a finding here that the 2 35 rate m lst be adjusted
to meet a public need

It is probable that if in 1958 Matson had charged a compew at rY

rate for carrying pallets to Hawaii pallets would not have begun
moving in the trade Initially Matson carried them free and sub

sequently and until November 27 1963 when the 2 35 rate under in

vestigation became effe tive it carried them for less than a compensa

tory charge Palletization of cargo carried in conventional holds was

immediately eneficial to the carrier as well as shippers andconsignees
As listed by the National Wooden Pallet Manufacturers Ass06i tion

Pallets the principal advantages ofhandling ocean cargo in pallets
are 1 more rapid loading and discharge 2 decreased handllng
costs 3 decrease in ship turn around time 4 fewer injuries to

cargo handlers 5 substantially less damage and pilferage and 6

better cargo ventilation These advantages exist when cargo is stowed

in conventional holds There would appear however to be minim l

advantage to the ocean carrier in using pallets to carry cargo in c n

tainers now in use hy Matson No substantial decrease in the p r

I

I Tbe W9rld s largest producer of wooden pallets D M Products Comp ny isl cl1 uu

in Portland Oreg Mr Edward Lay testified that his Lay Rite Lumber Co located at

McMlnnv1lle Oreg shipped more than 100 000 pallets in this trade from June to Septem

ber 1962

7 F 1Vl C
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missible rate can be predicated on money saved by the carrier by the

use of pallets 3

It is presumably true as contended by interveners that as a result

of the favorable 1958 1963 treatment accorded by Matson to shipment
of pallets to Hawaii pineapple shippers and receivers such as chain

stores and supermarkets have geared their cargo handling operations
to pallets at considerable cost including the installation ofautomatic

palletizers and pallet conveyors It is suggested if not explicitly
argued that this obligates Matson to continue its old noncompensa

tory rate for carrying empty pallets westbound to Hawaii This argu
ment does not hold water Even if llatson had entered into explicit
contracts with pallet and pineapple interests to maintain the 63 cent

ratewhich it has not this would not invalidate the increased rate of

2 35 As the Commission said in Matson Navigation Oompany Van

Measurement Heavy OargoRules 1 S R R 769 770e 1962 changes
in rates are not invalidated by a pre existing contract of a carrier not to

change its rates citing Oom Olub etc V Ohicago Northwestern

By 00 71 LO C 386 401 1897 The Oommission s decision was

affirmed sub nom Wilsey Bennett Oompany V Federal Maritime Oom

mi8sion 315F 2d 374 9th Oir 1963

As the issue then is whether the 2 35 pallet rate is just and reason

able comparison of carrier costs attributable to transporting a pall t

with the 2 35 it receives for performing the service is traditionally
the best evidence and Matson introduced such evidence which jts
brief correctly summarizes as follows

Transportation cost of empty pallets
Per pallet

1 Stevedoring and terminal service

Loading cost uu uuu
u
uuu

Discharging cost

0 67
42 1 09

2 Vesselexpense
3 Administrative and general expense u

U U U
u u u

96
31

4 Total cost 2 36

5 Previous raten

Net before taxes

63
173

6 Proposedrate
Net before taxes u u

u uu u

2 35
01

It Is contended that using pallets In containers speeds loading which Is ot course

beneficial to Matson Matson shows however that any benefit from saving In loading a

container as estimated by pallets would be more than offset by a loss in revenue of

approximately 96 per container

7 F M C
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The cost figures utilized by 1atson are not disputed and are suffi

ciently supported by expert testimony The intervener Pineapple
Growers Association ofHawaii PGAH objects to full allocation of

vessel expense and of administrative and general expense to pallets
upon the theory that Matson has in the past booked and will in the

future book pallets only upon a space available basis The fact that

Matson has been disinclined in the past to carry pallets at a noncom

pensatory rate and apparently has at times left pallets on the dock

does not mean that its tariff should be judged by actions unauthorized

by tariff provisions Past rates for pallets were not and the tariff

provisions before us are not an excuse for treating pallets differently
from other cargo and full distribution of costs to pallets is not only
authorized but required

Only two possible adjustments in 1atson s cost statement are per

ceptible One would be in depreciation which 1atson includes in

vessel expense and overhead allowances 1atsons Reply Brief

footnote on page 7 If as customary with Matson depreciation has

been calculated on a 20 year life itis possible thatthis may be changed
to a 25 year life in Docket No 960 not yet decided Although the

record therefore does not support computation such a correction

should decrease the vessel expense figure by approximately 3i per

pallet
The other could be made if the second step of ltlatson s three step

allocation was taken on a vessel operating expense ratio rather than on

a revenue prorate formula This the Commission ruled against in

Docket No 941 but the question has arise n again in No 960 It

would decrease Matson s administrative and general expense figure
by approximately 3 per pallet

An item which must be considered is found in the savings effected

by using as dunnage pallets being carried as cargo On at least some

voyages by Matson s C 3 vessels 1atson effected a saving of 300 or

7 per pallet by this means There would also be minimal correction

in stevedoring cost as apparently stevedoring time spent in placing
pallets as dunnage is allocated to pallets as cargo

Ifthe foregoing adjustments are made and in making them doubt

ful points are resolved against thecarrier Matson s position on pallet

cargoworks out as follows

7 F M C
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Prposed freight rateper pallet 2 35
Less Stevedoring and terminal

services
1 09

Vessel expense 0 96

Less Excess
depreciation

03 93

Administrative and general expense
Less Excess expensen

31
03 28 2 30

05
Add Savings from dunnaging 07

Net profit per palleL 12

4 Upon this record only the 7 cent adjustment for dunnage can be made rile result of the other two

adjustmentshas beenshown in oder thatif the Commission authorizes them in Docket No 960 it will be

clear that such notion does not invalidate this rate

A profit of 12 per pallet is well within the permissible range and

Matson s evidence therefore sustains the burden of proving that the

2 35 rate is just and reasonable

The representatives of PGAH and Pallets have done all that could

be done to offset Matson s evidence but it is not enough PGAII

argues that the impact of the increased cost of moving empty pallets
to Hawaii by liner will be adverse and severe Adverse it is but even

if its impact is severe that would not authorize the Commission to

strike it down And its severity is highly questionable
First it is wholly unreasonable to assume as PGAIIdoes in calcu

lating increased costs that all pallets will move to Hawaii by self

propelled vessel at the 2 35 rate It seems practically certain that

almost all will move by barge at rates of 95 per pallet Olson and

123 per pallet Matson and that only in unforeseeable emergency
situations which should be rare in the pineapple business will pallets
move otherwise It also appears probable that barge service which

now leaves considerable to be desired in sailing frequency and port

coverage will expand and improve PGAH has estimated that the

increase in the rate for pallets carried on self propelled v ssels will

represent a 3 percent increase in shipping costs to pineapple shippers
but this assumes 1 that the same number of pallets will be used

which is questionable because it will be considerably cheaper to ship

by containers without pallets and 2 that all pallets will move at

7 F rd C
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2 35 per pallet and none by barge at 951f to 123 per pallet 5 Amore

complete c aleulation made by Matson and not controverted indicate

that the pineapple shippers could utilize the same number of pailets
and ship the same amount of their product in 1964 as in i96S at a cost

1110re than half a million dollars less than the 1963 cost This results

from the advent of container service at lower rates than conventional

service which itis replacing
Certainly no precise prediction can be made as to the net effect of

the increased cost of moving pallets by self propelled vesSels Pine

apple growers may prefer because oftheir invetrnent in palletizing
equipment and the desires of their customers to continue using pallets
in shipping to Pacific ports and almost certainly will continue their

use in shipping to Gulf and Atlantic ports most of the pallets moving
to Hawaii by barge Prolably the future is not as bright as p ctured

by Matson and it seems sure that iti not as bleak as in ica ed by
PGAH If it were the latter Matson would hUld y name a rate which

would kill the goose that lays the golden eggs and the State of Hawaii

which is fully advised in the matter but takes no position would un

doubtedly be loud in opposition to the rate

The pallet manufactulets llre of course in voroo position than the

pineapple industry The latter m3y prefer to drop palletization on

shipments to Pacific ports to se th cheaper although apparently
less desired slipsheet or to stimulate pallet production in HawaIi or

Canada 6 As heretofore indicated it appears more probable tha pal
lets win continue to move although in reduced quantity and by barge
rather than by self propelled vessels To the extent that the use of

pallets dwindles in the pineapple trade it will be the result of progress
in transportation the coming of the container which has practically
destroyed the value ofpallets to this carrier Apallet is now from the

carrier s point of view just cargo which like all cargo must pay its

way
7 and payment at the rate of 2 35 has been shown just and reason

able The value of the pallet to shipper and consignee to a cO lsider

able extent continues and its use may therefore continue also

Even at the 63 rate it was cheaper to ship by containers without pallets But in the

Hawaii to continental U S Atlantic ports where there is no container service it was

and should for some time at least remain advantageous to use pallets even at the liner

rate of 2 35 and much more so with paJlets moving at the 95 1 23barge rate

6 Past history indicates that the success of such an enterpi ise in Hawaii would be doubt
ful at best andsuch aCanadian industry highly speculative

1 This is particularly true in view of the fact that many pallets have neither returned

loaded to Paclflc ports nor traveled to Gulf or Atlantic ports via the joint service in which
Matson participates with Isthmian
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Matson s rates for knockdown vans and containers westbound and

rnockdown flour bulk pak bins eastbound were not opposed Costs
and rate compa risons based upon its evidence are accurately summa

rized by Matson in its brief as follows

Transportation cost of knockdown vans and containers westbouna

1 Stevedoring and terminal services

Loading cosL

Dischrging cost

6 50

4 00

Per mea8urement ton

Vesscl exp nse

3 Administrative and general expense

4 Total cost

5 Previous rate

Net before taxes

6 Proposed rate

Net before taxes

Transportation cost of knockdown flour bulk pak binseastbound

1 Stevedoring and terminal services

Loading costuuu

Discharging cost

10 50
6 71
2 58

19 79

5 53

14 26

16 52
3 27

4 52

4 59

Per measurement ton

2 Vessel expense

3 Administrative and general expense

4 Total cost

5 Previous rate

Net before taxes

6 Proposed rate

Net before taxes

9 11

6 71
2 37

18 19

5 53
12 66

16 52
1 67

Even if adjustments similar to those discussed with reference to the

pallet rate were made it is clear that the increased rates would not

exceed just and reasonable levels It is also true that the uncontro
verted evidence is that the commodity movement is very small and is

expected to disappear entirely as Matson s container service is extended

to all theislands

7 F M C
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1atson has fully sustained its statutory burden of proof There is

nothing in the record which overcomes the force ofMatson s testimony
and exhibits The rates under review are held just and reasonable

and the proceeding will be discontinued Proposed findings and con

clusions not reflected herein are denied as not supported by substantial

evidence contrary to the weight of the evidence or irrelevant to the

decision

Both Pallets and PGAH understandably complain ofcavalier treat

ment of pallet cargo by Matson in the past Such treatment wasnot

denied by Matson but certainly under the increased rate it should

disappear and pallet cargo should receive first class service at all

times

Signed PAUL D PAGE Jr

Presiding EaJamine1

JANUARY 29 1964
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No 132

H KEMPNER

V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

No 733

H KEMPNER
V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

No 734

GALVESTON COTTON COMPANY
V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

No 735

TEXAS COITON INDUSTRIES
V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

Complaints against respondent Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc dismissed with

prejudice as result of settlement between complainants and Lykes only of

claim for reparation on shipments of cotton from U S Gulf ports to ports
in the Mediterranean and Far East areas

Appearances as previously noted

SECOND INITIAL DECISION ON REMAND OF GUS O

BASHAM CHIEF EXAMINER DETERMINING REPARA

TION DUE COMPLAINANTS 1

The first initial decision on remand herein issued on January 15

1964 dismissed with prejudice the complaints against respondent
1 See Notice and Order of the Commission inlra

7 F M C 779
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Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc only as the result of a settlement evi
denced by Stipulation and Agreement by and between Lykes and

complainants executed on December 18 1963 Said report reduced
theproposed settlement of 55 000 to 48 800 by eliminating reparation
claimed on certain shi pDlents found to be time barred

As a result of the first decision the parties involved have filed a

revised Stipulation and Agreement executed on January 22 1964
which eliminates the claims on the barred shipments and computes
reparation on the remaining shipments applying 6 interest from
date ofpayment of freights through January 15 1964 and arrives at

an amount of 54 600 as reparation 2

Except for this change the
revised stipulation is substantially the same as the first one which is
set forth in thefirst decision

The second or revised stipulation supersedes and is submitted in
lieuof the first one which is expressly withdrawn by the parties who

request that the first decision issu d on January 15 1964 also be
withdrawn

3 The detailed changes from the first stipulation and from the figures shown on pages
2 and 4 of the first decision are refiected in the table below

Docket No Reparation Settlement Distribution
claimed

732 6 861 19 11 689 50
36 000 H Kempner733 16 016 50 27 361 32

734 n 8 043 31 13 707 80 13 700 Galveston Cotton
735 n n nn I 139 30 1 931 77 I 900 Texas Cotton

Total 32 060 30 54 690 39 54 600

The first decision willnot be withdrawn since it contains the essential

factsof the case except as modified and supplemented by this decision 3

However since the barred shipments have been eliminated any dis
cussion relating to them may be considered moot at this juncture of
theproceeding

Upon the facts recited ih the first decision herein as modified by
this decision it is found that the proposed settlement will not contra

vene the applicable provisions of th Shipping Act 1916 or related

Acts An orderwill be entered dismissing the complaints as to Lykes
onl with prejudice

S Although the Commission haEi by notice of January 28 1964 postponed Indefinitely
the time for filing exceptions to the first decision exceptions may be filed to the combined
decisions within the usual time after service of this decision
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As stated in the first decision thjs action should not be construed as

an approval of any particular amount of interest on the claims in

volved and is without prejudice to any findings which may be made

with refer ence to the remaining claims for reparation against the

remaining respondents
Signed Gus O BASHAM

Presiddng EW1Iminer

I
I

January 29 1964

7 F M O
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No 732

H KEMPNER

v

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

No 733

H KEMPNER

V

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

No 734

GALVESTON COTTON COMPANY

v

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

No 735 I
I
lj

1

II
11

TEXAS COTTON INDUSTRIES

v

LYKES BROS STEAMSHIP CO INC ET AL

NOTICE AND ORDER

No exceptions having been filed to the Examiner s Second Initial

Decision and it appearing therefrom that the discussio of time
barred shipments in the Examiner s First Initial Decision is now
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moot notice is hereby given that the Commission has determined not

to review the Second Initial Decision and said decision also the First

Initial Decision to the extent it sets forth the essential facts became

the decision of the Commission on February 25 1964 pursuant to Rule
13 d of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure

It is ordered That as to Lykes Bros Steamship Co the complaints
be and they are hereby dismissed with prejudice

By the Commission February 25 1964

Signed THOMAS LrSI

Secretary
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Docket No 1050

EXOLUSIVE PATRONAGE DUAL RATE CONTRAOT INTERIM ApPROVAL OF

AMENDMENT TO EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE DUAL RATE SYSTEM

Trans Pacific Freight Conference Hong Kong Agreement No 14
has filed a request for permission under Section 14b of the Shipping
Act 1916 to increase the scope of its exclusive patronage dual rate
system

This conference amended its duai rate contract and filed such
amended contract with the Commissiori pursuant to Section 3 of
Public Law 87 346 Said Section 3 provides that such contract shall
remain lawful for a period not beyond April 3 1964 and that prior
tQ such tim th Comrnissiol sh ll approve disal prove

canool O1

Inodify s ch dual rate ontract

Notice of the 61ing of the request for permission to increase the

scope of the contract rate system waspublished in the Federal Register
on October 26 1963 arid interested persons were invited to comment
thereon No comments were received by the Commission pursuant to
such publication However an issue has been raised in the docketed
proceeding as to the propriety of including ports in Hawaii Canada
andAlaska as destination ports for this contract rate system

111hereas examination fails to show the modification insofar as it

pertains to Pacific Coast ports in California Oregon and iVashington
to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between shippers exporters
importers or ports or between exporters from the United States and
their foreign competitors detrimental to the commerce of the United
States contrary to the public interest or violative of the Shipping
Act 1916

Now therefore by virtue of the authority vested in the Commisl3ion
It is ordered that pursua nt to Section 14b of the

Shipping
Act

1916 and without prejudice to the future action of the Commission

pursuant to Section 3 of Public Law 87 346 as amended permission
is granted to extend the scope of the Conference dual rate system to

784 7 F M C
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l

Iii

include as destination ports the Pacific coast ports in California Ore

gon and Washington and the conference reqllest to include addi

tional ports in Hawaii Canada and Alaska will be held in abeyance
pending settlement of the issue raised in the docketed proceeding

By theCommission March 17 1964

Signed THOMAS LISI

S eJ1etary
7 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET No 282

BARR SH PING COMPANY AGENT FOR PROCTER GAMBLE A G
11

ROYAL NETHERLANDS STEAMSHIP COMPANY

An application for voluntary payment of reparation filed pursuant to Rule 6 b

and based on rate mistake may be granted upon proof that a conference or

carrier failed to etrectuate an intended taritr filing through inadvertent

omission or error that discrimination will n t result if relief is granted and

that equity and justice warrant the relief requested
A shipper will not be relieved of tle consequences of a conference s inadvertent

omission or error in filing rate in the absence of affirmative proof that
the shipper and carrier acting in good faith agreed or the shipper had

otherwisebeen led to believe that such ate wQuld apply
W O Hara for complainant
J R H oyberg for respondent

SUPPLEMENTAL INITIAL DECISION OF HERBERT K

GREER EXAMINER 1

This proceeding was initiated by an application filed pursuant to

Rule 6 b of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure
whereby the respondent Royal Netherlands Steamship Company
sought permission to pay reparation to the complainant Barr Ship
ping Company as agent for Procter Gamble A G in the sum

of 321 25 for alleged overcharges on shipments of soap powder and
bleach from New York to Aruba and Curacao The application
disclosed that the U S Atlantic and Gulf Venezuela and Nether
lands Antilles Conference the conference of which respondent is
a member at a meeting held on February 6 1963 adopted a resolu
tion to lower the rates on soap powder and bleach effective Febru

ary 18 1963 and that the conference through error and omission

1This decision became the decision of the Commissivn on March 12 1964 See order
and dJ88entlng opinion of CommissionerPatterson infra
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failed to effeC1Htt the reduction by a proper filing with the Com
mission The Initial Decision authorized respondent to make pay
ment to complainant in the sum of 264 66 as reparation that amount

being the difference between the Tate charged and the reduced rate on

the shipments made between February 18 and March 3 1963 the

February shipments On shipments made subsequent to March 4

1963 the date the reduction in rates became effective in accordance
with the erroneously filed ta iff respondent was directed to make

r fundofstraight overcharges in theamount of 56 69

The proceeding was remanded for a determination of whether as

to the February shipments the shipper paid more than it expected to

payor had any agreement or understanding with the carrier that the

rates f r so p powder and bleach were to be reduced bef re such ship
ments were made The Initial Decision was based on the concept that
it would be unjust and inequitable to permit a carrier to profit by
virtue of its own error or omission at the expense of an innocent

shipper regardless of whether the shipper had been misled as to the

legal rate The Order of Remand points out that in the past the

Commission hns relieved a shipper of the consequences of a carrier s

inadvertence or oversight in filing a rate only when the parties
acting in good faith hnd agreed or the shipper had otherwise been

led to believe that said rate would apply The order refers to the

necessity ofsubmitting affirmative proofon thatpoint

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

n compli nce with the Order of Remand evidence has been ad

duced that on February 7 1963 the confm ence of which respondent
is a member advised Procter Gamble 1anufacturing Company
which company handles all rate negotiations for complainant that

we are amend ing O lrTarjff effective February 18 1963 through June 30 1963

to provide the rate of 22 00 per 2 000 pounds on Detergent and 20 00 per

2 000 pounds on Laundry Bleach to Aruba and Curacao

On the basis of this evidence it is found and determined that com

plainant had been led to believe the rates for soap powder anci bleach

were to be reduced before the two February shipments were made

and thatcomplainant paid more than it expected to pay

DISCUSSION

The additional finding brings this case within the factual category
of cases in which relief has been granted Iil summary the record

now disclosesthat as to the two February shipments
7 F M C
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1 lhe conf rence of which respondent is 8 Jllember res6lved to reduce the
rat s on etergei1t soap powder and bleach effective February 18 1963 and
t trespondent p rticipated in the conferenceaction reducing such tates

2 Through error and omission the reduction was not effectuated by proper

tiling with the Commission and that the error and omission were inadvertent
3 Complainant was led to believe that its sbipments made subsequent to

February 18 1963 would be subject to the reduced r ates

4 CQmplainant s shipments of soap po yder and bleach via respondent s
vesseis were subjected to the rate of 25 00 per 2 000 pounds which was the

legai rate according to th tariff thenon filewith the Commission
5 Had the carrier applied the rate the shipper had been led to believe would

be appiicablE and vhich would have been tbe legal rate had not the conference
neglected to effectuate the hltended reduction the charges would have been
264 66 lessthanthe charges actually coll cted

6 rl1 re were no shipments of others than complainant of the same or

s m la commodity w ich m ved via respondent s vessels during the approxi
mat period of time at the legal rate

he Commissjol1 S authority to award relief is stated In Mart ni

1 0ssi t al v Lykes Bros 88 00 7 F M C 453 1962 as fo lows

We h ve tpe responsibility fqr administering that Act Shipping Act 1916
a d also the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 and empowered among other

things to see that equity and justice are done in the matter of reparations
The a thority has been exercised only when

There h s been an error or omission whereby the Commission s recllJUO

have notcorrectly r llect d the actual intent of the party responsible foreffectu

ating a proper filing
2 Discrimination willn t result if relief isg anted and

3 The principles of equity and justice warrant relief

In addition to oth r facts addressed to the Commission s discretion in

applYIng the principles of equity and ju tice it is made clear by the
Order of Remand that to warrant the relief of a shipper from the

consequences of a carrier s oversight or inadvertence in filing a rate

ther Plllst be afIh marive proof that the parties acting in good faith
had agreed or the shipper otherwise had been led to believe such

r3t would apply The additional evidence presented in this pro
c eding satisfies this requirement Further facts relating to equi
table considerations are tl at the shipper is an innocent party and
that a conference member by virtue of the conference s error will
receive more than it intended to receive at the expense of the shipper

The essential facts wal rantlng relief having been established

respondent is authorized to pay complainant 264 66 as reparation OIl

shipments of so powder and bleach via respondents vessels OIl

February 21 and 24 1963 The direction to male refund of straight
7 F M C
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overcharges in the amount of 56 59 on shipments made subsequent
to March 4 1963 was not subject to the Order of Remand and respond
ent will make such refund as ordered

Signed HERBERT K GREER

Presiding EeamiJner

FEBRUARY 4 1964

7 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET No 282

BARR SHIPPING COMPANY AGENT FOR PROCTER GAlIBLE A G
1J

ROYAL NETHERLANDS STEAMSHIP COMPANY

NOTICE OF EFFECTIVE DATE OF DECISION AND

ORDER AUTHORIZING REPAYMENT

No exceptions having been filed to the supplemental initial deci

sion of the Examiner in this proceeding and the Commission having
determined not to review same notice is hereby given in accordance

with Rule 13 d of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Pro

cedure that the decision became the decision of the Commission on

March 12 1964

It is ordered that the application of Royal Netherlands Company
to repay to Barr Shipping Company agent for Procter Gamble

A G the sum of 32125 as reparation and refund for overcharges
be and is hereby granted
COMMISSIONER PATTERSON dis8enting

The Commission has ordered that the application of the Royal
Netherlands Steamship Company to repay to a shipper certain oYer

charges should be granted The Commission has determined not to

review the Examiner s decision that the Royal Netherlands Steam

ship Company may refund to a shipper the amount of 32125

because the shipper was required to pay freight on the basis of

the rates and charges specified in the carrier s tariffs on file with

the Commission and published and in effect at the time instead

of a rate established by the same carrier which the conference

through error and omission failed to effectuate by a proper filing
with the Commission The facts are clear that the rate the shipper
is being required to pay is not based on the duly published effective

tariffs
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Section 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 enacted by Congress
in Public Law 87 346 approved October 3 1961 provides as follows

No common carrier by water in foreign commerce or conference of such carriers

shall charge or demand or collect or receive a greater or less or different compen
sation for the transportation of property or for any service in connection there
with than therates and chargell wbicb arespecified in its tariffs on file with the
Commission and duly publisheti and in effect at the time nor shall any such

carrier rebate refund or remit in any manner or by any device any portion
of the rates or charges so specified nor extend or deny to any person any

privilege or facility except inaccordance withsuch tariffs

Vhatever rights Rule 6 b of the Commission s Rules of Practice
und Procedure effective July 31 1953 may give the rule may not
sanction disregard of the clear terms of the above Congressional
enactment

Itis my opinion that the facts before me in this case as disclosed by
the Examiner s decision show beyond any doubt that the carrier is

refunding and remitting a portion of the rates or charges specified
in its tariffs on file with the Commission and duly published and in
effect at the time The carrier is also collecting and receiving a less
and different compensation for the transportation of property than
the aforesaid filed tariffs For these reasons Idissent fro the deter
mination of the majority of the Commission to not review and reverse

the decision ofthe Examiner in this docket

By the Commission March 12 1964

Signed THO IS LISI

Secretary
7 F M O
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No 1097

IN THE 1ATTER OF AGREEMENT No 8905

PORT OF SEAlTLE ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO

Decided March 19 196J

1 Respondent Port of Seattle found to be a person subJect to the Shipping Act of
1916 with respect to Agreement No 8905 between it and respondent Alaska
Steamship Company assignee of Alaska Terminal and Stevedoring Company
leasing the Port s Pier 42 and adjacent areas to Alaska Steamship Company

2 Said agreement under which the lessor has the right among others to regulate
lessee s charges for terminal services and the lessee is granted special rates
accommodations privileges or advantages is subject to the filing and approval
requirements of section 15 of the Shipping Act of 1916

3 The temporary and interim agreements between the respondents effective from

September 1 1962 which incorporate substantially all of the provisions of

Agreement No 8905 are subject to the requirements of section 15 and were

effectuated by the respondents inviolation thereof
4 Agreement No 8905 is not unlawful merely because it fails to follow Port s

tariff charges Ithas not been shown to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair
or otherwise violative of section 15and istherefore approved

EdwardG Dobrinand PeterD Byrnes for Alaska Steamship Com
pany and thePort ofSeattle respondents

Mark P Schlefer for Puget Sound Tug and Barge Company Puget
Sound Alaska Van Lines Division intervener

Donald J Brwnner andRobert J Blachwell Hearing Counsel
Herbert K Greer Hearing Examiner

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION JOHN lIARLLEE Ohairmanj THOS E
STAKEMVice OhairmOJnj ASHTON C BARRETT JAMES V DAY JOHN S

PATTERSON Oommissioners

This proceeding was instituted by the Federal Maritime Commission
Commission on its own motion to determine whether a lease ar

rangement Agreement No 8905 hereinafter sometimes referred to

792 7 F M C
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III

as 8905 between the Port of Seattle Port alid Alaska T rminal
and Stevedoring Company AT S should be approved disapproved
or modified pursuant to section 15 Shipping Act 1916 Act

Port is a municipal corporation of the State ofWashington and fur

nishes wharfage dockage warehouse and other terminal facilities in

connection with common carriers by water AT S furnished terminal

facilities at Seattle until by corporate reorganization effective Decem

bel 31 1962 it became a division of Alaska Steamship Company
Alaska Steam the latter a common carrier by water operating be

tween Seattle andvarious ports in Alaska

On August 28 1962 Port and AT S entered into the lease 8905 by
which Port leased to AT S a terminal facility known as Pier 42

together with certain adjacent land areas
1 The lease is dated August

28 1962 and covers the period September 1 1962 through December

31 1967 except that it is not effective until approved by the Coni
mission if approval is required The agreement was filed with thE

Commission and after public notice Puget Sound Alaska Van Lines

PSAVL a common carrier by water competing with Alaska Steam
between Seattle and Seward Alaska entered a protest and the Com
mission thereafter instituted thisproceeding Port AT S and Alaska

Steam were made respondents and PSAVL intervened Alaska
Freight Lines also a competitor of Alaska Steam intervened but did
notparticipate in the proceedings

On May 28 1963 the Commission amended its investigative order to
include three amendments to 8905 filed in April and May 1963 2 In
June 1963 respondents filed with the Commission three interim
agreements intended to govern their relations from September 1 1962
until such time as 8905 would be approved by the Commission 3 The

Commission again amended its order of investigation to determine

whether the parties were carrying out 8905 or other agreements con

T

I

1 Rental Is defined In para 3 b as

An annual sum equal to 100 of all dockage revenues at Pier 42 In accordance
with Port s tarlffJ plus 100 of all revenues for Wharf Demurrage assessed In accord
ance with Port s tarlffJ plus 100 of all revenues for Wharfage assessed In accordance
with Alaska SteaJl s tarlffJ up to a maximum annual sum of 150 000 per lease
year IJn no event shall the rental paid by Lessee for each lease year be less than
the minimum annual rental of 100 000

289051 is an assignment of the lease by AT S to Alaska Steam effective December 31
1963 89052 provides for review by Port of Alaska Steam wharfage charges and 89053
provides forthe installation of a truck scale on the premises

8The first interim agreement covered the period September 1 1962 through December 31
1962 the second covers the period from January 1 1963 forward and the third provides
for rental payments on the truck scale The terms of the interim agreements Iilre dis
cussed infra

7 F lfC
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I
III

cerning the same subjectmatter prior to approval by the Commission

Respondents challenge the Commission s jurisdiction over the Port

ofSeattle in its capacity as lessor and further assert that neither 8905

its amendments nor the interim agreements are within the scope of

section 15 of the Act PSAVL contends that the agreements are

within the scope of section 15 and that they should be disapproved
as unjustly discriminatory and otherwise violative of the Act Hear

ing Counsel takes the position that the agreements are within thescope

of section 15 and that 8905 as amended should be approved with a

modification
The Hearing Examiner held that

1 The parties to Agreement 8905 and the interim agreements are

persons subject to the ShippingAct of 1916 as amended

2 Agreement 8905 as amended and the interim agreements
are within thescope of section 15

3 The parties to the interim agreements have operated under such

agreements since September 1 1962 and prior to approval of the Com

missionin violation ofthe Shipping Act 1916 as amended

4 Agreement 8905 as amended is not unjustly discriminatory or

unfairas between persons subj ect to the Act or otherwise in violation of

the ShippingAct of 1916 and shouldbe approved
Exceptions were filed to theExaminer s decision and oral argument

was heard by the Commission For the reasons set forth below we

agree with the above conclusions of the Examiner Exceptions not

discussed herein nor reflected in our findings have been considered by
us and are denied as unsupported by reliable and probative evidence

oras irrelevant to this decision

7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Port of Seattle is an other person subject to the ShipPing Act

1916

Section 1 of the Act provides in p rt

Tbe term other person subject to tbis act means any person not included in

tbe term common carrier by water carrying on the business of forwarding

or furnisbing wbarfage dock warehouse or otber terminal facilities in con

nection with a common carrier by water

Re pondents concede that Alaska Steam is subject to the Act and

that insofar as Port furnishes wharfage dock warehouse or other

terminal facilities in connection with a common carrier by water

Port also is a person subject to the Act However respondents deny
that furnishing includes the leasing of terminal facilities and con

7 F M C
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tend that the lessor of such property stands in the same posit ion as

a vendor of realty and is not subject to the Act

This argument as we understand it is that by virtue of the lease

arrangement with Alaska Steam Port has abdicated its position as

a terminal operator at Pier 42 and that Ala ka Steam has assumed

that function In the first place this argument overlooks the fact
that the p ovisions of 8905 permit Port to continue to control to a

large extent the level of the rates to be charged at Pier 42 Para 3 f

provides that

As to all charges upon which rental payments are to be computed as provided
in paragraph 3 b and c of this lease the Lessee s applicable tariff provi
sion shall be the same as the Port of Seattle s tariff provisions with respect
to thesame or similar terminaloperations

Furthermore para 3 b as amended by 8905 2 provides that

Inasmuch as the Lessee is required to pay to the Port as rental herein certain

amounts based upon charges established in the Lessee s own terminal

tariff all such tariff charges shall be subject to review at all times on

behalf of the Port If in the opinion of the Port any rates or cha nges appli
eable to Pier 42 Seattle named in the Lessee s tariff are considered detri
mental to the interests of the Port the Lessee agrees to change said rates

and or charges to a figure satisfactory to the Port or in the event such figure
is not satisfactory to the Lessee Lessee may cancel this agreement

Also para 4 reserves to Port the right to order the berthing of

vessels and the loading or discharging of cargo to or from such

vessels at the leased premises provided only that such operations
shall not unreasonably interfere with the rights of the Lessee at

Pier 42

We think it clear therefore that Port has not abandoned its func

tion of furnishing terminal facilities at Pier 42 4

Respondents argument also fails for a more fundamental reason

The leasing of a terminal facility in connection with a common

carrier by water is a function and a common one of a terminal

owner or operator which cannot be separated or distinguished from

the furnishing of wharfage dock warehouse or other terminal
facilities within the meaning of section 1 of the Act

The legislative history of the Shipping Act 1916 makes clear that

Congress was seriously concerned with terminal leases The recom

mendations of the so called Alexander Committee were followed

in large part in framing the Act 5 One of these recommendations

This view Is strengthened by a reading of the Port s current leasing polley which
contains the statement that It is the Port s polley to retain a degree of control over Its

leased facilities Including the right to establish the rates to be charged
II House Report 659 on H R 15455 64th Cong p 27

7 F M C
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was that terminal owners be required to make their terminal facilities
available to water carriers on equal terms 6

Again during the House debates and proceedings on the Shipping
Act Representative Alexander in opposing a proposed amendment
which would have deleted the words wharfage dock warehouse or

other terminal facilities from section 1 said
Hence if the board effectually regulates water carriers it must also have

supervision of all those incidental facilities connected with the main carriers

The proposed amendment was rejected 53 Congo Rec 8276
To hold that the Commission has no authority over a terminal

operator who leases its facilities under terms and conditions similar
to those embodied in 8905 would thus emasculate the very powers
which Congress intended the Commission to have in order properly
to supervise the shipping industry Our conclusion is that the lease

agreement was entered into between two persons subject to the Act
We turn next to the question of whether the agreement itself requires
Commission approval under section 15 of the Act

Agreement 8905 as amended is an agreement whioh is subjeot to

seotion15 of the Aot

In order to be subject to section 15 an agreement must either 1
x or regulate transportation rates or fares 2 give special rates

accommodations or other sepcial privileges or advantages 3 con

trol regulate prevent or destroy competition 4 pool or apportion
earnings losses or traffic 5 allot ports or restrict or otherwise

regulate the number and character of sailings between ports 6
limit or regulate in any way the volume or character of freight or

passenger traffic to be carried or 7 in any manner provide for an

exclusive preferential or cooperative working arrangement 1

8 Report of the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries 63d Cong In

vestigation of Shipping Combinations vol 4 p 32
1 Section 15 reads inpertinent part as follows
That every common carrier by water or other person subject to this Act shall file

immediately with the Commission a truecopy or if oral a true and complete memorandum
of e eiy agreement with another such carrier orother person subject to this Act ormodi
fication orcancellation thereof to which it may be a party orconform in whole or in part

xlng or regulating transportation rates or fares giving orreceiving special rates accom

modations or other special privileges or advantages controlUng regulating preventing
or destroying compet1t1on pooling or apportioning earnings losses or traffic allotting
ports or restricting or otherwise regulating the number and character of salltngs between

ports limiting or regulating In any way the volume or character of freight or passenger
traffic to be carried or in any manner providing for an exclusive preferential orcoopera

tive working arrangement The term agreement in this section includes understandings
conferences and other arrangements

7 F M C
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Respondents contend that 8905 contains no provisions which would

render it subject to section 15 Their specific contentions will be dis

cussed as pertinent to our findings
Agreement 8095 regulates transportation rates

Respondents argue that wharfage dockage and wharf demurrage
are not transportation rat s within the meaning of section 15 and

that in any event 8905 in no way regulates or fixes such rates This

contention is contrary to past decisions of this agency and the courts

As indicated above paras 3 b and 3 f of the agreement require
that Alaska Steam s wharfage dockage and wharf demurrage charges
be the same as those assessed by Port for like services and give to Port

the right to review and change such charges Such an agreement is

clearly the fixing and regulating of those charges In GreaterBaton

Rouge Port Oomlm et al v FMB 287 F 2d 86 CA 5 1961 the
Court cited with approval the Board s determination that a lease

agreement between two persons subject to the Act whereby the rates

9f the lessee would be competitive with rates for similar services at

other Gulf ports was a regulation of rates within the meaning of

section 15 In addition several dockets decided by this agency have

involved terminal agreements fixing terminal charges eg Terrrviruil

Oharges at Norfolk 1 USSB 357 1935 AssociatedrBanning 00 v

Mat8on 5 FMB 336 1957 and there are presently on file with the

Commission a number of approved agreements which cover the fixing
of rates and charges by terminals There has never been any question
that the charges fixed pursuant to those agreementscharges similar
to those before us in 8905 are transportation rates 8

Agreement 8905 gives special rates accommwdations pnviteges or

advantages
Under the terms of the lease agreement Alaska Steam pays to Yort

as rent an amount equal to 100 of the charges assessed for wharfage
dockage and wharf demurrage at Pier 42 up to a maximum of 150 000

per annum It retains the overage which the record indicates will

be substantial Even though additional risks and expenses for over

head and superintendence are imposed on Alaska Steam under the

lease it appears the net result of the lease s operation may be finan

8Respondents contend that in any event they are merely acting in accordance with

approved Terminal Conference Agreement No 6785 to which they are signatories which

allows the parties thereto to establish and maintain just and reasonable and so far as

practicable unjform tariff rates But 8905 goes farther It requires that

Alaska Steam s tarift w111 at all times be the same as Port s whereas 6785 allows the

parties the right to act independently without abrogating the agreement

7 F M C
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cially advantageous to Steam It also appears that the parties be

lieved the wharfage dockage and wharf demurrage charges would

likely exceed the 150 000 maximum although the possibility that they
might not was considered and a minimum rental of 100 000 annually
was therefore provided But whether or not Alaska Steam derives a

dollar advantage from the lease section 15 is not limited to such bene

fits Itextends as well to agreements giving special rates accommoda

tions or privileges and 8905 obviously does that 9

The provisions of the agreement which regulate rates and grant
special rates accommodations privileges or advantages to the lessee

amply bring itwithin the filing and approval provisions of section 1

of the Act We therefore find it unnecessary to deal with the excep
t ohsof the parties which relate to other provisions of 8905 which

might also render it subject to section 15

The ilnterilm agreements are subject to section 15 and have been effec
tuateaprior to approval

As indicated above in June 1963 respondents filed with the Com
mission three interim agreements intended by the parties to govern
their relations from September 1 1962 until such time as 8905 woull

be approved by the Commission 10 Since it has been found that 8905

is subject to section 15 the interim agreements are also subject if they
correspond in substance to 8905 We find that they do

Under the interim agreements the premises are held by Alaska

Steam

under a month tomonth tenancy subject however to all of the terms and

conditions of 8905 except theprovisions relating to theterm of the lease and

the provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5 relating to secondary berthing rights and

the application of the U S Shipping Act

The interim arrangement lsoprovides that

in lieu of the rental provisions in 8905 it is agreed that the rental provided
in 3 a and the minimum monthly rental of 12 500 00 as provided in 3 b

will apply without further restrictions

It was further provided that upon approval of 8905 by the Com
mission the terms of 8905 would become operative and relate back
to September 1 1962

II The fact th t the arrangement is termed a rental formula by the parties makes it no

less a sectl9n 15 agreement
10 The agre ments were assigned Agreement Numbers 8905A 8905B and 8905 C

8905 A and B are substantially the same the difference beIng that B was executed

because of the ass gnment of the lease from AT S to Alaska Steam 8905 C deals only

with an additional rental for a truck scale installed by Port pursuant to 89053 We are

here concerned primarilywith AaDiB and will treat them as one

7 F M C
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The Examiner found and we agree that the only difference between
the interim agreements and 8905 was the exclusion of the Port s sec

ondary berthing rights and that this variance did nqt remove the
interim agreements from within the scope of section 15

Respondents except to this finding contending Othat the interim

agreements aremerely an ordinary leaseofproperty for a flat monthly
rental of 12 500 Butthe 12 500 monthly rental still relieves Alaska

Steam from paying the tariff charges for wharfage dockage and

wharf demurrage and therefore represents a special rate accommoda

tion or advantage for the reasons set out above in our discussion of
the basic lease Also while respondents deny that it was their inten

tion that Alaska Steam would observe the same rates as Port under

the interim agreements we think it clear that paragraph 3 f of the
basic lease 8905 which is applicable under the interim arrangement
required just that and the interim agreements constitute a regulation
of rates in the same manner as the basic lease

Respondents admit that the terms of the interim agreements have
been carried out by them since September 1 1962 Therefore we find

that the respondents have carried out agreements subject to section 15
of the Act without approval contrary to the requirements of said
section

Agreement8905 doe8 not violate 8ection15

Section 15 of the Act empowers the Commission to approve an

agreement unless after notice and hearing it finds inte1 alia that the

agreement is unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers

shippers or ports or that it operates to the detriment of the commerce

of the United States or is in violation of the Act The Examiner
found that Agreement 8905 should be approved pursuant to section 15
because it is not unjustly discriminatory or unfair or otherwise viola

tive ofthe Act

Hearing Counsel support the Examiner s finding but suggest modi

fication of the agreement in one respect as later noted PSAVL

excepts to the Examiner s finding It alleges that it requested from

the Port but was refused a lease similar to the one given Alaska Steam
and that the rental provisions of 8905 confer a financial advantage
and undu preference on Alaska Steam and result in unjust discrim
ination and undue prejudice against PSAVL in violation of sec

tionsr5 and 16 First of the Act It further alleges that the Port s
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failure to charge Alaska Steam the Port s published tariff rates is an

unjust and unreasonable practice violative of section 17 of the ActP

An agreement for the use of a public terminal facility at a rental

which deviates from the terminals regular tariff provisions may run

afoul of the Shipping Act s proscriptions and is deserving of our

scrutiny for any illegal dIscrimination or prejudice that may result

Such an agreement however is not unlawful or unreasonable merely
because it does not follow the terminals tariff charges Nor can we

condemn an arrangement like 8905 on the basis of mere al egation as

PSAVL in effect asks us to do here

The record here is barren ofproof that 8905 subjects PSAVL to un

lawful discrimination or prejudice It does show that a competitive
relationship exists between PSAVL and Alaska Steam b t there is

no evidence that PSAVL has boon damaged by the agreement There

is no showing for example that cargo has boon or will bediverted from

PSAVL toAlaska Steam Past decisions of the Commission and its

predecessors make clear that the person claiming illegal prejudice or

disadvantage must establish damage with respect to its ability to

compete 12 But here the facts at most reflect only that Alaska Steam

may derive some monetary benefit from 8905 which obviously is not

a sufficient basis for us to find that undue disadvantage or indeed any

disadvantage at all will result to PSAVL

The nature of PSAVL s position is further pointed up by reference

to its own negotiations with the Port In 1961 PSAVL undertook to

obtain from the Port space for PSAVL s erection of a containercrane

on the Port s Pier 5 coupled with a reduced wharfage charge on

PSAVL s containerized cargo It later withdrew the crane proposal
Subsequently in 1961 PSAVL offered to lease from the Port for a

uSection 16 of theAct reads In pertinent part
That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water orother person subject to

this Act either alone or In conjunction with an other person directly or indirectly

First To make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any

particular person locality ordescription of tarmc In any respect whatsoever or to subject
any particular person locallty ordescription of tramc to any undueor unreasonable preju
dice ordisadvantage in any respect whatsoever

Section 17 reads in pertinent part
Every such carrier and every other person subject to this Act shall establlsh observe

and enforce just and reasonable regulations Rnd practices relating to or connected with

the receiving handling storing ordelivering of property Whenever the board finds that

any such regulation orpractice Is unjust orunreasonable it may determine prescribe and

order enforced a just and reasonable regulation or practice
12 West Indie8 Fruit 00 et al v Flota Mercante GrancoZombiana 8 A 7 F M C 66

1962 Port 01 New York Authority v AB 8ven8ka Amerlka Linien et az 4 F M B 202

20 1953 The Parafflne 00mpanie8 1110 V AmerloanHawaUaft Steam8hip 00 et oJ

1 U S M C 628 1936
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lumpsum rental partof the dock frontage on Pier 5 and storage area

adjacent thereto However the 1000 per month rental figure
PSAVL finally named in connection with this offer was considered

by the Port to be quite unrealistic in light of the property involved
and the Port s investment therein Meanwhile PSAVL went ahead

with plans to furnish its own facilities It reconstructed terminal

property belonging to one of its parent companies and loca d im

mediately adjacent to the Port s Pier 5 and has since conducted its

operations from this facility Thus PSAVL although protesting the
lease between the Port and Alaska Steam apparently had ceased to
have any interest itself in leasing from the Port

At the time of the Port PSAVL negotiations Port had a policy of

assessing 100 of wharfage dockage and wharf demurrage in con

nection with its terminal rentals This policy had been modified prior
to the time of the Port s negotiations with Alaska Steam leading to

Agreement 8905 and under the modification it waspermissible to adopt
a negotiated rental formula at less than full tariff charges in cases of

inequity to thePort or its lessee The Port had mentioned its previous
100 policy to PSAVL during the course of their negotiations but
whether it intended af all events to adhere to the policy is not clear
Even if it did there is nothing in the subsequent policy change which

suggests discrimination Nor is there any evidence that the Port has
refused to apply its Iiew leasing policy to PSAVL or any other cartier
Dr indeed thatthe Port has been asked to do so

Jrurthermore it is clear as the Examiner found that the circum

stances of the Port s negotiations with these two carriers were en

tirely different Different facilities and different cargo were in
volved PSA VL at no time proposed to negotiate with the Port
either for facilities or a rental formula similar to those covered by
Agreement 8905 And for aught this record shows what PSAVL
did propose to the Port failed not because ofany alleged discrimination
but because PSAVL either withdrew its offer tendered a rental figure
which the Port considered grossly inadequate and or concluded that it
would provide its own facilities

Our conclusion is that Agreement 8905 should be approved There
has been no showing that the agreement is violative of any of the pro
visions of the Act And while we have nothing whatever to indicate
that such will be the case we point out that if during the approxi
mately four years which remain of the agreement s life it can be shown
to be having an unlawful impact or effect on acarrier or other inter

ested person we are authorized under section 15 to again review it
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Hearing Counsel request that in approving 8905 we order it modified

so as to provide for a rental based upon a percentage of wharfage
dockage and wharf demurrage and for a minimum rental set at a

point which takes into account maintenancecosts and normal deprecia
tion charges Hearing Counsel believe Alaska Steam should pay a

rental which bears a direct relationship to the amount ofcargo moving
over Pier 42 and they are concerned that the minimum rental may
not in the future be sufficient to assure the Port a reasonable return
because ofrising costs

Respondents contend we have no power to order such a modification

and they also dispute the request on its merits We need not pursue
the question of our authority since we like the Examiner cannot sub

scribe to Hearing Counsel s view This is essentially a section 15

proceeding It is not a rate case where we could have a direct interest

in the level of the Port s return on its terminal facilities Beyond
this the Port of course is a public body experienced in terminal man

agement We have no grounds for disputing its judgment in nego

tiating 8905 or for finding that it acted without prudent regard for the

public s investment in Pier 42 We note moreover that both parties
have in the agreement reserved the rightto cancel on 90 days notice

hence even if the Port should conclude that it has erred it has an

adequate recourse

An appropriate order is attached approving Agreement 8905 as

amended

7 F M C
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No 1097

IN THE MATTER OF AGREEMENT No 8905

PORT OF SEATTLE ALASKA STEAMSHIP CO

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Commission to deter
mine whether Agreement No 8905 as amended between the Port of

Seattle and Alaska Steamship Co should be approved disapproved
or modified pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 and
whether these parties were carrying out said Agreement or other

agreements concerning the same subject matter without Commission
approval and the Commission having this date made and entered its

eport stating its findings and conclusions which Report is made a

part hereof by reference and the Commission having found that

Agreement No 8905 as amended is not unjustly discriminatory or

unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competi
tors nor detrimental to the commerce of the United States contrary
to the public interest or violative of the Shipping Act 1916 therefore

1t is ordered That Agreement No 8905 as amended be and it is

hereby approved effective this date pursuant to section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916

By theCommission March 19 1964

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
i F M C 803



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPECIAL DOCKET No 312

THE D A Yl ON ART INSTIl UlE

v

AMERICAN EXPORT LINES INC

Application of American Export Lines forauthority to refund the sum of 2780 OO

to Dayton Art stitute in connection with a shipment of paintings from

Genoa to New York denied

T Ravera for applicant
INITIAL DECISION OF HERBERT IC GREER EXAMINER 1

American Export Lines by application filed pursuant to Rule 6 b

of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure seeks authority
to pay to Dayton Art Institute of Dayton Ohio the Institute the

sum of 2 780 00 as reparation in connection with the shipment of

paintings from Genoa Italy to New York City U S A
I

Applicant s vessel the Constitution sailed from Genoa on Septem
ber 15 1962 carrying a shipment of 27 paintings consigned to the

Institute The rate assessed and collected was in accordance with

Freight Tariff No 13 of the West Coast of Italy Sicilian and Adriatic

Ports North AtlanticRange Conference ofwhich applicant is a mem

ber andwhich tariffprovides
VALUABLE GOODs the term ad valorem indicates a rate of 1 75 of the value

of the shipment unless any other percentage is specified and shall be on the value

as per invoice

The declared value of the paintings Old Genoese Masters was 278

000 00 and applying the above tariff applicant charged and collected

from the Institute the sum of 4 865 00 The application does not

disclose any offer or agreement to ship at a lesser rate nor does there

appear to be any misunderstanding that the rate charged was in ac

cordance with the lawful rate However applicant now alleges and

1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on January 7 1964 and an order

was issued denying the application

804 7 F M C
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the Institute agrees as dOes the conference that the rate charged was

excessive The reasOn for the allegation is that the valuatiOnof 278
000 00 wasdeclared for the sOle purpOse of insurance cOverage whereas
in fact the paintings had nO cOmmercial value further thatthe total
vO lume af the shipment did nOtexceed 12 cubic meters

NO change in the declared value is praposed It is propased that
since the paintings had nO cO mmercial value a rate of 175 Ofthe
declared value is excessive althOugh a rate of 0 75 wOuld not be exces

sive The method by which the paTties computed the prOposed rate is

left to conjecture It is evident hOwever that the declared value was

used for insurance purposes and that had the paintings been lost the
amOunt of 278 000 00 wOuld have been demanded

Applicant and its canference did not file with the Commissian nOr

disclose an intent to file a change in the rates charges 01 classificatiOns

rules 01 regulations to decrease the cO st to the shipper pursuant to sec

tiOn 18 b 2 Of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended the Act

Their propasal is that although sectiOn 18 b 3 Ofthe Act prdhibits
a carrier to refund rebate 01 remit in any manner 01 by any device

any pOrtion af the rates 01 charges sO specified by the tariff filed nor

extend 01 deny to any persOn any privilege or facility except in ac

cO rdance with such tariffs the COmmissiO n authOrize in this isolated

instance a refund by applying a rate nat published 01 filed with the

Cammission

The Cammissian has taken a braad view af itauthority under Rule

6 b It has held that the pawer to prescribe a substitute rate far ane

appearing in a tariff is nat a prerequisite to granting relief hawever

the autharity wasgeared to cases af bOna fide rate mistake 01 inadvert

ence Martini Rossi et al 11 Lyk s Bros S S Co 7 F M C 453

1962 It has permitted refunds and waiver O f undercharges in

several cases the most recent Of which was Oorporation Autonoma

Regional Del Cauca et al v Dovar S A International Shipping
Trading 00 Special Docket266 decided OctO ber 30 1963 by Examiner

South varth and adapted by the CammissiOn HOwever these cases

have been limited to the prOpOsit ion that innOcent shippers shOuld nat

be made to bear the cO nsequences Ofa carrier s neglect in filing a tariff

ra that the parties acting in gOOd faith had agreed wauld apply
This case dOes nat fall within the categO ry af cases in which relief has

been permitted Here it cannOt be fOund that applicant erred in

fiUng its tariff There vas nO misunderstanding as to the legally ap

plicable rate

7 F M G
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However in the 11 artin ill Rossi case 8upra the Commission held
that if granting relief will not result indiserimination and there

would be no discrimination involved here that

We have the responsibility for administering that Act Shipping Act 1916 and

also the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 and areempowered among other things
to see that equity and justice aredone inthe matter of reparations

Further in Lylces Bros S S Oo Refund of Freight Oharges 7

F MC 602 it washeld that the fact the rate charged is not shown to

be unjust unreasonable orotherwise unlawful is not determinative of

an application under Rule 6 b

Viewing the situation in the light of the Commission s authority to

apply equity and justice under Rule 6 b there is still no basis for

permitting a refund The parties originally based the freight rate

and the insurance coverage on the same valuation Freight charges
were computed in accordance with the legally applicable tariff If

tho parties had then considered the rate excessive applicant had the

option of filing a lower rate under section 18 b 2 of the Act and the

rate would have become effective immediately on filing No attempt
was made to provide a lower rate More than a year subsequent to the

shipment they propose that the rate was excessive because the ship
ment consisted of valuable objects which had no comm rcial value

although the published tariff makes no such distinction They do not

propose that the declared value reflect this distinction only the rate

Thus they avoid applying one va1uation for insurance purposes and a

different valuation for rate purposes JIowever they seek to accom

plish the same purpose by indirection The basis proposed for a dif

ferent rate on various valuable articles is that one class has no

commercial value while the other does have a commercial value

There is no practical basis for the difference in the proposed rates

Many shipments ofvaluable objects occupy but little space andthis fact

has been recognized by applicant s conference in establishing a rate

for such objects based on value rather than on volume or weight
There is no difference in the method ofhandling and shipping valuable

articles of no commercial value and other valuable articles insofar

as the record discloses It cannot be held that the paintings had no

commercial value in relation to the purposes for which the declared

value wasapplied A contractof insurance and a contract ofaffreight
ment are equally commercial transactions and the application of the

7 F M C
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declared value to both contracts was not unjust or inequitable There
is no basis for a finding that the rate wasexcessive or thatthe shipper or

consignee was treated unjustly
The application is denied An appropriate order will be entered

Signed HERBERT K GREER

Presiding Examiner
DECEMBER 18 1963

7 F M C
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SPECIAL DOCKET No 313

NYDIA FOODS CoRPORATION

v

JAVA PACIFIe LINE GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEDLLOYD LINE

Application of Jav8 Pacific Line for authority to refund to Nydia Foods Corpora
tion the sum of 192 58 inconnection witha shipment from Lisbon Portugal
to New York denied

W G del Oampo Ha1tlTltan for applicant

INITIALDECISION OF HERBERT K GREER EXAMINER 1

Java Pacific Line as general agent for Nedlloyd Line seeks authority
to pay to Nydia Foods Corporation the sum of 192 58 as a partial
refund for alleged overcharges in connection with a shipment of dry
biscuits from Lisbon Portugal to New York U S A The applica
tionis filed pursuant to Rule 6 b of the Commission s Rules of

Practice and Procedure

F A Caido of Lisbon Portugal by billof lading dated August 16

1963 consigned a shipment of16 cases of dry biscuits to Nydia Foods

Corporation Nydia The shipment wascarried on a Nedlloyd vessel
and delivered on September 4 1963 The shipper prior to the ship
ment made no effort to determine the applicable rate Nedlloyd had

no commodity rate for biscuits covering the trade from Lisbon to

United States Atlanticand Gulfports Consequently the N O S rate

of 75 00 per 1000 kilos was applied and the consignee Nydia was

required to pay total freight charges of 356 63 Nydia after paying
the freight charges petitioned Nedlloyd to establish the commodity
rate for biscuits at 34 50 per 1000 kilos and N edlloyd agreed to do so

Nedlloyd has taken steps to insert the new rate in its tariff but rec

1This decision became the decision of the Commission on January 7 1964 and an order

was issued denying the application

808 7 F M C
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ognizing that the new rate may not be applied retroactively seeks

authority to refund to Nydia the difference between the Tariff N O S

rate of 75 00 per 1000 kilos and the proposed rate of 34 50 per 1000

kilos the difference amounting to 192 58

No other shipments of the commodity involved have been made on

applicant s vessels at the legally applicable rate and discrimination

will not result if permission to refund is granted The issue is limited

to the question of whether the facts disclosed warrant relief under the

principles ofequity and justice which the Commission in its discretion

may apply to applications under Rule 6 b Martini and Rossi v

Lykes Bros S S 00 7 F l1 C 453 In general to apply the prin
crples of justice is to seek that end which ought to be reached in a

case by the regular administration of the principles of law involved

as applied to the fact Wards rePhrases Volume 23 at page 463 The

principles of equity relate to moral right the sense of what is just
and equal and fair dealing Words Phrases Volume 15 at page129

The Commission has applied these principles in a series of cases in

volving rates beginning with Y Higa Enterprises Ltd v Paoific
Far East Line Inc 7 F MC 62 The most recent case Oorporaoion
Autonoma Regional del Oauca et al v Dovar S A International

Shipping Trading Oompany Special Docket No 266 decided Octo
ber 30 1963 and adopted by the Commission affirms the principle
that innocent shippers should not be made to bear the consequences of

the carrier s neglect in filing a tariff rate that the parties acting in

good faith agreed would apply In all of these rate cases the facts

disclosed a valid reason for shipper reliance on a rate other than that

specified in the tariff Further the carrier was found to have failed

or neglected through inadvertence or error to file a tariff it intended

should apply
The facts here disclosed do not bring this case within the category

of cases in which the Commission has deemed relief to be just and

equitable It does appear that the rate charged was double the rate

the parties subseq ently agreed would apply to future shipments but

this fact alone would not justify permission for a newly filed rate to

become effective retroactively The equitable basis for relief should

be that an innocent party has been wronged by some act or omission

of another party and that the principles of fair dealing have been

2In addition to cases above cited see Uddo Taormina Corp and 11 other com

plainants v Ooncordia Line etc 7 F M C 473 UNICEF v Columbu8 Line 7 F M C 543

Lutcher S A v Oolumbu8 Line 7 F M C 588 Lykes Br08 SS Co Refund of Freight

Oharge8 7 F M C 602 Jondi Inc and 3 other complainants v Hellenic Line8 Limited

7 F M C 522

7 F M C
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otfende Here the applicant alleges that shipnlent of subject 16

cases dry biscuits was rriade by shippers without having asCertained
what freight rates would be applicable BusineSs men engaged ill

the import and export trade are not innocent butnegligent when they
make nO effort whatsoever to letermine the cost of a shipping service

they intend to utilize The shipper and the consignee werenot misled

There was no error or inadvertence relating to the tariff on file and

no failure ofthecarrier to file a tariff intended to be applicable to this

shipment These facts mark the distinction between this case and

the cases hereinabove cited The carrier was riot unfair or evert

negligent in its de lings with the shipper or consignee There has

been no inequity or inj ustice which merits coriection

The application is denied An appropriate order will be entered

DECEMBER 18 1963

Signed HERBERT K GREER
Presiding Ewaminer

7 F M C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPECIAL DOCKET No 290

AICHMANN HUBER

11

BLOOMFIELD STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Respondent s application for authority to pay reparation to complainant in

connection with a shipment from New Orleans to Hamburg denied

Misquotation of contract rate to consignee not a party to a dual rate contract

does not entitle consignee to ship at the contract rate and charging con

signee non contract rate does not discriminate against him in relation to

contract shipments carried at the lower contract rate

G E Wieckhoff for Applicant

I
INITIAL DECISION OF HERBERT Ie GREER EXAMINER 1

Bloomfield Steamship Company by application filed pursuant to

Rule 6 b of the Rules of Practice and Procedure seeks authority
to pay Aichmann Huber the sum of 494 93 as reparation for an

alleged overcharge on a shiplnent of 264 930 pounds of canned green

beans from New Orleans La to Hamburg Germany
The nominal complainant Aichmann Huber a Vest German im

porter purchased from R D Pringle of San Francisco Calif 8 831

cases of canned green beans on terms fa s freight collect Inci

dental to the transaction complainallt requested a rate quotation for

the shipment from Maritime Cargo AgelWY of Bremen Gelmany
respondent s agent The agent quoted a rate of 23 50 per 2 400

pounds which was the rate available to signatories of a dual rate

contract but did not advise complainant of the necessity Of executing
such a contract in order to be eligible for the rate quoted

R D Pringle booked the shipment on respondent s vessel Since

Pringle the shipper was not a signatory to a dual rate contract re

spondent offered him the opportunity to sign a contract vVhen

Pringle refused to sign respondent became a are that freight charges
would be paid by comp ainant however there was insufficient time

1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on March 12 1964 and an order

was issued denying the application

7 F M C 811
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prior to the sailing date to offer complainant an opportunity to
execute a dual rate contract Respondent issued an order bill of

lading to the shipper Pringle on February 23 1963 Pringle was

designated as the shipper and the shipment was consigned to his
order with notice ofarrival to be addressed to complainant The bill
of lading presented in evidence does not specify the rate or charges
however when complainant s agent Standard Uebersee Handels
G m bH received the shipment the non contract rate of 27 60 per
2 400 pounds had been applied and total freight charges of 3 264 31
were collected Subsequently when complainant was advised of the
need to sign a dual rate contract in order to obtain the lower rate he

immediately did so Complainant mailed the contract to the Gulf
French Atlantic Hamburg Range Conference of which respondent
is a member and requested that the ontract he made effective as of

January 1 1963 The Conference executed the contract and returned
it to complainant without action or comment as to the requested retro
active effective date The contract became effective on l1arch 18 1963

subsequent to theshipments here involved

Having calculated its transaction relating to the shipment ofcanned

green beans on the basis of the lower contract rate and having been

required to pay the higher non contract rate complainant will suffer
a loss if required to remain liable for the freight collected Respond
ent seeks to repair the loss on thefollowing basis

a b c d e f

Shwment Legal rate Charges Rate quoted Charges at Reparation
bs 2 400 lbs collected 2 400 lbs rate quoted c e

264 930 29 60 3 264 31 2 23 50 2 779 39 484 92

I
2 Although theconsignee complainant has not executed aconcurrence on theapplicationas set forth in

form No 5 of Appendix II of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure its concurrence is made
evident by Exhibit 2 to the applicationwhich isacopy of its informal complaint to the Commission The
fact that payment was made is evidenced by Exhibit 5

The application is submitted on the premise that respondent vio
laJted section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act in charging
a nd collecting the non contract rate Section 17 of the Act provides
That no common canier by water in foreign commerce shall demand charge
or collect any rate fare or charge which is unjustly discriminatory between

shippers or ports or unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United States as

compared with their foreign competitors Whenever the board finds that any
such rate fare or charge is demanded charged or collected it may alter the

7 F M C
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same to the extent necessary to correct such unjust discrimination or

prejudice

Respondent s positiOn is stated as follows

Since it appears that Complainant through no fault of his own was not ac

corded a reasonable opportunity to avail himself of the contraCt rate by signing

a Conference contract agreement prior to shipment further since he has

subsequently signed such a contract and since other competit ive shipments
moved on the same voyage at the proper contract rate it appears that it

would be unreasonable and would constitute unjust discrimination against

ComplainaJll t contrary to the provisions of the Shipping Act of 1916 as amended

if Respondent were compelled to charge the non Contract rate in the circum

stances of this case

Therefore the undersigned respondent carrier believes that the freight charges
as collected may be unjustly discriminatory within the meaning of Section 17

of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

Although respondent has not elaborated its contention appears to

be that a different rate as between contract and 11on contract shippers
or consignees is not per se unjustly discriminatory but that the rate

differential becomes so when a non contract consignee 3 is not afforded

a reasonable opportunity to avail himself of the same rate which is

available to his competitors
The competitive shipments referred to in the application are by

J ack Gomperts Co Inc consigned to order of the shipper a rrival

notice to be addressed to Edeka Import Hamburg Gennany The

application further alleges that these shipments were accorded the

contract rate since the shipper was a contract signatory There is

no basis for a finding of discrimination as between shippers for

Pringle was the shipper and was afforded an opportunity to execut

a conference contract Nor does it appear that respondent discrim

inated against Complainant in relation to his competitor Edeka Im

port There is no basis for a conclusion that respondent offered or

did not offer a contract to Edeka Import or did not accord Com

plainant any other opportunity it accorded Edeka Import If there

was a statutory obligation on respondent in relation to the consignees
it would arise from section 14b of the Act which provides thaJt dual

rate contracts must be available to all shippers and consignees on

equal terms and conditions In its cqmmon dictionary meaning
available means obtainable and refers to something of which one

may avail himself There is no indicrution in the legislative history
of section 14b which would contradict the application ofthe common

3 Complainant being the person to be notified under the terms of order blll of lading

Is herein considered as the actual consignee See McDowell ana Gibb8 Ocean Tran

portation 1954 Edition at page 135

7 li MO
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meaning of the term Respondent did not have the statutory duty to

affirmatively offer Complainant an opportunity to execute a dual rate

contract as a condition precedent to charging the non contract rate

Discrimination in relation to other shipments is not found

No violation or the Act is round Although the parties rely on

an alleged violation or the Act the application has been submitted
under Rule 6 b and may be considered in relation to the Com

mission s policy in Permitting voluntary reparations It has been
held the failure to show that a rate charged is unjust unreasonable

or otherwise unlawful is not determinative of an application under
Rule 6 b Lykes Bros S S Oo Refund of Freight Oharges 7

F MC 602 and further that if discrimination will not result the
Commission is empowered to see that equity and justice are done
in the matter of reparations Martini Rossi et al v Lylces Bros
S S 00 7 F M C 453 In applying these principles refunds and
waiver of undercharges have been permitted in several cases how
ever relief has been limited to factual situations where innocent

shippers would have borne the consequences of a carrier s neglect or

error in filing a tariff rate which the carrier had intended to file and
which rate the parties acting in good faith had agreed would apply
to the contract ofaffreightment Y lliga Enterprises Ltd v Pacific
Far East Line Inc 7 F MC 62 Uddo Taormina 001 p et ril v

Ooncordia Line 7 F MC 473 Jondi Inc et al v Hellenw Lines Lim
ited 7 F MC 522 UNIOEF v Oolumbus Line 7 F M C 542 Lutcher
B A v Oolumbus Line 7 F M C 588 Oorporation AutonomaRegional
Del Oauca et al v Dovar S A lnternational Shipping Trading 00

Special Docket 266 decided October 30 1963
Rule 6 b has not been utilized as a panacea to cure every wrong

which may occur in the business relations between cn rriers and their

customers nor permitted to become a loophole for escape from the

prohibitions of tion 18 b 3 of the Act which prohibits rebates

refunds or remittances in any manneror by any device
The facts adduced do not bring this case within the ategory of

cases wherein relief jllbe granted There is no implication oferror

injustice or inequity in relation to the contract ofaffreightment The

contract was between respondent and the shipPer Pringle Pringle
the shipper was accorded the opportunity to sign a dual rate agree
ment and thus make the lower rate appli cable to the shipment Pringle
refused to sign It cannot be found as it has been in cases where
relief has been granted that the parties to the contract of affreight
ment agreed in good faith that the lower rate would apply

7 F M O
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An error in the Commission s records due to failure of a carrier to

file or to corectly file a rate which it intended in good faith to make

applicable to the shipment is not here involved There is no basis
for a finding that the carrier at any time intended to apply other
than the 27 60 rate to non contract shipments That rate was then
and still is applicable to such shipments It has been established
that the consignee complainant did rely on a misquoted rate but

ignorance or misquotation of a rate is not an excuse for paying or

charging more or less than the rate filed As held in Silent Sioux
Oorporation v Ohicago N W Ry Oer 262 F 2d 474 1959 the
rule is undeniably strict and it obviously may work a hardship in
some cases but it embodies the policy which has been tdopted by
Congress in regulating commerce in order to prevent unjust
discrimination

The application is denied An appropriate order will be entered

FEBRUARY 13 1964

1 F M C

Signed HERBERT K GREER

Presiding Examiner
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INDEX DIGEST 821 The routine provIsIOn inasubsidy contract requiring the operator tocoordinate the spacing regularity and frequency of itssailings inconjunction with other subsidized services onthe trade route and giving the government sconsent tosuch prescribed coordihation for the purpose of Article II18cof the contract and any other contractual or statutory provision requiring that consent does not justify acarrier sfailing tofile pursuant tosection 15acooperative working arrangement with other carriers regulating rates The coordination clause does not mention rates ld195 196 Subsidiary contracts awarded totwo companies in1938 which stipulated that they would establish publish and maintain rates charges etc onabasis satisfactory tothe United States Maritime Commission which contracts were awarded following adecision of the Commission which referred totheir cooperation incompeting against the foreign lines nOcarrying the bulk of the commerce inthis trade did not justify the failure of the carriers and another carrier who subsequently received asubsidy contract and claimed that itwas advised byCommission personnel toconsult with other operators onrates tofile acooperative working arrangement with respect torates ontheir trade route Innoevent was cooperation authorized tobeundertaken without reference tosection 15requirements One of the purposes of section 15was toprovide for competition against foreign lines The carriers had the burden tofile under section 15and set forth the arrangement they had Infact the ar rangement which involved rate fixing among all the carriers inthe trade includ ing for ign lines was not at all inconformity with the provision of the subsidy contracts The American carriers were not united tocompete with foreign flag lines but were acting inconcert with them toeliminate competition Itwas for the agency admiliistering the Act todecide such matters aswhether the arrange ment promoted stability aided the subsidy program was inthe public interest and was not objectionable under section 15The section leaves little room for technical violations The breadth and force of itslanguage literally implore attention and obedience or at the very least inquiry ifany doubt exists astothe propriety of proposed conduct Id195 197 Even ifaconference member knew that aNeutral Body selected byacom mittee of the conference was employed byanother member inviolation of the terms of the conference agreement the action of the committee would not bebinding onitParties toagreements approved under section 15are not empowered toalter their terms inter seThey must file anamendment and secure Commission approval States Marine Lines Inc vTrans Pacific Freight Conf of Japan 204 215 Carriers which failed immediately tofile anagreement fixing the rate oncoal toKorea breached section 15even inthe absence of any effectuation of the agreement Failure tofile isaseparate and distinct violation The amendment tosection 15contained inPublic Law 87346 making afuture unfiled agreement itself unlawful whether carried out or not was simply aclarification or rein forcing of the existing lawand not asubstantial change therein Unapproved Section 15Agreement Coal toJapan Korea 295 301 302 Assuming that anagreement between Laly and Imica tocreate aberth operator inthe Venezuelan trade provides for acooperative working arrangement between them the agreement isnot subject tosection 15Laly and Imica were not and are not common carriers bywater and were not and are not carrying onthe business of forwarding or furnishing terminal facilities inconnection with acommon carrier bywater The fact that acarrier isengaged incommon car riage bywater does not make itsowners common carriers bywater within the meaning of section 15Thus the agreement was not required tobefiled with or



822 INDEX DIGEST approved bythe Commission Grace Line Inc vSktps ASViking Line 432 448 499 Anagreement which requires that acarrier swharfage dockage and wharf demurrage charges bethe same asthose assessed byaport which leases apier tothe carrier for like services and gives tothe port the right toreview and change such charges isanagreement fixing and regulationg those charges Charges fixed pursuant tosuch anagreement are transportation rates within the meaning of section 15Agreement 8905 Port of Seattle Alaska SSCo 792 797 Provisions of anagreement between aport and acarrier for lease tothe carrier of terminal facilities which provisions regulate wharfage dockage and wharf demurrage charges and grant special rates accommodations privileges or advantages tothe lessee amply bring the agreement within the filing and approval provisions of section 15Id797 798 Interim agreements for the lease of terminal facilities which while excluding the lessor ssecondary berthing rights still relieved the lessee from paying tariff charges for wharfage dockage and wharf demllrrage and provided that the lessee should observe the same rates asthe lessor constituted aregulation of rates inthe same manner asthe basic lease and require approval prior toeffectuation Id798 799 Apportioning earnings Oral and written agreements between two common carriers providing for adivision between them of the charges paid bycargo owners for moving cargo from Seattle toAlaska bybarge one carrier furnishing and towing the barges the other soliciting cargo from the public and acting technically assole shipper and any oral agreements supplementing them were and similar agreements will beagreements between common carriers apportioning earnings and providing for acooperative working arrangement and subject tothe provisions of section 15Puget Sound Tug Barge Co vFoss Launch Tug Co 434849Approval of agreements Based upon findings that anagreement between two carriers which would destroy competition between them onessential United States foreign trade routes would result inincreased economy and efficiency of operations that the pro portion of cargo carried byUSflag ships has been steadily and substantially declining onone of the routes but that the cargo carryings of aUSflag competi tor protesting approval of the agreement have been rising percentage wise onthe route and that there isnoreasonable probability that the agreement will result inany substantial loss of revenue bythe protesting carrier or that itwill behampered inany wise inmaintaining and improving itsown service or beotherwise injured the agreement meets the section 15criteria for Commission approval will infact operate tothe advancement of the commerce of the United States and will bebeneficial tothe public interest Agreement No 8555 Between Isbrandtsen Steamship Go Inc et a1151820125 128 130 Agreements providing for the sale of two containerized ships toacarrier for use inthe Gulf Puerto Rico trade oncondition that another carrier which had intended touse the vessels initsNorth Atlantic Puerto Rico service would not compete for one year inthe Gulf Puerto Rico trade would not bedetrimental tothe commerce of the United States or contrary tothe public interest Itwould bedistinctly beneficial tosuch commerce and public interest for shippers of both Gulf and North Atlantic areas toPuerto Rico tohave container ships available rather than tohave container ships available from North Atlantic ports only asat present There was noindication that performance of the agreements would



INDEX DIGEST 823 Gulf Puerto Rico service Purchase of Vessels Alicia and Dorothy 199 201 Agreements for the sale toand use byacarrier of containerized vessels inthe Gulf Puerto Rico trade conditioned onanother carrier srefraining from competing inthe trade for one year are not unjust lYdiscriminatory or unfair between carriers simply because at some future date the purchaser may put them into competition with vessels of another carrier operating onother routes are not contrary tothe public interest because this may happen and will not operate tothe detriment of the commerce of the United States ifand because itdoes happen Approval of the agreements will not beconditioned onthe vendee sagreeing tooperate the vessels inthe United States Puerto Rico trade for aperiod of years Id201 202 Agreements within the scope of section 15are approvable unless the Commis sion finds them tobecontrary tothe provisions of that section Alcoa Steam ship Co Inc vCAVN345 358 Agreement between carriers engaged intrade between Seattle and Anchorage isnot unfair detrimental tocommerce or contrary tothe public interest because the carriers will operate only seasonally and other regular carriers may bedeprived of summer traffic now flowing through Seward and thence toAnchorage byrail Any harm resulting from the seasonal operation isdue tothe winter ice at Anchorage acondition not reasonably vitbin the control of the carriers Other carriers are not entitled tobeprotected from competition Anchorage urged approval of tbe agreement toprovide additional direct water service during the months of beavy traffic Agreement 8492 between TFKollmar Inc and Wagner Tug Boat Co 511 517 518 The fact that the Department of Agriculture isthe principal shipper of the commodities involved inanagreement between carriers toobserve conference rates isirrelevant toany issue of approvability of the agreement where although Agriculture was able tosave 174 000 bysecuring bookings at less than the con ference rate the saving was accomplisbed byundercutting aconference rate which was barely compensatory and was admitted byAgriculture tobereason able Agreement 8765 Gulf Mediterranean Trade 495 499 Arbitration Arbitration cIa use inShipper sRate Agreement cannot oust tbe Commission of jurisdiction tobear and determine complaints of vi olations of the Sbipping Act Inthis respect the decision of the District of Columbia Circuit inSwift Co vFMC iscontrolling Parsons and Wbittemore Inc vJohnson Line 720 730 Burden of proof Disapproval of agreement ontbe basis that pr oponents of the agreement had tbe burden under Rule 100of proving that itwas not violative of any of the statutory provisions specified intbe order of tbe Commission instituting tbe investigation and tbat proponents had failed tomeet the burden of proving that tbe agreement was lawful was anoversimplification of the problem and amisconstruction of Rule 100asapplied tothe proceeding Since tbere was ample evidence onwbich tobase adecision onthe merits the case did not turn onand itwas unnecessary todiscuss questions involving burden of proof Alcoa Steamship Co Inc vCAVN345 358 Controlling regulating preventing and destroying competition Anagreement between two carriers primary USflag liner operators onessential United States foreign trade routes which agreement would result



824 INDEX DIGEST other with the former agreeing not tocompete inthe services transferred without consent of the latter constitutes anagr ement controlling regulating preventing and destroying competition Such anagreement must beapproved disapproved cancelled or modified pursuant tosection 15of the Shipping Act 1916 Toread the language of the section asauthorizing and requiring such Commission action onevery agreement controlling regulating preventing or destroying competition except agreements of the nature of the above agreement would constitute statutory amendment masquerading asstatutory construction Agreement No 8555 Between Isbrandtsen Steamship Go Inc et al 15118125 127 129 Conference membership Provision for admission fee of 2500 for joining aconference was approved where the testimony established that a2500 admission fee would not deter carriers from joining the conference and considering the change inthe value of the dollar since 1948 the fee was appreciably less than that disapproved bythe USMC in1948 While PL87346 amended section 15byproviding that noagreement shall beapproved which fails toprovide reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admission and readmission toconference membership the legislative history of the quoted provision indicates that Congress did not intend toprohibit establishment of areasonable membership fee tobepaid bynew members Anew member obtains apro rata ownership of anasset belonging tothe conference which consists of the going concern value built upover the years Persian Gulf Outward Freight Conf Agreement 7700 6707 710 711 Cooperative working arrangement Oral and written agreements between two common carriers providing for adivision between them of the charges paid bycargo owners for moving cargo from Seattle toAlaska bybarge one carrier furnishing and towing the barges the other soliciting cargo from the public and acting technically assole shipper and any oral agreements supplementing them were and similar agreements will beagreements between common carriers apportioning earnings and providing for acooperative working arrangement and subject tothe provisions of section 15Puget Sound Tug Barge Co vFoss Launch Tug Co 434849Agreements between aport and acompany owning and operating public grain elevators which agreements gave the port the exclusive right toprovide stevedor ing services onvessels loading or unloading bulk grain and other bulk rommodities at the elevators are agreements subject tosection 15Every agreement between persons subject tothe Act ifsuch agreement gives special privileges or advantages or inany manner provides for anexclusive preferential or coopera tive working arrangement issubject tosection 15California Stevedore Ballast Co vStockton Port District 758081Afinding that respondents did not violate section 15because they had nomeeting of the minds and were not legally obligated before they all became signatories toanapproved agreement was insupportable where the record built largely of highly incriminating evidence from the files of each respondent clearly indicated the existence of acooperative rate arrangement respondents officers repeatedly referred toanagreement commitment concurrence or under standing intheir correspondence with competitors regarding rate levels and respondents discussions and conferences generally but not always resulted inthe quotation of similar or identical rates Unapproved Section 15Agreements South African Trade 159 186 187 Anticompetitive activity cannot beregarded asthough itwere normal business activity The use of parallel rates following joint rate discussions cannot be



INDEX DIGEST 825 just the result of busines3 economics Persons subject tothe Shipping Act who expect the Commission togive credence tosuch claims should conduct their activi ties inaway consistent with the claims Carriers intheir frequent communica tions regarding rates were not simply keeping one another posted or exchanging reminiscences they were engaged inacooperative working arrangement for the jaint fixing or regulating of rates which was unauthorized and therefore improper Itwas not material that their arrangements did nat result infirm01complete accord inevery instance Even ifnofirmresults had been reached the agreement tocaoperate would have been impraper rd187 188 Cooperative working spirit Evidence that two canferences exchanged information cancerning rates prompted byrequests from shippers for rate reductions or quotations which requests referred inmost instances torates already independently adopted although possibly not yet made effective and that there were discussions of rates and rate considerations onafewoccasions but nat asanestablished practice prior tothe decisian onthe rate inquestion byeither conference established only the existence of acooperative working spirit Acooperative spirit does not quite achieve the status of anagreement 01understanding or acooperative working arrangements that would beincluded within the scope of section 15However itisaserious matter for parties subject tothe Act toengage inexchanging rate information without knowledge of the Commission The natural consequences of such activity can clearly beastep toward or the very basis of improper practices and the activity should therefore beavoided Unapproved Section 15Agreements West Coast South America Trade 222425Effectuation of agreement All parties toanunapproved agreement fixing rates for carrying coal are jaintly responsible under section 15even though only one party carried the coal Arate fixing agreement iseffectuated bypresenting aunited front and partici pation bysimply refusing tocarry at less than the agreed rate quite effectively advances the cause of the parties What issignificant isthat the parties jointly agreed toand did set afloor onthe rate towhich they adhered Thus they restricted or eliminated competition Itisimmaterial that some af the parties though quating the agreed rate did not offer space or did not have vessels inposition far the particular coal shipment The rate agreement was not made for particular shipments but was generally applicable toKorean coal Failure tofile the agreement and carrying out of the agreement were violations of sec tion 15Unapproved Section 15Agreement Coal toJapan Korea 295 300 301 Acarrier which participated inameeting at which acoal rate agreement was reached and under the conference unanimity rule must have voted for or assented tothe arrangement was aparty tothe agreement Itsclaim that itwas dis interested inthe subject of coal allegedly proved bythe fact that itdid not quote coal rates since coal was not compatible with itsordinary cargoes came too late The carrier did not express itsalleged disinterest at the time of the meeting Persons subject tothe Act who participate inanticompetitive activity must beheld responsible absent timely and positive steps evidencing their dis interest 01disassociation Moreover itwas not essential that the carrier beshown tohave actually quoted the agreed coal rates Itentered into the unau thorized agreement tolimit competition Itissufficient that one or more of itscolleagues inthe plan quated the agreed rates 01toak other actian tocarry out the plan Id301 Evidence interoffice memoranda and surrounding circumstances established 41PnnnnnrtLl vcfannlnO hotuToon litrInri Sl lon



826 INDEX DIGEST ference and itsmembers for the observance bythe carrier of conference rates The carrier the conference and itsmembers violated section 15both byfailing tofile their agreement or understanding and bycarrying itout absent approval Unapproved Section 15Agreement North Atlantic Spanish Trade 337 343 344 Evidence of existence Arestricted or fragmented approach tothe evidence inasection 15investiga tion can defeat the purpose for which the investigation was instituted The conduct proscribed bysection 15includes oral and informal agreements under standings and arrangements which bytheir nature can bedifficult todetect and prove and may well require the putting together of numerous individual evi dentiary items soastoconstruct anintegrated whole that will provide the basis for aconclusion The respondents should not have been allowed toisolate and attempt todestroy the documentary proof link bylink indisregard of the inter related and complimentary character of the various links aswell astheir cumu lative delineation of respondents common course of unapproved activity Unap proved Section 15Agreements South African Trade 159 182 183 Exhibits relating tothe question of whether respondents had entered into anagreement or understanding astorates should have been admitted into evidence They were authorized inthe main byexperienced highly placed officials They were not expressions of legal opinion The fact that the exhibits were intra company communications inmany cases enhanced rather than detracted from their evidentiary value because the communications contained completely candid utterances bearing directly onthe subject of the inquiry Id183 There agroup of carriers was attempting toobtain acommitment from another carrier touse acertain rate ontallow and conversations were had onanagreement and itwas llOt cle ar that anagreement was reached and the car rier had arecord of disagreeing with the group rather than agreeing the evi dence was not sufficient toestablish aviolation of section 15However the carrier came close topotentially serious difficulty byfailing toavoid qnestionable involvement with itscompetitors Id194 The language of acarrier sineroffice memoranda referring toanundertak ing toabide byaconference tariff and toaverbal understanding with the conference together with surrounding circumstances such asthe fact that the carrier after ithad resigned from the conference continued tobeconsulted bythe conference onrate changes establishes the existence of anagreement or understanding between the carrier and the conference and itsmembers within the meaning of section 15Experienced and responsible corporate officials donot use terms like undertaking and verbal understanding especially when referring totheir relations with competitors without intending that the words convey their commonly accepted meaning Unapproved Section 15Agreement North Atlantic Spanish Trade 337 341 342 Considering the penalty prescribed for illicit anticompetitive activity itisnot tobeexpected that proof of such activity will beobtained easily or inabundance Insuch cases the solid evidence may consist of nomore than afewcontem poraneous memoranda or other documents These are entitled tofar greater weight than oral testimony given at alater date bythose under investigation and whose explanations of the documents simply cannot besquared with their contents Contemporaneous documents particularly interoffice memoranda are usually quite reliable evidence of the facts Interoffice memoranda are entitled tothe highest validity asevidence and tothe extent that oral testimony con tradicts them the contradiction only serves toaffect the general credibility of the evidence Testimony which iscontradicted bycontemporaneous documents



INDEX DIGEST 827 Interoffice memoranda of acarrier showing the existence of anagreement or understanding with aconference although hearsay were clearly admissible against the conference and itsmember lines and were reliable and substautial evidence inthe ligh tof the entire record Id343 Extenuation of violations Matters inextenuation of violations of section 15may bematerial tothe ques tion of punishment for past violations but they are not relevant toanything within the jurisdiction or intent of anadministrative investigation into such violations Unapproved Section 15Agreements South African Trade 159 194 Where respondents contended that even ifthey violated section 15the infraction was purely technical inthat they acted uuder amistaken assumption and ingood faith inusing conference machinery toset coal rates and that they eould have accomplished the same agreement with notrouble had they emplo red the machinery of another conference their testimony was not accepted though itwas uncontradicted Ifrespondents could have readily used the other conference toagree onrates itwas afair question why they did not dosoInany event the point isassociated with animmaterial issue astorespondents motives While there might beanoccasion where evidence of the parties mo tive or intent isuseful tothe proper investigation bythe Commission of unlaw ful conduct where the objective isonly toshow asocalled technical violation which should not bepunished the subject isnecessarily irrelevant IdUn npprov dSection 15Agreement Coal toJapan Korea 295 302 303 Itisnot necessary under section 15toimpute anevil motive Nonfeasance isasobjectionable asmalfeasance There islittle ifany excuse for failure tofile anagreement with the Commission or at least make inquiry astowhether anagreement comes within the scope of the section and thus must befiled and approved Id304 Pooling agreement Testimony onbehalf of third flag carriers precluded finding that operations under anagreement between USflag carrier and Venezuelan flag carrier were intended or reasonably likely todrive third flag carriers out of the trade Fail ure of such carriers toshow that the agreement would have specific results requiring that itbedisapproved was initself strong evidence that such results eould not reasonably beforeseen Something more than afear of increased competition isnecessary tojustify afinding than anagreement isunjustly dis crimiuatory or unfair asbetween carriers contrary tothe public interest or otherwise merits disapproval under section 15Alcoa Steamship Co Inc ICAVN 345 360 361 The record particularly inthe light of the evidence with reference totraffic inthe trade did not show that there would beany unjust or unfair discrimi nation betw een carriers asaresult of apooling agreement between aUnited States and aVenezuelan carrier Assuming the correctness of figures used bythe Examiner onconcluding that third flag line carriers would beunjustly dis criminated against itdid not follow that the revenues of these lines would shrink dangerously they might well increase inview of the Alliance for Prog ress program and other factors The carrier principally affected testified that itwould not abandon itsservice As tothe possibility of further decrees bythe Venezuelan government which would beadvantageous tothe parties tothe agreement the Commission has reserve powers under section 15toreconsider and disapprove the agreement Id362 364 Agreement between USflag and Venezuelan flag carrier providing inter Sl elrto



Sl el828 INDEX DIGEST rtoentered into tocounteract the effects of the Venezuela decrees resulting inloss of cargo bythe UScarrier was found not toviolate the Shipping Act and was approved pursuant tothe provisions of section 15Id365 Public interest The fact that anagreement combining the operations of two USflag carriers onatrade route would result insubstantial economies and improved operating results isnot basis for aprotest byanother USflag carrier operating onthe route The protesting carrier may have aninterest inpreventing USflag competitors from increasing the economy and efficiency of their operations Ifsothe private interest must yield tothe public interest which demands that USflag carriers inforeign trade especially subsidized operations operate aseconomically and efficiently aspossible Agreement No 8555 Between Isbrandtsen Steamship Co Inc et al 151920125 129 130 Public Law 87346 did not write into section 15apUblic convenience and necessity standard and the Commission has noauthority touse the term con trar tothe pUblic interest insection 15torequire that asection 15joint service agreement meet the prerequisites of acertificate of public convenience and necessity Carriers individually may enter and serve atrade without establishing that their operation serves the public convenience and necessity The fact that they propose ajoint service inthe same trade does not give the Com mission aveto power onpublic convenience and necessity grounds Agreement 8492 Between TFKollmar Inc and Wagner Tug Boat Co 511 517 Rates and tariffs Where carriers were authorized bytheir approved agreement tofixopen minima rates and tomaintain some control even though rates were open tariffs onfile with the Commission oncommodities involved during the years inquestion showed rates asopen and the carriers insisted that they never agreed toopen rates but that from the outset their decision was toopen rates with minimums and that at all times the rates were infact open minima the carriers did not agree toany action not authorized bythe conference agreement or agree torelinquish their rate control While their erroneous filings are tobecondemned the carriers were actually doing what they insist they had agreed todoand the minimums were regularly publicized and quoted toall interested persons Failure toapprise the Commission of the minimum rates where the fixing of such rates was within the authority of members under conference agreements does not of itself render the action unlawful under section 15and under the above circumstances the carriers did not violate the section They did violate General Order 83Gulf United Kingdom Conference 536 539 541 Reference toJustice Department The Commission lacks the power toassess penalties and itmanifestly cannot excuse their assessment byomitting torefer toJustice or byany other means Prosecution and the assessment or waiver of penalties are matters that rest within the province of the Attorney General and the courts The Commission slolicy istorefer violations tothe Justice Department Unapproved Section 15Agreements Coal toJapan Korea 295 303 Scope of agreement Where the first clause of aparagraph of anapproved agreement provided for discussions and agreements onrates tobeused asabasis for discussion with MSTS for the purpose of negotiating Dates oncargo for MSTS and related services asecond clause making rates negotiated binding onall parties tothe
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more When the parties agreed to fix rates on coal to Korea which was not
MSTS cargo the agreement was beyond the scope of the approved agreement
Unapproved Section 15 AgreementCoal to JapanKorea 295 299 300

Approval of agreement between carriers providing for exchange of manifests
andor freight lists and other pertinent shipping records is not to be construed
as permitting the parties to disclose or receive information in violation of sec

tion 20 The Commission lacks authority to permit such action Alcoa Steam
ship Co Inc v CAVN 345 365

Where a conference agreement permits members to open and to close rates
and provides that when rates have been declared open on any commodity the
extent if any to which the Conference relinquishes control over the booking
and transportation thereof will be shown in the Conference Tariffs the confer

ence is authorized to fix open minima rates Unapproved Section 15 Agree
mentsGulfUnited Kingdom Conference and GulfFrench Atlantic Hamburg
Range Conference 536 539

Approval in 1948 of conference agreement providing for institution of dual

rate system was not enough under section 15 to validate the institution of an

actual dual rate scheme nor the shippers contract adopted as part thereof
Ever since the 1954 Isbrandtsen court decision approval of the system and of
the contract itself has been required The 1959 AngloCanadian court decision
was merely a restatement of the law and not a first time holding that particular

dual rate contracts required Commission approval Parsons and Whittemore
Inc v Johnson Line 720 727729
Selfpolicing
A provision of a conference lagreement authorizing levies of from 500 to

10000 against an offending member as well as possible expulsion for breaches
of the agreement is an important provision directly bearing upon a conferences
vitality as an instrument whose continuance is in the public interest The recent
amendment to section 15 requiring the Commission to disapprove any agree

ment on a finding of inadequate policing of the obligations under it alone suf
fices to support the right of the Commission to be fully informed and continu
ously informed as to the concerted activities under a section 15 agreement

Pacific Coast European Conference 27 37 38
Inauguration and adoption of neutral body plan by members of a conference

operating under an approved agreement amounts to an amendment or modifica
tion of the basic conference agreement and must be approved under section 15
before it can lawfully be carried out States Marine Lines Inc v Trans Pacific

Freight Conf of Japan 204 210

Where a conference agreement provided that a neutral body should be selected
from responsible accountants not employed by any party to the agreement
an accounting firm regularly employed on an independent contractor basis

by a member of the conference and its foreign correspondent or agent was
clearly disqualified to act as a neutral body The obvious purpose of the pro

vision was to insure impartiality and it would be inconsistent to construe the
term employed by as applicable only to a masterservant situation particularly
since accou are specifically named in the provision as persons who if ap

pointed are to have no employment relationship with a conference member The
conferences attempt to interpret the provision as not applying to the foreign
agent of the United States firm was in fact a modification or amendment of the
provision and as such required agency approval before it could be lawfully

effectuated Id 214

Conference which appointed as a Neutral Body an accounting firm which was
employed by a conference member contrary to the neutral body provision of

its agreement was not required to amend the neutral body provision it could
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appoint a Neutral Body which conformed to requirements of its existing agree
ment or it could modify its agreement subject to approval to permit use of the
firm employedby a conference member or another international accounting firm
or adopt some other effective method of self policing Id 215

Commission ruling that a Neutral Body was not qualified to act as such was
not intended to condemn the neutral body concept in general Congress by its
recent amendment to section 15 PL 87346 to require self policing of confer
ence agreements has indicated quite specifically that a proper selfpolicine system
is not only desirable but necessary Id 215

If it is the intent of a conference to have its neutral body or other self policing
system deal with past events this intent should be specifically included in the
agreement establishing the self policing system when it is submitted for approval
Id 216

Investigations and findings made by a Neutral Body do not in any way preclude
a separate hearing before the Commission nor are the findings of a Neutral Body
binding upon the Commission The functions and powers of the Commission
remain the same and the mere fact that conference members have elected to dis
cipline themselves does not and cannot bar or control appropriate proceedings
before the Commission The neutral body system does not deprive members of a
conference of a fair hearing does not involve delegation of the Commissions
functions to the Neutral Body and does not involve deprivation of any right to
appeal in violation of the Shipping Act the Hobbs Act or the Administrative
Procedure Act Id216

The Commission had jurisdiction even before the 1961 amendments to section
15 to approve neutral body agreements and to regulate their effectuation Self
policing agreements are major amendments to section 15 conference agreements
The enforcement of conference agreements is of primary concern to the Commis
sion and the effectuation of neutral body arrangements is part and parcel of that
concern Such an arrangement is a basic part of the section 15 agreement and
not a severable provision thereof Conference agreements are not private con
tracts to be interpreted as the parties please but have significant public aspects
The Commission not only must be cognizant of them but must approve them be
fore they can have any legal effect States Marine Lines Inc v TransPacific
Freight Conf of Japan 257 258 259

While section 15 requires selfpolicing modifications of agreements to be ap
proved under that section as comprising part of the complete agreement of the
parties the Commission is not inclined when considering approval to specify the
procedures by which the parties seek to insure that each will fulfill its obligations
to the others The prime concern is whether the agreement is unjustly discrim
inatory as between the carrier parties and whether it is reasonably probable that
the agreement will insure adequate policing Agreement No 15021 Trans
Pacific Freight Conference of Japan 653 658

Selfpolicing provision of agreement will not be disapproved because the power
vested in the neutral body is capable of abuse The Commission must assume
that the conference will live up to its obligation to apply the agreement so that it
adequately and without discrimination polices conference obligations Agree
ment No 15021 TransPacific Freight Conference of Japan Id 658

Proposed increase in the security deposit from 15000 to 25000 required
of conference members was approved on a showing that it was not out of line
with amounts required by other conferences the deposit would not deter carriers
from joining the conference the increase would keep pace with the decrease in
the buying power of the dollar since the time when the conference agreement was
originally adopted and the provision which was intended to strengthen the
self policing program of the conference was in keeping with the Congressional
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policy expressed in the 1961 amendment to section 15 PL 87346 Persian
Guff Outward Freight ConfAgreement 77006 707 711 712

Modification of conference agreement to provide for mandatory rather than
discretionary assessment of damages for breach of the agreement would
strengthen the selfpolicing element of the agreement and would diminish the
chance of discriminatory treatment of members and was therefore approved
Id 712

Modification of conference agreement to provide that secretary of the confer
ences report to the conference the findings of any investigation conducted under
selfpolicing provisions is approved The amendment will assist in accomplish
ing the end of strengthening the selfpolicing system Id 708

Modification of conference agreement to make assessment of damages for
breach mandatory rather than permissive to include a sliding scale of liquidated
damages for breaches not involving nonobservance of the conference tariff and
to provide for liquidated damages in a sum equal to four times the freight the
offending member would have earned had the proper conference rate been
charged is approved The sliding scale should discourage repeated violations
and strengthen the self policing system The amount of and measure of damages
for rate cutting are not out of line with those employed by other conferences
The mandatory provision strengthens the selfpolicing element of the agreement
and diminishes the chance of discriminatory treatment of members Id 709
712

Stability of rates

Agreement between USflag conference members andUSflag nonconference
carriers in the trade between US Gulf ports and Mediterranean ports under
which the nonconference carriers agree to observe the rates of the conference
on certain agricultural commodities is not to be condemned merely because the
more desirable solution to the rate cutting by the nonconference carriers on the
commodities would have been full conference participation Stability of rates
is needed to assure continuity and regularity of service which is in the public
interest the interest of the commerce of the United States and in the interests

of both carriers and shippers Agreement 8765GulfMediterranean Trade
495 499

Supervision of agreements
Section 15 of the Shipping Act does not confer upon steamship conferences

and others subject thereto the right to conduct any of the concerted activities

within its broad sweep unless with the Commissions approval and under its
continuing supervision and control By the same token it is clear that a con

ference and its members lines may not frustrate the Commissionsright and its
duty to he informed at all times as to the nature of their conference activities

Section 15 expressly confers on the Commission the power of disapproval
whether or not previously approved and thus necessarily imposes a continuing
duty upon the Commission to insure that parties to section 15 agreements are

at all times complying with the Act and their approved agreement and that their
operations are not detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary
to the public interest Pacific Coast European Conference 27 3234

The legislative history of section 15 makes plain that Congress granted an
antitrust exemption only because it envisioned that the permitted activities
would be subjected to constant and effective government control and regulation
The Alexander Report pointed out that Congress could either restore unrestricted
competition or recognize anticompetitive agreements along lines which would

eliminate the evils flowing therefrom While admitting the advantages of allow
ing steamship agreements and conferences the House Merchant Marine and
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Fisheries Committee was not disposed to recognize them unless the same are
brought under some form of effective government supervision By the enact
ment of PL 87346 Congress has reasserted the original philosophy that ex
emptions from the antitrust laws must be accompanied by effective governmental

supervision and control and has provided new safeguards against the abuses
which such activities make possible and has indicated that there is a need for

even closer surveillance of the operations of conferences under their section 15
agreements Id 34 35

It is not sufficient under the language of section 15 that the Commission be

apprised merely as to the terms of a conference agreement It is essential
also that the Commission know at all times the nature of the activities of the

conference and its members for otherwise it cannot determine whether the

agreement is being complied with and is not being carried out in a way that
violates the Act and is not detrimental to commerce or incompatible with the
public interest Id 35

The requirements of section 15 for effective supervision and control are not
satisfied for all time when an agreement is originally filed and approved and

immunity from Commission surveillance as well as from the antitrust laws does
not set in Section 15 demands that the Commission constantly inspect and if

necessary regulate the activities of persons subject thereto It imposes the duty
and authority of insuring that those who are permitted to engage in activities
which would otherwise be unlawful satisfy the statutory standards not only

at the time they file for initial approval of their agreement but continuously
thereafter The section expressly does this by providing that the Commission

shall disapprove cancel or modify any agreement or any modification or
cancellation thereof whether or not previously approved that the Commission
finds to be contrary to the Actsprovisions Id 35

In conjunction with the grant of power to approve agreements that fall within
the scope of section 15 Congress has imposed on the Commission the continuing

responsibility of regulating and supervising action carrying out these agree
ments It is vitally necessary that the Commission maintain a constant vigil
over the operations of the parties under approved agreements to insure that their
activities conform to the agreements as approved and warrant continued ex
emption from the antitrust laws States Marine Lines Inc v Trans Pacific

Freight Conference of Japan 204 210
Where a neutral body plan as approved provided for an impartial individual

or group independent of any conference member to serve as the Neutral Body

if the person selected was not actually neutral or impartial there was a de

parture from that which the Board had approved The agency was dutybound
to prevent such departure and any conference member was entitled to raise the
same objection and could turn to the agency for relief Whether or not a con

ference member protested or filed a complaint section 22 empowered the agency

to institute an investigation into the matter on its own motion Id 211 212

Voting requirements

Analogies from the field of private contract law cannot be drawn to show
that the majority voting requirements of a conference agreement are invalid
ie that a modification of the basic agreement to make changes in selfpolicing

provisions could not be made without unanimous consent of the parties An

agreement providing for the organization of a conference to operate in our

foreign commerce is necessarily an agreement which attempts to reconcile a
number of divergent interests Such an agreement must provide for the con

tinning commercial operations of a relatively large number of conference

members with as little friction and obstruction as possible The very
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heart of such an agreement is that each individual line relinquishes some of its
freedom of action in exchange for the benefits resulting from participation in
the conference arrangement Agreement No 15021 TransPacific Freight
Conference of Japan 653 656

The concept of majority rule is not uncommon in the ocean freight industry
A good many agreements on file provide for modification by majority rule It
is not unreasonable for a conference to make such a provision in its basic agree

ment provided it is not applied so as to contravene the standards of section 15
There is nothing in the concept of majority rule as applied to proposed modi
fications to conferences self policing rules which renders it discriminatory as
between carriers or shippers detrimental to commerce contrary to the public
interest or otherwise contrary to section 15 A conference member is bound to
the conference agreement and so long as it chooses to remain a member it must
conform to modifications which are regularly made and duly approved by the
Commission Id 657

Conferences system of recording affirmative action on proposed modifications
of agreement by indicating unanimous approval where in fact modification was
not carried unanimously is misleading at best and conferences should adopt a
signature form to correct this situation Id 657

ALASKA STATEHOOD ACT See Jurisdiction

ALEXANDER REPORT See Agreements under Section 15

ALLOWANCES See Rate Making

ARBITRATION See Agreements Under Section 15

AUTHORITY OF COMMISSION See also Jurisdiction Practice and
Procedure

Section 27 which gives the Commission subpoena power in complaint and
violation proceedings in no way impairs or relates to the Commissions power
to demand information in other ways and for other purposes The Commission
has the right to require the submission of information simply because it wants
to know whether the law is being complied with The courts have upheld the
power of the agency administering the Shipping Act to demand information on
suspicion that the law is being violated or to assure itself that it is not and have
recognized the obligation to comply imposed on persons subject not only to section
15 but to the proscriptions embodied in the Act generally Pacific Coast
European Conference 27 36

There is no distinction between the Commissionsauthority regarding breaches
of a conference agreement and its authority regarding violations of the Shipping
Act If a conference departs from the approved rules under which it could
lawfully operate it is violating the Act and if individual members do it is more
than likely that they too are violating the Act Even if a members conduct
happens to involve only a breach of the agreement this would not justify the
conferences refusal to furnish the Commission information It is for the Com
mission to decide in all cases whether a given course of conduct under a section 15

agreement is violative of the Act detrimental to commerce or contrary to the
public interest Id 37

An order to show cause why a conference and its members should not comply
with requests for certain information made by the agency and its Office of
Regulations or in the alternative why the conference agreement should not be
disapproved was expressly provided for by the agencys rules fully specified the
charges against the conference and alleged that the actions of the conference and
its members had prevented the agency from carrying out its statutory duties

1
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and was well within the powers vested in the agency by the Shipping Act Id
38

Statutes of limitation in 18 USC 3282 and 28 USC 2462 relate to proceed

ings criminal or otherwise brought in court and are no bar to the authority
of the Commission to proceed with an investigation Agreements of North
Atlantic Westbound Freight Assn 228 237

Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan v FMB and United States 302 F
2d 875 cited for the proposition that the Commission cannot declare anything
unlawful involved the validity of an interim cease and desist order which
had been issued in an attempt to maintain the status quo pending the outcome
of proceedings before the Commission It did not involve any question of the
Commissionsauthority to issue an order to show cause why a tariff rule should
not be declared unlawful for failure to obtain Commission approval under section

15 in circumstances where it has been determined in an appropriate proceeding
that a conference proposes to exceed the scope of its approved section 15 agree
ment Pacific Coast European Conference Port Equalization Rule 623 627

BERTHING SPACE See Discrimination

BROKERAGE

With respect to the payment of brokerage the freight forwarder law is per
missive Congress neither directed that brokerage be paid nor proscribed

agreements among carriers not to pay it or to restrict it to less than 1
Thus it cannot be argued that such agreements in their impact upon an individ
ual member with contrary desires respecting brokerage run counter to the
statute Practices and Agreements of Common Carriers Re Brokerage 51 55

Basically YL 87254 was designed to overcome the Maritime Boards regula

tions which would have eliminated carrier payments of brokerage to freight

forwarders in the export foreign commerce of the United States as being the
source of much malpractice Congress concluded thatbrokerage could be author

ized if forwarder licensing and other safeguards were provided to take care of
malpractices It also found most persuasive testimony by carriers who were

supporting the forwarders that the forwarders services were in fact of value
to them and they were willing and desired to continue to pay a reasonable fee

therefor if permitted to do so Id 55

The interpretation forwarders seek to give the frieight forwarder law that

carriers as a group cannot agree not to pay brokerage is mainifestly inconsistent
with their concession that the language of the law permits an individual carrier
to compensate a forwarder or not and their admission that conferences may
agree to pay brokerage may agree to set an upper limit so long as it is at least

1 of the freight charge and may agree to prohibit brokerage in the domestic
offshore trades although the law expressly applies to these trades Id 56

Brokerage agreements among carriers regulate competition and are within
the plain compass of section 15 Whether they should be disapproved cancelled
or modified in accordance with the amendment made by PL 87346 depends
upon whether they are detrimental to the commerce of the United States There

is 110 occasion for determining what the public interest amendment may add to
section 15 Throughout the longstanding brokerage controversy detriment to
the commerce has been interpreted and applied in a manner to encompass the
public interest Id 57

In view of the Maritime Boards earlier findings in this proceeding that the
forwarding industry makes a valuable contribution to foreign trade and that the
industrys substantial revenue from brokerage is important and in view of the
fact that Congress thereafter provided its own remedy in the form of licensing
conditions precedent to payment and increased regulatory authortiy for dealing
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with malpractices which the Board had found and which heavily influenced its
decision prohibiting brokerage and thereby upsetting prior holdings any
revision of the prior holdings must come in a future proceeding as the result of
some new or compelling factors which can stand the test under the several
requirements of section 15 Agreements between common carriers by water in
the export foreign commerce which prohibit brokerage or limit the amount to
less than 1 of freight charges operate to the detriment of the commerce of
the United Slats and are contrary to the public interest in violation of section 15
Agreements respecting brokerage in the offshore trades are excluded from this
ruling since conditions in those trades are materially different and brokerage is
not normally paid Id 59 80

An investigation to determine whether certain US Atlantic ports were being
unduly preferred to other such ports by reason of agreements or practices of
foreign steamship lines in the inbound trade from the United Kingdom and Eire
to regulate payments of commissions to forwarders abroad was within the scope
of the regulatory authority of the Maritime Board The order of investigation
was clearly limited to the practices of respondents as common carriers in the
foreign commerce of the United States as to which they are subject to the
agencys jurisdiction Congress in enacting the freight forwarder law PL
87254 designed to license and regulate the business activities of freight for
warders in the United States and in reenacting section 15 of the same session
did not intend to limit the scope of section 15 to agreements covering payments of
brokerage solely in the outbound trades The freight forwarder law has no
bearing on the application of section 15 to an agreement between carriers to
regulate the payment of commissions abroad in such a manner as to prefer ship
ments to one port to the disadvantage of another Agreements of North Atlantic
Westbound Freight Assn 228236 237

Payment of excessive brokerage is a pernicious practice inimical to the best
interest of shipping in our foreign trade and oppressive to the shipper who must
eventually bear the cost The Commission will review the matter on an industry
wide scale Grace Line Inc v Skips AS Viking Line 432 451

BROKERS See Brokerage

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

Issuance of a cease and desist order was not required where respondent had
stopped a discriminatory assessment of storage charges International Trading
Corp of Virginia v Fall River Line Pier Inc 219 226

COMMON CARRIERS

Who is common carrier

Where there is an obvious prearrangement that one will gather cargo and
another will actually carry it the holdingout by the former that the cargo will
move to its destination is attributable to the latter to the extent necessary to make
the latters operations pursuant to the arrangement common carrier operations
Thus where two companies have established a service for all who care to ship
general cargo in the Alaskan trade at tariff rates on file with the Commission
one as technical shipper solicits secures and assembles the cargo belonging
to the general public and the other ostensibly as a contract carrier furnishes
and tows the barges which carry the cargo from port to port and each receives
50 of the charges made for carrying the cargo the one who solicits the cargo
is not an ordinary shipper but an intermediary agent through which the barge
operator bolds itself out to the general public as a common carrier This con
clusion is not weakened by the fact that common carrier classification does not

have the same significance results under the Interstate Commerce Act and the
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Shipping Acts or that the ICC may have a more liberal attitude Prior decisions
of the US Maritime Commission to the extent contrary are overruled Puget
Sound Tug Barge Co v Foss Launch Tug Co 43 46 47

Common carrier is not a rigid and unyielding dictionary definition but a
regulatory concept sufficiently flexible to accommodate itself to efforts to secure
the benefits of common carrier status while remaining free to operate independent
of common earriers burdens Where the holding out is indirect through an
agent acting technically as sole shipper under an arrangement with the
carrier this holding out will nevertheless be attributed to the carrier and con

sidered to bring it within the scope of the ancient phrase that a common carrier
is a carrier which holds itself out as willing to carry for the public Where
the service is essentially the carriage of cargo for the general public it is none
the less common carriage because the carrier adopts a device to make it appear
that vessels are serving one shipper whereas they are actually serving many
Id 48

The fact that a carrier was required to make a special arrangement to secure
the business of the sole shipper of sugar from Hawaii to Galveston did not

convert the arrangement into one of contract carriage While it was possible
that in some instances a vessel would carry only sugar it was equally possible
under the tariff that others would carry general cargo The tariff did not com
pel the carrier to exclude general cargo from vessels carrying the sugar The
carrier was faced with economical and practical problems necessitating the
special arrangement Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulf Hawaii Rate
Increases 260 279 280

Owner of power barge who chartered his vessel for use between Seattle and

Alaska operated it for the charterer under an informal agreement sometimes
partaking of the nature of a joint venture and did not conduct anything com
parable to a recognized service was not operating as a common carrier by water
in the trade and was not required to file a tariff under section 2 of the Inter
coastal Act Investigation of Tariff Filing Practices of Carriers
305 306 307

Operator of tug and barge between Washington and Alaskan ports who carried
building materials construction equipment and used automobiles who neither
advertised nor solicited business who utilized neither formal contracts of

affreightment nor bills of lading whose barge was unsuitable for carrying
ordinary dry cargo who charged by the day and whose profits or losses depended
an his estimates of the transportation time and who operated on no fixed
schedules or routes but would go at any time to any safe port in southeastern
Alaska was not operating as a common carrier by water in the trade and was
not required to file tariffs under section 2 of the Intercoastal Act Id 307

Operator of vessel between Seattle and certain ports in Alaska carrying north
bound any type of cargo with northbound sailings dependent upon prior com
mitments from shippers for utilization of available cargo space on the return
trip with shipments covered by transportation agreements providing for hire
of a stated amount of space for a specified sum of money and disclaimer by the
operator of any responsibility for loss or damage to cargo with no solicitation of
cargo advertisement of services or sailings or sailings at regularly scheduled
intervals with shippers nevertheless knowing that on request the carrier would
advise as to approximate sailing dates with service provided at approximate
monthly frequency and with a weekly marine trade publication listing the car
rier as sailing on a monthly schedule is a common carrier in the trade and must
file tariffs under section 2 of the Intercoastal Act Id 316318

It is not essential to common carrier status that the carrier haul or be willing
to haul any type of cargo A line may be a common carrier of certain com
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modities as long as it is willing to carry those commodities for any shipper
Id 318

Carrier operating between Seattle and ports in western Alaska would be a com
mon carrier even it its sailings were considerably irregular The carrier carried
whatever cargo was offered northbound to the Alaska ports to be served on the
voyage and was assured on each voyage of cargo waiting in Alaska to be loaded
for the return trip to Seattle This is common carrier service One transporting
goods from place to place for hire for such as see fit to employ him whether
usually or occasionally is a common carrier Id 319 320

A common carrier does not lose its status as such because it never advertises
its services or solicits cargo or publishes a sailing schedule or has no regular
routes or ports of call or carries cargo only after it has initially secured a
negotiated written transportation agreement or does not seek or assume an obli
gation to carry for others Id 320

In view of other cargo carried by a carrier it was of no significance on the
question of common carrier noncommon carrier status that its vessel was
specially designed for carriage of frozen fish and generally carried frozen fish and
fishing industry supplies for a few fishing companies in Alaska The carrier
clearly was not a private or industrial carrier Of even less importance was it
that the carrier operating under charter to one shipper might make an occasional
Kona fide tramp sailing It is not necessary to common carrier status for a car
rier to have a freight agent a particular place to load and unload cargo or pro
vide regular and complete terminal service These are among the characteristics
of liner berth operators but such operators are emphatically not the only common
carriers Id 321

A carrier may not avoid common carrier status by insisting on a transporta
tion agreement with each shipper Alt cargo carried for compensation moves on
some form of transportation agreement express or implied Id 321

The fact that a carrier has not sought or willingly assumed common carrier
status and obligations is unimportant since such status and obligations are re
sults of the carriersoperations not its desires Id 321

Carriage of cargo by an incorporated association for its membership with the
only restriction on membership that members shall be licensed to do business in
Alaska and pay a nominal membership fee is the carriage of cargo for the general
public A private as distinguished from a common carrier is essentially a
carrier which carries for itself as distinguished from a carrier which carries for
others Id 326 327

The amendment of 46 USC 404 by Public Law 85739 which exempts vessels
under 150 gross tons owned by cooperative or nonprofit associations transporting

cargo between southeastern Alaska and Seattle from common carrier status
specifically confines the exemption to the provisions of such section It has no
effect upon section 2 of the Intercoastal Act The fact that associations are found
to be common carriers under the Intercoastal Act does not deprive them of the
exemption granted by Public Law 85739 The exemption is not conditioned on
noncommon carrier status Even if common carrier status would deprive them

of the exemption this fact would not determine that they are not common car
riers Id 327329

Membership in au incorporated association a carrier which carries with it

the right to ship and prorata liability with respect to shipments by other mem
bers is a reasonable condition of carriage and so long as it is required of all
shippers alike will certainly not detract from common carrier status Id 329
330

Failure of Commission personnel to advise that an organization which has

furnished full operating details is a common carrier and required to file tariffs
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in no way militates against Commission decision that the organization is a com
mon carrier and required to file Neither would a direct statement by the staff
that the organization is not a common carrier However an inquiry by a carrier
as to its status is not evidence that it is a common carrier and proof of such
inquiry is not admissible for that purpose Id 330

Contract carrier

Carriage of filler cargo by means of such devices as purchasing the cargo
from the shipper in Seattle and reselling to the shipper in Alaska at a profit
calculated to yield the carrier the amount it would have received as payment for
carrying the cargo or multipletowing of barges or carriage for principal
shippers under contract even when filler cargo was carried was contract
carriage Puget Sound Tug Barge Co v Foss Launch Tug Co 43 48

Dual carriers

Agreement between carriers is not unlawful merely because of the possibility
that a mixture of common and contract cargoes may be carried on one vessel
or barge tow on the same voyage The better approach is that such a mixture
may not be used to evade regulation and must not result in a carriersavoidance
of its common carrier obligations with respect to the fair nonpreferential and
nondiscriminatory treatment of shippers Agreement 8492 Between T F Koll
mar Inc and Wagner Tug Boat Co 511 519

Commission decision in Docket 976 7 FMC 511 is a precedent for holding
that tendem tow of Foss barge containing contract cargo with Northland barge
containing common carrier cargo solicited by Northland a non vessel owning
common carrier is not illegal per se Moreover Foss practice of hauling con
tract cargo southbound rather than returning empty after its equipment is em
ployed to transport common carrier cargo north does not constitute an unlawful
dual capacity operation Puget Sound Tug and Barge Co v Foss Launch
Tug Co 611616

Duty of common carrier

To rely upon structural differences in vessels in the banana trade as an excuse
to avoid common carrier obligations would go far toward eliminating such obli
gations Nor is a refusal to carry goods for many justified by fear that they
cannot cooperate in using available space It is the common carriers duty to
offer the space and give the shippers the chance to devise cooperative means of
using it If multiple utilization proves impossible shippers will recognize this
and accept the fact that the space can only be utilized on an exclusive basis
Consolo v Flota Mercante Grancolombiana S A 635 639

Engaging in other activities

The Shipping Act does not preclude a common carrier by water from per
forming services other than transportation by water on the high seas

but contemplates and authorizes the performance by such carrier of socalled
incidental services including pickup and delivery service The definition of
other persons in section 1 of the Act was not intended to preclude common
carriers from engaging in the other specified activities but simply to bring
within the ambit of the Act those persons who do engage therein Matson Navi

gation CoContainer Freight Tariffs 480 490
CONTRACT RATES See Dual Rates

DAMAGES See Reparations

DEMURRAGE See also Preference or Prejudice

Position that a terminal operator may not increase its demurrage charges
regardless of the amount of notice given as to shipments consigned to or already
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on its facilities is untenable It would be unreasonable to hold that a terminal
must continue in effect the rates and rules applicable when a cargo first landed

no matter how long that cargo might be left on the facility This would mean
that a terminal could only change its rates when its facility bad no cargo at
all or that a terminal could charge different rates for identical services depend
ing on the date the cargo happened to arrive A fortiori it would be unreason
able to attempt to apply such a principle to cargoes merely routed to the facility
but which have not arrived at the time of a rate change Selden Oo v

Galveston Wharves 679 681 682

Complainant could not escape liability for payment of increased demurrage
charges for cargo left on respondents terminal facility because of an alleged
ambiguity in respondents tariffs and invoices Invoices referred to storage
charges and a local tariff item provided for removal of cargo to storage without
liability of the terminal and subject to a reasonable charge for storage if the
cargo was not removed by the owner within a reasonable time The tariff item
was to be construed as giving the terminal the option to remove goods to storage
and as fixing liability and the local tariff contained no charges for storage or
pier demurrage The terminals tariff circular set forth the charges for cargo
left on the pier after expiration of free time Complainant could have removed
its goods when it received notice that the charges whatever they might have
been termed on the invoices were increased Id 682

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE See Agreements under Section 15
Discrimination

DETRIMENT TO COMMERCE See Agreements under Section 15 Brokerage
Rates Stevedoring Travel Agents

DEVICES TO DEFEAT APPLICABLE RATES

Where an officer of the shipper knew of an inspection report which showed that
the rate applicable on a shipment of cotton was the rate originally charged by
the carrier and nevertheless the shipper continued to press for and even
tually secured a lower rate ie transportation at less than the rates or charges
that would otherwise be applicable the shippers successful campaign to compel
the carrier to refund part of the original freight payment was conducted know
ingly and willfully within the meaning of the first paragraph of section 16 of
the Shipping Act States Marine Lines fiohenberg BrothersViolation of
Section 16 1 7

A demand on a carrier for a lower rate unsupported by factual proof or even

attempted proof that the cargo is entitled to carriage at the lower rate consti
tutes a device which is unjust unfair and forbidden by the first paragraph of
section 16 of the Shipping Act Id 7

Where the carrier charged and collected the proper tariff rate on cotton ship
ped abroad the applicability of the rate having been established by weighing of
the cotton by a Bureau engaged to assist in enforcing tariff rates and charges
of the conference of which the carrier was a member and thereafter the carrier
yielded to requests of the shipper and revised its charges to apnly rates which it
knew were not applicable by revising the correct billing as shown on its bill of
lading through the substitution of an incorrect billing such a corrected billing
constituted false billing within the meaning of the second paragraph of section
16 of the Shipping Act The agreement to make a refund was an unfair or un
just means of obtaining less than the regular rates established and enforced by
the carrier Id 9 10

By a preponderance of credible evidence a shipper was shown to have know
ingly and willfully directly by an unjust or unfair means obtained transporta
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tion by water of cotton at less than the rates or charges which would otherwise
be applicable in violation of section 16 of the Shipping Act Id 13

By a preponderance of credible evidence a common carrier by water was shown
to have directly and in conjunction with another person knowingly to have
allowed a person to obtain transportation of cotton at less than the regular rates

or charges then established and enforced by the carrier by means of false billing
and by unjust or unfair device or means in violation of section 16 of the Shipping
Act Id 13

Pro rata return of payments for carrying cargo in order to avoid profitmaking
will not be considered a violation of the Shipping Act 1916 Tariff Filing Prac
tices of CarriersUnited States and Alaska 303 330

Prior requirement of filing rates in the export trade within 30 days after they
became effective does not mean that a carrier way publish and file a rate and

then charge a different rate at will and without ever filing such different rate
U is not consistent for a carrier to publish and maintain one rate ad infinitum

and yet contend that its regular rate was something else Under such theory
which ignores the rate actually published and any need to perfect changes
therein the principle of a regular rate would vanish and a violation of section
16 could seldom be shown United States Lines Gondrand Bros Section 16

Violation 464 469

The command of section 16 Second is absolute that a carrier shall not by false
means or by other unfair or unjust means directly or indirectly allow a person

to obtain transportation at less than the regular rate It is not necessary to
show discrimination as bbetween shippers of the commodity involved Id 470

The fact that a carrier practiced no deception upon the person receiving a
rebate did not mean that the arrangement was above board so that there was

no violation of section 16 Second The fact that a rebate was being received was
not known even to all of the carriersofficials who should have been aware of it
and was not known to or ascertainable by the shipping public The carrier vio

lated section 16 Second by using an unjust or unfair device or means Id 470
471

The words any person as used in section 16 Second are fully as broad as the

words shipper consignor consignee forwarder broker or other person used
in the first paragraph of the section While the first paragraph was added to the

section some 20 years after section 16 Second was enacted section 16 Second
uses the broad and unqualified language any person and it is clear that in

enacting the first paragraph Congress sought parity of penalities for allowing
and obbiining unlawful rates Id 471 472

While an arrangement under which a carrier charged and collected the con
ference rate on a shipment of logs and later refunded to the forwarder and agent
of the consignee an amount sufficient to adjust the freight charges to reflect
lower nonconference rates might be described as false billing in view of the
submission and payment in the first instance of bills of lading and freight bills
that both parties knew did not reflect the rates ultimately charged the arrange
ment unquestionably constituted an unjust or unfair device or means prohibited
by section 16 Id 472

Repayment of a portion of the sums received from a carrier as a rebate does
not cure the illegality and has no bearing on that matter Id 472

DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE See also Emnbargoes Preference and
Prejudice

The Commission has no power to require that common carrier service be in
augurated and its authority under section 16 First relative to discontinuance of
an established service is at best restricted The Commission lacks power to
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prevent indefinitely a common carrier by water from abandoning service There
is a marked difference between the Commissionsauthority over discontinuance
of service by water carriers and the authority of agencies such as the ICC over
carriers who hold certificates of public convenience and necessity and must
secure permission to abandon service San Diego Harbor Comm v Matson
Navigation Co 394 400 401

DISCRIMINATION See also Agreements under Section 15 Reparation
Preference and Prejudice Surcharges Volume Rates

It is essential to establish an existing and effective competitive relationship in
cases of port discrimination The need for such a relationship is obvious for the
evil which Congress sought to correct when it included localities and ports in
the prohibitions of sections 16 and 17 was the unnatural diversion of cargo from
one port to another by common carriers through the medium of unjustly discrim
inatory rates or charges Thus to the extent that cargo is diverted from one
port to another the two ports occupy a competitive relationship with respect
to the diverted cargo West Indies Fruit Co v Flota Mercante Graneolom
biana SA 66 72

Where all of a carriers space suitable for the carriage of bananas to both
Galveston and Baltimore was contracted for pursuant to twoyear forward
booking contracts so that admittedly there was no diversion of cargo from
Galveston to Baltimore there is no existing and effective competitive relationship
between the ports and hence no discrimination between ports in violation of
sections 16 and 17 An allegation that diversion from Galveston was merely de
layed and would take place in the future was not supported by any evidence
that such diversion should it occur would be to Baltimore Id 73

One instance of refusal by a pier operator to allocate berthing space on the
ground that another vessel with a prior reservation was due to arrive followed
by allocation of the space requested when the operator was confronted by com
plainant with information that no vessel was due to arrive on or near the date
involved did not constitute proof of undue or unjust discrimination or undue
disadvantage International Trading Corp of Virginia v Fall River Line Pier
Inc 219 222 223

Where a pier operator allocated a maximum of 25000 square feet of storage
space to complainant but permitted complainantscompetitor to use twice that
much space and the space allocated to complainant was adequate for its needs
although in one instance complainant after the pier operator objected was
allowed to unload a cargo requiring 30000 square feet there was no showing
of undue or unjust discriminaton or undue disadvantage Id 222 223 225

Practice of pier operator in billing complainant and a subsidiary corporation
for storage charges assessed under rates and free time allowances different from
rates charged and allowances given to complainantscompetitor was unjustly
discriminatory Id 225 226

The fact that the sole shipper of sugar from Hawaii to Galveston was the only

shipper which could qualify tinder a sugar freighting agreement did not mean
that the agreement was an unjustly discriminatory special contract A non
existent shipper cannot be discriminated against and there was no foreseeable
prospect of a change in the situation Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulf
Hawaii General Increases in Rates 260 280

Testimony failed to show port discrimination in violation of the Act In

order to justify conclusions of port discrimination it must be found that the
preferred port is actually competitive with the complaining port that the dis
crimination complained of is the proximate cause of injury to the complaining
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port and that the discrimination is undue or unjust Alcoa Steamship Co
Inc v CAVN 345 364

It is contended that the agreement by eliminating the possibility of rate com
petition on specified commodities while nonconference competition exists as to
other commodities discriminates against Agriculture visavis shippers of other
commodities This contention even if valid overlooks the fact that Agriculture
has a number of alternatives if it decides these conference rates are too high
It has the legal right under the cargo preference laws to use foreignflag vessels
in any case up to 50 percent of the cargo and if no USflag vessels are available
at fair and reasonable rates it may use foreignflag vessels for all of the cargo
Or it may as it has done in the past ship via USflag tramp vessels These
choices in addition to Agriculturesability to ship over alternative routes are
sufficient to insure that the rates on the commodities in question are kept
reasonable

While Agriculture is the predominant shipper it is not the sole shipper of
certain commodities as to which carriers agreed to observe conference rates and
the agreement applies with equal effect and without discrimination to all ship
pers of such commodities There can be no unjust discrimination against a
shipper under the Shipping Act unless another similarly situated shipper with
whom the complaining shipper competes is preferred The fact that shippers
of other than the agreement commodities are in the same position before and
after the agreement cannot be said to be a preference in favor of those shippers
For the same reasons the agreement does not cause undue or unreasonable
prejudice or disadvantage to Agriculture under section 17 of the Act because

fixed noncompetitive rates on the agreement commodities prefer shippers
of other commodities on which there are variable competitive rates If actual
unjust discrimination or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage results in the
future the Act provides means for remedying the situation including the power
to modify or withdraw approval Id 500

Where a carrier charged and Collected different rates from similarly situated
shippers on green coffee from French Somaliland to New York for the identical
transportation service it violated section 16 First with respect to undue
preference and prejudice and section 17 with respect to unjust discrimination
Hellenic LinesSections 16 and 17 Violations 673 674 675

A carrier is bound by the acts of its agent who having authority to quote rates
booked cargo at different rates to users of the carriers services identically sit
uated The carrier was not on trial for penalties nor charged with a mis
demeanor and it cannot escape responsibility by contending that intent is a
prerequisite to a finding of violations of sections 16 First and 17 The offense
is committed by the mere doing of the act and the queston of intent is not in
volved As to the carriers denial of any actual fault it knew that an intensely
competitive situation or rate war existed and it failed to take precautionary
steps in granting authority to its agent to quote whatever rates would meet the
competition Id 675 676

An agreement for the use of a public terminal facility at a rental which
deviates from the terminals regular tariff provisions may run afoul of the
Shipping Acts proscriptions and must be scrutinized for any illegal discrimina
tion or prejudice that may result Such an agreement however is not unlawful
or unreasonable merely because it does not follow the terminals tariff charges
Agreement 9905Port of Seattle Alaska SS Co 792 800

Where inter alia there was no showing that cargo had been or would be
diverted from a carrier to another carrier which was the lessee of terminal
facilities under an agreement providing for a rental formula at less than full



INDEX DIGEST 843 tariff charges and the objecting carrier had not been refused asimilar lease since the lessor modified itsprevious 100 policy nounlawful discrimination or prej udice was shown Id801 Where respondent misquoted the contract rate toashipper not aparty toadual rate contract and such rate was relied onbycomplainant consignee also not aparty toadual rate contract respondent did not violate section 17inthereafter charging and collecting the non contract rate There was nodis crimination asbetween shippers since the sbipper was afforded anopportunity toexecute aconference contract There was nodiscrimination asbetween con signees since there vas noevidence that respondent offered or did not offer acontract tocomplainant scompetitor or did not accord complainant any other opportunity itaccorded the competitor As toapossible violation of section 14b which provides that dual rate contracts must beavailable toall shippers and consignees onequal terms and conditions use byCongress of tbe term available did not require respondent toaffirmatively offer complainant anopportunity toexecute adual rate contract asacondition precedent tocbarging the non contract rate Aicbmann Huber vBloomfield Steamsbip Co 811 813 DUAL COMMON AND CONTRACT CARRIERS See Common Carriers DUAL RATES See also Discrimination Use of two rates onsugar from Hawaii toGalveston did not constitute adual rate system Tbe carrier indicated itswillingness tocancel tbe bigher rate and the Commission would assume tbat itwill dosoTberefore tbe question of the existence of adual rate system need not beconsidered However tbere was nothing inthe tariff or inthe sugar freighting agreement which required ashipper toship all or any fixed portion of his sugar during the period of the agreement Pacific CoastjHawaii and Atlantic Gulf Hawaii General Increases inRates 260 280 281 Article of agreement which undertakes witbout qualification tobind noncon ference lines tocbarge conference rates oncertain commodities covered bytbe agreement must beclarified inview of the fact that the commodities are covered bytbe conference sdual rate system and the nonconference lines cannot use such asystem with tbe Commission sapproval Since the parties apparently intended that the nonconference lines adhere toone set of rates tbe rates given bythe conference tocontract shippers the agreement will beapproved with amodification making clear that the rates quoted inthe tariffs of the noncon ference lines for agreement commodities are single rates and not anextension or application of the conference sdual rate system Agreement 8765 Between USFlag Oarriers intbe Gulf Mediterranean Trade 495 501 Approval in1948 of conference agreement providing for institution of dual rate system was not enough under section 15tovalidate the institution of anactual dual rate scheme nor the shipper scontract adopted aspart thereof Ever since the 1954 Isbrandtsen court decision approval of the system and of the contract itself bas been required The 1959 Anglo Canadian court decision was merely arestatement of the lawand not afirst time bolding that particular dual rate contracts required Commission approval Parsons and Whittemore Inc vJohnson Line 720 727 729 Permission granted toTrans Pacific Freight Conference Hong Kong toextend the scope of itsdual rate system toinclude asdestination ports the Pacific Coast ports inCalifornia Oregon and Washington holding inabeyance request toinclude ports inHawaii Canada and Alaska Trans Pacific Freight Conference Hong Kong Dual Rate Contract 784



844 INDEX DIGEST DUE PROCESS See Practice and PrO cedure Rate aking StevedO ring ELEVATORS See Terminal Facilities EMBARGOES Financial loss generally isnot justification for the imposition of anembargo which isanemergency measure toberesO rted toonly where there iscOngestion of traffic or when itisimpossible totransport cargo Offered because of physical limitatiO nsof the carrier Inthe absence of ashowing Ofemergency anoff shO recarrier must comply with the filing and time requirements OfsectiO n2Ofthe IntercO astal Act inorder todiscontinue any part or all of itscOmmO ncarrier service Carrier was required towithdraw and cancel embargO esand substitute therefor new schedules filed pursuant tosection 2AHBull Steam hip Co 133 135 136 The conditions that warrant anembargo are limited and must constitute nnimpossibility totransport Financial loss does not justify imposition of anembargo Anembargo notice which stated that future shipments WQuld nQt beaccepted because Qf the carrier sfailure tosucceed inestablishing minimum charges was illegal Inorder todiscontinue service the carrier must withdraw and cancel itsnQticeand file with the Cammission pursuant tosection 2Qf the Intercoastal Act new tariff schedules which must befiled at least thirty days prior tothe effective date Qf discQntinuance of service Sea Land Service Inc Discontinuance of JacksQnville PuertQ RicO Service 646 648 EQUALIZATION See Port Equalization EVIDENCE See also Agreements under Section 15Devices toDefeat Appli cable Rates Practice and Procedure ArepQrt Qf the OargQ InspectiQn Division Qf the Pacific Cargo Inspection Bureau astothe density Qf bales of cotton involved affecting the applicability Qf atariff rate was entitled toprobative force NOQbjectiQn was made toitsreceipt inevidence itsaccuracy was never effectively chiallenged itsauthenticity was corroborated bythe CQnduct Qf the parties and there was novalid evidence tocounteract itsforce Dock receipts showing adifferent density were not con clusive inthe absence of any shQwing that the information therein was based oninspection and measurement of bales Measurement bylongshoremen dQes nQt impeach the accuracy Qf measurements inthe absence of proO fthat 10ngshO remen are incapable of taking accurate measurements States Marine Lines Hohen berg Brothers ViolatiQn of SectiQn 1611012The technical evidentiary requirements sometimes called the cOmmO nlawexclusionary rules donot apply inproceedings befQre the Commission The ef ficient perfQrmance Ofthe CommissiO nsregulatO ryfunctiO nsdemands that the COmmissiQn find the truth asexpeditiously aspossible Strict evidentiary rules are not conducive toexpedition ifthey are made the vehicle for innumerable QbjectiO nswhich result inmuch delay and confusion IfUPO ncon sideratiQn Qf the whole record itisfOund that some of the evidence admitted isnot substantial and should bedisregarded infOrmulating the proposed agency actiO nthat can readily bedQne The harm that may flow from ignoring evi dentiary niceties and formalities issmall incomparison with that occasioned byneedless squabbles over strict evidentiary principles Unapproved SectiO n15Agreements South African Trade 159 167 168 Neither the Administrative Procedure Act nor the CommissiO nsRules exclude hearsay evidence and the hearsay rule has been expressly held inapplicable inadministrative proceedings The weight tobeaccorded hearsay should not beconfused with itsadmissibility IfcOmpetent under the criteria applicable



INDEX DIGEST 845 IIIinanadministrative proceeding the statement isreceivable inevidence and may beused tosupport ancy action ifthere isat least some other supporting proof inthe record of adirect nature Id169 Testimony does not become sacrosanct when uncontradicted nor isself serving testimony automatically tobediscredited These are factors tobeconsidered indetermining the validity and probati vevalue of the Destimony and the infer ences that may properly bedrawn therefrom inlight of all the evidence Un approved Section 15Agreement Coal toJapan Korea 295 302 EXCEPTIONS Astatement of racts submitted asanexception tothe Examiner sfindings which did not specify the findings excepted toor the findings which the Examiner should have made does not comply with Rule 13hwhich requires that exceptions indicate with particularity alleged errors inthe initial decision United States Lines and Gondrand Brothers Violation of Section 16464 468 EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE CONTRACTS See Dual Rates FAIR RETURN See Rate Making FALSE BILLING See Devices toDefeat Applicable Rates FIGHTING SHIP Carriers which considered taldng measures I3gainst another carrier such asblanketing itssailings and which might have made threats todosoinretaliation for the carrier sgiving them ahard time byundercutting their rates and byrefusing tojoin inanapproV1ed agreement unless given rate concessions did not violate section 14Second of the Shipping Act Unapproved Section 15Agreements South African Trade 159 193 Due regard tothe intention of Congress makes the Commission hold that operating fighting ships onone hand and cutting rates for cargo carried onvessels regularly employed onthe ather are two different methods of competitive opel lation The Alexander Committee srecommendation which Congress fol lowed inenacting section 14Second was intended toand does prohi bit putting insteamers tofight the competition but was not intended toand does not pro hibit the cutting of rates onregular boats even toanunremunerative level Respondent did not increase sailings change sailing dates or inany way change itsnormal operating pattern Skips AjS Viking Line vGrace Line Inc 432 449 450 FINDINGS INFORMER CASES See Brokerage Common Carriers Rate Making Rates Filing of Reparation FORWARD BOOKING See Discrimination FORWARDERS AND FORWARDING See Brokerage FREIGHT FORWARDERS See Brokerage GENERAL ORDER 83See Agreements Under Section 15HEARINGS See Practice and Procedure HOBBS ACT See Agreements Under Section 15INITIAL ORRECOMMENDED DECISIONS See Practice and Procedure INTERCOASTAL SHIPPING ACT 1933 See Common Carriers Embargoes Jurisdiction Rate Making Rates Filing of Reparation Terminal Areas INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT See Common Carriers Discontinuance of Service Jurisdiction Rates Filing of Single Factor Rates
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JURISDICTION

Section 303e3 of the Interstate Commerce Act which provides that any
common carrier by motor vehicle which was also engaged in operations between
the United States and Alaska as a common carrier by water subject to regulation
by the Commission under the Shipping Act of 1916 and the Intercoastal Shipping
Act of 1933 prior to January 3 1959 and has so operated since that time shall
as to such operations remain subject to the jurisdiction of the Maritime Com
mission does not change a non vessel owning common carrier in the Alaskan
trade to a forwarder subject to ICC jurisdiction The legislative history of the
section together with the firmlyfixed Congressional policy evidenced by section
57 of the Alaska Statehood Act are conclusive as to the jurisdiction of the Mari
time Commission Puget Sound Tug Barge Co v Foss Launch Tug Co
43 49 50

A grain elevator carrying on the business of furnishing terminal facilities in
connection with common carriers by water is a person subject to regulation by
the Maritime Commission under the 1916 Act although in its grain storage func
tions it can be regulated by the Secretary of Agriculture under the United
States Warehouse Act California Stevedore Ballast Co v Stockton Port
District 75 81

Agreement between two carriers operators on essential United States foreign
trade routes which agreement would result in the transfer of the liner fleet
and the entire business of one carrier to the other with the former agreeing
not to compete in the services transferred without consent of the latter is subject
to the Commissionsjurisdiction must be filed with the Commission may not
be carried out until approved may be approved by the Commission with modifi
cations if required and may be disapproved if found to operate to the detriment
of commerce of the United States or contrary to the public interest Agreement
No 8555 Between Isbrandtsen Steamship Co Inc Isbrandtsen Co Inc and
American Export Lines Inc 125 131

Where a Neutral Body assessed fines against a conference member solely be
cause it refused to grant the Neutral Body access to its records and the member
challenged the qualifications of the Neutral Body to act as a neutral body thus
raising as a principal issue the question of whether the conference had carried

out its neutral body system in conformity with the agreement which the agency
had approved the Commissionsjurisdiction over the issues was not defeated
because the controversy had its inception in the Neutral Bodys efforts to in
vestigate alleged malpractices in a foreigntoforeign trade The conference
agreement itself covered foreigntoforeign trade and the United States com
merce which predominated in the trade and the Neutral Body was set up to
function in exactly the same manner in both trades The agreement and its
amendments of which the neutral body system was one therefore required
the Agencys approval and continuing supervision Having failed to establish
a separate conference for the foreigntoforeign trade the members cannot per
suasively or validly contend that the agreement must be treated as if it were
really two agreements States Marine Lines Inc v Trans Pacific Freimht Conf
of Japan 204 212 213

A pier operator which held itself out as a modern terminal capable of servicing
any type of ocean common carrier which made no effort to restrict its services
to contract carriers and at whose pier some general cargo was discharged over
a three year period is an other person subject to the Shipping Act Interna
tional Trading Corp of Virginia v Falls River Line Pier Inc 219 225

The second paragraph of section 17 referring to other persons subject to this
act applies to domestic commerce insofar as terminal operators are concerned
J M Altieri v Puerto Rico Ports Authority 416 418
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Maritime Commission finding that single factor rates of an ocean carrier
which include pickup and delivery service performed by motor carriers as agents
are valid does not remove the motor carrier from ICC jurisdiction and does not
mean that the Maritime Commission is attempting to exercise concurrent juris
diction over the motor carriers contrary to section 33 of the Shipping Act The
pickup and delivery service is subject to regulation by the Maritime Commis
sion as a service authorized by the Shipping Act offered by a common carrier
subject to that Act The motor carrier remains subject to ICC regulation
Matson Navigation CoContainer Freight Tariffs 480 491

An investigation of possible violations of the Shipping Act is a regulatory and
administrative proceeding The Act is not a criminal statute Provisions of the
Act giving the Government the right to seek monetary penalties in appropriate
cases does not transform the Act into a criminal or penal statute The function
of adjudicating such penalties is confided to the courts The Commission is em
powered solely to regulate and its jurisdiction and functions are purely regula
tory and administrative Hellenic LinesSections 16 and 17 Violations 673
675

Arbitration clause in ShippersRate Agreement cannot oust the Commission of
jurisdiction to hear and determine complaints of violations of the Shipping Act
In this respect the decision of the District of Columbia Circuit in Swift Co v
FMC is controlling Parsons and Whittemore Inc v Johnson Line 720 730

The Commission has jurisdiction over the level of travel agents commissions
set pursuant to conference agreements The Commission does not claim juris
diction to set the specific level of compensation nor may it rule on the reasonable
ness of commissions fixed by individual carriers operating in United States for
eign commerce The jurisdiction involved is that which directs the Commission
to disapprove cancel or modify an agreement when the activities of the parties
thereunder are incompatible with any of the section 15 standards The fact that
commissions are paid to persons who may not be subject to the Act is beside the
point since the agreement regarding commission levels is between common car
riers by water all of whom are subject to the Act Investigation of Passenger
Steamship Conferences Regarding Travel Agents 737 754 755

OTHER PERSONS See Common Carriers Jurisdiction

OVERCHARGES See Reparation

PASSENGER STEAMSHIP CONFERENCES See Travel Agents

PICKUP AND DELIVERY SERVICE See Rates Filing Of Terminal Areas

POOLING AGREEMENTS See Agreements Under Section 15

PORT EQUALIZATION

Provision in a conference agreement authorizing regulation of competition by
the establishment of uniform rates for the transportation of cargo does not
authorize institution of a port equalization rule under which the conference mem
bers absorb part of a shippers inland freight expense equal to the difference be
tween the cost he would incur in delivering the shipment at the loading port
nearest the shipmentspoint of origin and the cost in delivering at a more distant
port Such a plan is not conventional or routine rate making among carriers It
is a new arrangement for the regulation and control of competition Port equali

zation raises questions of possible unfairness unjust discrimination and deteri

ment to commerce all matters included in the standards for adjudging the

approvability of agreements under section 15 and may bring into play the require

ments of sections 16 and 17 Pacific Coast European Conference Port Equaliza

tion Rule 623 630
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Provisions of PL 87346 added to section 15 authorizing a conference to
effectuate without prior Commission approval tariff rates fares and charges
and classifications rules and regulations explanatory thereof specifically bars
effectuation of a port equalization plan in the absence of section 15 approval
Though worded as an exception to the approval requirements of section 15
the quoted lanuguage was intended by Congress as shown by legislative history
to limit conference authority absent additional approval strictly to the rate
making activity therein provided for Id 631632

PORTS See Discrimination Port Equalization Preference and Prejudice
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE See also Evidence

In general

The Commission will not hold on motion of an opponent of a rate decrease
supported by Hearing Counsel and unopposed by the proponents of the rate
that a suspended but presently effective rate for the carriage of zinc from the
United States to Puerto Rico is unjust and unreasonable when the record made
was wholly unsatisfactory To enter an order under such circumstances would

be detrimental to the public interest and contravene sound regulatory princi
ples While the failure of the proponents of the rate decrease to sustain their
burden of proof would normally result in cancellation of the rate and while the

proponents were unconcerned about the consequences the Commission is very
much concerned with the merits of the matter and not with procedural techni
calities Considering the special dependence of Puerto Rico and Alaska and
Hawaii on ocean shipping coupled with the continuing regulatory responsi
bility placed upon the Commission by Congress it is basic that just and reason
able rates and practices by carriers serving their ports must be assured to the
full extent legally possible Therefore the matter must be remanded to the

Examiner for further hearing even though this will give proponents of the rate
a second chance to meet their burden of proof Rates and Practices in Atlantic
GulfPuerto Rico Trade 141 142148

Burden of proof

Disapproval of agreement on the basis that proponents of the agreement had
the burden under Rule 10o of proving that it was not violative of any of the
statutory provisions specified in the order of the Commission instituting the
investigation and that proponents had failed to meet the burden of proving
that the agreement was lawful was an oversimplification of the problem and
a misconstruction of Rule 10o as applied to the proceeding Since there was
ample evidence on which to base a decision on the merits the case did not turn
on and it was unnecessary to discuss questions involving burden of proof
Alcoa Steamship Co Inc v CAVN 345 358

Under section 7c of the Administrative Procedure Act and Rule 10o
of the CommissionsRules the burden of proving that a rate is unjust and un
reasonable is on complainant Alaska Livestock Trading Co Inc v Aleutian
Marine Transport Co Inc 387 391

Complaints

Where the extent of injury suffered by complainant could not be determined
because of the confusion in the record concerning the relationship of complain
ant and its alleged whollyowned subsidiary which should have been allowed
to become a party complainant the proceeding was remanded to the Examiner
to authorize an amendment to the complaint to bring in the subsidiary and to
determine the amount of reparation due International Trading Corp of Vir
ginia v Falls River Line Pier Inc 219 225 226
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To determine in complaint proceeding whether respondent a forwarder in con
nection with a common carrier by water was a common carrier by water subject
to section 18 would extend the proceeding beyond the scope of complainants
allegations Assuming that respondent had been required but failed to file a
tariff as a common carrier by water complainant failed to prove he was damaged
thereby or entitled to reparation Birnbach v La Flor De Mayo Express Co
716 719

Discovery and production of documents
The CommissionsRule 12k relating to discovery and production of docu

ments is a valid exercise of authority under sectio 204b of the 1936 Act The
explicit grant by Congress of subpoena power to the Commission does not make
needlessly duplicative any device for the discovery and production of documents
so that such device cannot be deemed necessary within the meaning of section
204b which authorizes the Commission to adopt all necessary rules and regu
lations to carry out its powers duties and functions To attribute to Con
gress an intent to limit the Commission to the issuance of subpoenas in every
investigation in which the Commission sought information would render nuga
tory the power granted in section 204b Moreover Congress intended that
necessary be given the meaning of convenient useful appropriate suitable
proper or conducive to the end sought Agreements Etc of North Atlantic
Westbound Freight Assn 228 230 231

The power of the Commission to direct the production of documents in the
manner prescribed by its Rule 12k is impliedly contained in the 1916 Act Sec
tion 22 of that Act authorizes the Commission to investigate any alleged violation
of the Act in such manner and by such means and make such order as it deems
proper The Rule is consistent with the regulatory system embodied in the Act
Id 231 232

Failure of Congress in enacting Public Law 87346 to include 1 a proposed
amendment to section 15 of the 1916 Act which would have required that no

agreement be approved unless it a designated a person for service of process
within the United States and b contained a provision that every signatory
to the agreement would provide records wherever located in response to a
proper section 21 order and 2 a proposed amendment to section 21 to impose
the same requirements upon every common carrier engaged in the foreign com
merce of the United States did not declare the intent of Congress to deprive
the Commission of the power to obtain documents overseas The legislative his
tory of the amendments clearly showed that Congress felt that the Commission
already possessed the power sought and chose to leave the law as it was The
use of the CommissionsRule 12k for the production of documents held over
seas far from being out of harmony with the Act was in complete accord there
with Id 232 233

The Commission may require the production of documents held overseas by
foreign steamship lines subject to its jurisdiction Whether the documents are
called for under section 21 of the 1916 Act or Rule 12k of the Commissions
Rules is immaterial There is no basis in law or reason for restricting the appli
cation of Rule 12k to the territorial confines of the United States The courts
have held that the Commissionspowers under section 21 are not limited territo
rially Id 234 235

Goad cause was shown for motion for production of documents held overseas
when hearing counsel sought to secure the material requested by voluntary sub
mission and the documents requested were specified with particularity and were
prima facie relevant and material to the proper determination of the issues
Id 237



850 INDEX DIGEST IIProduction of documents located overseas will berequired notwithstanding the fact that the Government of the United Kingdom has forbidden respondent carriers toproduce them Should the documents not beforthcoming the Com mission will choose itscourse of action from several alternatives after careful consideration of the problem Id237 Motion of Japanese flag carrier tovacate section 21order requiring ittopro duce documents located overseas inconnection with aninvestigation into the activities of the carrier relating totransportation aboard itsships of cargo moving from United States ports must bedenied The Commission has the duty toexpend every effort compatible with sound regulation toobtain the informa tion necessary tothe determination that all who engage inour commerce dosoincompliance with the lawThe carrier while admittedly Obligated 00obey the laws of Japan chose toengage inthe commerce of the United States and isequally obligated tomeet the terms and conditions imposed byCongress The shipping laws must beadministered impartially and this isimpossible iftheir application istoturn onthe incidental or accidental circumstance that needed information isnot phys ically located within the United States Mitsui Steamship Co Ltd Alleged Rebates toAGraf Co 248 252 253 Itcannot beemphasized too strongly that asrespects regulation of the com petitive practices of water carriers all carriers regardless of flag or nationality are placed onanequal footing under our laws Itisaprime concern of these laws toinsure that competition among carriers for cargo moving inUnited States foreign commerce should beopen and above board with nocurtain of secrecy preventing the disclosure of pertinent data tothe Commission Foreign flag carriers although charged with the responsibilities imposed byour laws are also the recipients of the benefits they confer Id253 There isnointernational custom or practice that would require the United States Government toresort tothe courts of another country toobtain informa tion needed inthe exercise of itssovereign jurisdiction and functions More over the Japanese Government saide memoire refers tosuch documents asmight befound within the territorial jurisdiction of Japan whereas the information sought here from aJapanese flag carrier appears tobelocated inthe United Kingdom Other representations of the Japanese Government indicate that cooperation will beextended inthose cases which donot prejudice the interests of Japan but itisnot indicated or shown how the interests of Japan are or can beprejudiced bythe Commission sorder for the Japanese carrier toproduce documents located overseas and such prejudice iscertainly not self evident Even ifthe documents were located inJapan the trade involved isnot animport or export trade of Japan but isthe United States export trade from Pacific Coast ports toEuropean ports Id254 While Japan has alegitimate interest inprotecting itscitizens from unjust or discriminatory treatment at the hands of aforeign government where inconnection with asection 21order requiring aJapanese flag carrier toproduce documents located overseas there isnobasis for any suggestion of such discrim ination and onthe contrary the sole purpose of the Commission sinquiry istoinsure that the carrier asaparticipant inUnited States commerce isobserving requirements of United States lawwhich all other carriers operating inour foreign commerce must observe itwould bediscriminatory infavor of the carrier and against all other carriers ifthe inquiry were not carried out The Com mission cannot believe that the purpose of the Japanese Government istosecure for itscitizens either undue preference or unwarranted immunity under the laws of those countries inwhich they conduct their business Id254



INDEX DIGEST 851 Hearing Counsel Where respondents inaninvestigation of possible violations of the Shipping Act 1916 were notified bythe agency sorders of the possible proscribed activity the areas of their operations the periods of time tobeinvestigated and were given adequate opportunity toprepare the Examiner was not warranted inrequiring Public Counsel tofurnish respondents ontwo separate occasions with detailed statements of charges or violations intended tobeurged or inpost poning respondents cross examination until completion of Public Counsel sentire evidentiary presentation The agency sorders clearly satisfied the requirements of Subsection 5a3of the Administrative Procedure Act and the agency sRule 10cIndemanding statements from Public Counsel respondents were seeking tohave them ineffect modify the issues of lawand facts Only the agency has the power toamend itsorders or tomodify issues of lawand facts stated initsorders Unapproved Section 15Agreements South African Trade 159 166 Inaformal investigation ordered bythe agency Public Counsel has the duty toinsure that relevant and probative evidence isdeveloped tothe fullest extent possible His primary mission istoget the pertinent information often from the persons least interested ingiving itDemands made onPublic Counsel for state ments particularizing charges or violations amounted toputting himontrial for the fact that aninvestigation had been ordered The statements at best represented only estimates of possible findings one being presented before and another during the hearings Such statements are not provided for inthe rules and the practice of requiring them should bediscontinued Id166 167 The exclusion of Hearing Counsel from aninvestigatory proceeding would leave respondents unopposed and free tostate without fear of contradiction any and all contentions nomatter how frivolous they may beNo cross examination of witnesses and norebuttal testimony or evidence would beproduced Con tentions for such aresult cannot betaken seriously Pacific Coast European Conference Exclusive Patronage Contracts 383 384 Section 22of the Shipping Act 1916 authorizing the Commission toconduct investigations insuch manner and bysuch means and make such order asitdeems proper clearly gives the Commission authority toallow participation of Hearing Counsel inaninvestigative proceeding Decisions of the Commission relating tothe practice of requiring from Hearing Counsel particularizations of charges against respondents toCommission orders of investigation are not inconsistent with Rule 3band donot affect the primary mission of Hearing Counsel toobtain pertinent information inthe discharge of his duty tothe public interest toinsure that all probative evidence relevant tomatters under investiga tion isdeveloped tothe fullest possible extent Toargue that Hearing Counsel may not after developing afull and complete record take any position regarding what that record shows defies logic Rule 3bprovides that Hearing Counsel shall actively participate inany proceeding towhich heisaparty tothe extent required bythe public interest Hearing Counsel may file exceptions tothe Recommended Decision insuch aproceeding Id384 386 Towhatever extent the issues and contentions made byHearing Counsel inastatement made after completion of his case and before cross examination or rebuttal departed from his prehearing statements they were clearly within the scope of the order of investigation and ifrespondents believed the order defective they should have petitioned the Commission for modification The statement was anunexpected windfall torespondents which innoway prejudiced their case or denied them due process However such statements should bediscontinued Unapproved Section 15Agreements Japan Korea Okinawa Trade 606 607



852 INDEX DIGEST Hearings Where anorder toshow cause gave aconference and itsmembers notice of the issues involved refusal tosupply information tothe Commission and time toprepare tomeet them and the questions raised bythe order and bythe cor respondence between the conference and the agency which preceded the order were purely legal there was nofactual issue and hence there was nooccasion tocompile anevidentiary record inahearing The conference and itsmembers were given ample opportunity tosubmit additional material onboth the facts and the lawbut they at notime offered anything else and were content tostand ontheir position asadvanced inoral argument and inprior letters tothe agency The proceeding quite adequately satisfied the requirements of due process Pacific Ooast European Conference 2739The Commission would not make findings or conclusions astothe common car rier non common carrier status of arespondent ifthe evidentiary hearing was unfair even ifsuch unfairness was not serious enough toamount toadenial of due process Where the Examiner refused topermit counsel for respondent toargue orally the merits of itscase exercising his discretion under Rule 10xany possible disadvantage torespondent was cured byitswritten brief and exceptions and the opportunity was declined toargue the case orally before the Commission The Commission does not simply affirm reverse or modify aninitial decision itfinds the facts and applies the lawafter full consideration of aparty sarguments As tothe claim that the Examiner heard oral argument from anintervener the counsel for intervener was allowed tomake astatement which asinnosense anargumentou the merits of the case aud respoudeut scouusel was giveu the same right but proceeded toattempt tomake adetailed legal argumeut onthe commou carrier uon common carrier status of respondent The Examiner was not guilty of any impropriety or much less denial of due process of lawwheu herefused onobjection of another interveuer topermit oral argu ment Aclaim that the Examiner refused toreceive further testimony from respoudent unless itelected torecall acertaiu witness was plainly contrary tothe facts Tariff Filing Practices of Carriers Betweeu Contiguous States of United States and Alaska 305 310 316 Where aconference and itsmembers fail tofile for approval aport equaliza tonrule and the Commission issued ashow cause order why the rule which had beeu filed asatariff ameudmeut should not bedeclared unlawful and stricken from the tariff the conference and itsmembers were not entitled toanevidentiary hearing No factual issues were involved but simply aninquiry astowhether the rule was authorized bythe basic conference agreement and ifnot whether itwas anew agreement or modification of anexisting agreement subject toapproval uuder sectiou 15Pacific Coast European Conference Port Equalizatiou Rule 623 625 626 Rule 10ndoes not give respondents the right topresent evidence and cross examine witnesses iushow cause proceedings since the rule isnot applicable tosuch proceed iugs Rule 5gwhich goverP ssuch proceedings allows for dis cretiou iuadapting the show cause procedure tothe requiremeuts of aparticular case Ifithad been intended that Rule 10ubeapplicable toshow cause pro ceedings aspecific reference tothat effect would have been included inRule 5gId626 27Order toshow cause why aconference tariff rule should not bedeclared uulawful and providing for filing of affid avits and memoranda of lawand oral argu ment but uot for auevidentiary hearing was not incousistent with Commission position inasking court toremand acase where petitioners were seeking review of astaff letter asafinal order of the Commission No hearing had been held
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respondents were accorded opportunity for a hearing consonant with the issues
to be determined Id 627

Rule 5e relating to answers to complaints and Rule 7 b relating to ad
ditional time to file documents are not applicable to show cause proceedings
Rule 5g which governs such proceedings does not specify a time limit for
replies to show cause orders Thus where respondents made no application for
an enlargement of time to file replies nor asserted why they were unable to
reply to an order in the time allotted their claims that they were not timely
notified of matters of fact and law asserted in the order were frivolous Id

627 628
Motion to dismiss show cause proceeding on the ground that an evidentiary

hearing was not provided was denied The Federal Maritime Board had previ
ously held that such a hearing was not required where the sole questions were of
law Court cases have affirmed the power of the agency to determine whether
an agreement subject to section 15 approval exists and to take appropriate
action Id 628 629

Initial and recommended decisions

While entitled to weight any recommended or initial decision which comes
before the Commission for review remains only a recommendation Upon re
view thereof the Commission trust exercise all the powers it would have in

making the initial decision including determinations of Mw fact policy and
discretion Where the Commission finds upon consideration of the entire record
that substantial errors were committed it must alter the Examinersdisposition
of the case to whatever extent is necessary in its judgment to cure the errors and
discharge its responsibility for insuring that the ultimate decision is correct
Unapproved Section 15 AgreementSouth African Trade 159 162

Investigation violations
An investigation by the Commission of possible violations of the Shipping

Act 1916 is an administrative proceeding and not a penal or criminal trial
The Commission has no power to punish past conduct It cannot impose penal
ties monetary or otherwise for violating the Acts provisions That may be
done only in a penalty suit brought in a district court by the Department of
Justice Unapproved Section 15 AgreementsSouth African Trade 159
165

Where the Commission is formally investigating possible violations of the
Shipping Act 1916 the essentials of a full and fair hearing can easily be ob
served without attempting to convert the proceeding into some sort of penal or
criminal trial The procedures and evidentiary rules which govern a criminal
trial are wholly unnecessary to the objectives and proper conduct of the Com
missions proceedings An investigation is indispensable to the administrative
regulatory function and may be undertaken merely on suspicion that the law
is being violated or even just because the agency wants assurance that it is
not Id 165

Where an order of investigation admittedly raised questions as to whether
there was an unified agreement and whether it had been carried out and called
for an investigation under section 15 any activity violative of that section in
cluding failure to file was necessarily put in issue If the order was not as
exact as it might have been it must be remembered that it was an order for an
administrative investigation and not a statement of charges in a penal action
It constituted adequate notice of the matters of fact and law under inquiry
which is all that is required in this type of proceeding Unapproved Section
15 AgreementCoal to JapanKorea 295 302
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PRACTICES See also Discrimination Reparation Stevedoring

The unjust and unreasonable practices relating to or connected with the
receiving handling storing or delivery of property intended to fall within the
coverage of section 17 are shipping practices A terminal operatorsrefusal to
refund an admitted overpayment of demurrage charges and unilaterally offset

ting the amount against a disputed claim of the operator against complainant
does not warrant relief under section 17 By the time the operator refused to
refund the money the purely shipping aspects of the transaction had been com
pleted The matter is one for the courts if the action of the terminal op
erator were one of a series of such occurrences a practice might be spelled out
that would invoke the coverage of section 17 One instance of such conduct
cannot be found to be a practice within the meaning of the last paragraph of
section 17 7 M Alter v Puerto Rico Ports Authority 416 419 420

In view of the fact that the present method of declaring shipping weights for
export purposes on green salted hides is not sufficiently set forth in carrier tar
iffs nor uniformly applied the Commission proposes a rule which will allow
carriers to adopt a scale or a scale deduction rule and to require shippers to
furnish a weighing certificate or dock receipt from an inland carrier the cer
tificate to be certified or attested by the signature of the shippers supplier of
the hides For purchase lots which are split by the shipper after purchase into
two or more shipments a weighing certificate covering the entire purchase lot
may be provided and the shipping weight shall be determined from a compu
tation of the average weight of the hides in said purchase lot Weighing Prac
tices in re Green Hide Shipments 699 703705

PREFERENCE AND PREJUDICE See also Brokerage Discrimination
Surcharges

The manifest purpose of sections 16 and 17 is to require common carriers
subject to the Act to accord like treatment to all shippers who apply for and
receive the same service Prejudice to one shipper to be unjust must ordi
narily be such that it constitutes a source of positive advantage to another
There must be at least two interests involved in any case of preference prej

udice or discrimination and it is essential that there be established an existing
and effective competitive relationship between the two interests This com
petitive relationship is necessary not only to show the extent to which the com
plaining shipper was damaged by the alleged preference prejudice or discrimi
nation its establishment is also necessary to prove the violation itself In
order to prove a violation of sections 16 and 17 it is necessary first to establish
the competitive relationship itself Proof of the character intensity and effect
of the relationship is necessary to prove the amount of damages and to sustain
an award of reparations West Indies Fruit Co v Flota Mercante Gran
colombiana SA 66 69 70

Where 1 respondent carrier charged the same rate for the carriage of ba
nanas from Ecuador to Galveston as to Baltimore which is 400 miles farther

2 complainants shippersimporters at Galveston total sales in the socalled
common market were 6 of their total imports through Galveston but only 3
of the fruit carried on respondentsvessels went to the common market and 3

only 18 of hundreds of buyers in the common market purchased bananas from
complainants and North Atlantic importers there was no substantial evidence
to show that complainants bananas compete with bananas imported into Balti
more Complainants principal witness had no conception of the percentage of
fruit imported into Baltimore on respondents vessels actually purchased by the
18 buyers in question Complainants burden under Rule 100 of proving the
fact of the necessary competitive relationship cannot be satisfied by mere as
sertions of competition unsupported by substantial evidence of record Id 70
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Charges that a carrier discriminated against shippers importers and the Port
of Galveston and preferred banana importers into Baltimore and the Port of
Baltimore are not sustained by evidence showing rates cost of service etc to
New York Philadelphia Charleston or New Orleans Id 71 72

Carriers van measurement rule based on the outside measurement of the van

did not subject a shipper using insulated vans to undue and unreasonable prej
udice and disadvantage in violation of section 16 or to any discrimination
Matson Navigation CoVan MeasurementHeavy Cargo Rules 239 246

It was unnecessary for the Commission to define the action it might properly
take under section 16 First where an established service was sought to be dis

continued because neither undue or unreasonable preference to Los Angeles nor
undue or unreasonable prejudice to San Diego was shown as a result of a car
riers withdrawal from inbound service to San Diego from Hawaii The carrier
was motivated by its judgment regarding the economics of the situation not by

intent to prefer or prejudice one port or the other In the carriersopinion there
was a lack of San Diego Hawaii tonnage to support even a limited regular service
and the evidence did not warrant an opposite view San Diego Harbor Comm
v Matson Navigation Co 394 401

It did not follow from the fact that a carrierspast San Diego service was in
efficient and uneconomical because largely one way and irregularly offered and
that the carrier made no special effort to develop the San Diego trade that the
carrier had unjustly prejudiced San Diego when it discontinued inbound serv
ice from San Diego and refused to inaugurate outbound service There were
good reasons for the primarily inbound service and little in the way of tonnage
to justify the time and expense of furnishing outbound service Moreover a
significant portion of the San Diego cargo potential was not new Hawaiian
traffic but traffic moving through Los Angeles which would have been diverted to
San Diego Id 402

Undue preference and prejudice under section 16 First must be established
by clear and convincing proof Further similarity of transportation con
ditions is a necessary element of undue preference and prejudice Conditions
need not be identical but should at least be comparable So far as concerned

Hawaiian cargo there was no similarity but a great disparity between trans

portation conditions at the ports alleged to be prejudiced and preferred San
Diego and Los Angeles by a carriers action in discontinuing inbound service
to San Diego from Hawaii and refusing to provide outbound service No vio
lation of section 16 First could be found Id 402

Refusal of terminal operator to refund overpayment of 4017 for demurrage
charges is not a violation of section 16 since complainant importer failed to

slow a disparity between the treatment accorded him and that accorded other
importers J M Altieri v Puerto Rico Ports Authority 416 418

Respondents rate cutting in the Venezuelan trade was not shown to have

subjected complainant to unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage in violation
of section 16 Respondentscut rates if not met by rates as low or lower were

effective equally to take cargo away from all other operators not just com
plainant Skips AS Viking Line v Grace Line Inc 432 450

The fact that under an agreement between two carriers the rate on the same

commodity moving on the same barge operated by one of the carriers might

be different does not mean that preference or prejudice to shippers would

result The carriers publish their rates and file them with the Commission

and thus shippers are aware of any rate variance and can exercise their choice

of carriers Agreement 8492 Between T F Kolimar Inc and Wagner Tug
Boat Co 511 519 520



856 INDEX DIGEST Acarrier isbound bythe acts of itsagent who having authority toquote rates booked cargo at different rates tousers of the carrier sservices identically situated The carrier was not ontrial for penalties nor charged with amis demeanor and itcannot escape responsibility bycontending that intent isaprerequisite toafinding of violations of sections 16First and 17The offense iscommitted bythe mere doing of the act and the question of intent isnot involved As tothe carrier sdenial of any actual fault itknew that anintensely competitive situation or rate war existed and itfailed totake precautionary steps ingranting authority toitsagent toquote whatever rates would meet the competition Hellenic Lines Sections 16and 17Violations 673 675 676 Where acarrier charged and collected different rates from similarly situated shippers ongreen coffee from French Somaliland toNew York for the identical transportation service itviolated section 16First with respect toundue prefer ence and prejudice and section 17with respect tounjust discrimination Id676 677 Anagreement for the use of apublic terminal facility at arental which deviates from the terminal sregular tariff provisions may run afoul of the Ship ping Act sproscriptions and must bescrutinized for any illegal discrimination or prejudice that may result Such anagreement however isnot unlawful or unreasonable merely because itdoes not follow the terminal stariff charges Agreement 8905 Port of Seattle Alaska SSCo 792 800 Where inter alia there was noshowing that cargo had been or would bediverted from acarrier toanother carrier which was the lessee of terminal facilities under anagreement providing for arental formula at less than full tariff charges and the objecting carrier had not been refused asimilar lease since the lessor modified itsprevious 1000 0policy nounlawful discrimination or prejudice was shown Id801 PUBLIC INTEREST See Agreements Under Section 15Brokerage Stevedoring PUBLIC LAW 87254 See Brokerage PUBLIC LAW 87346 See Agreements Under Section 15Port Equalization Practice and Procedure RATE MAKING Ingeneral The facts regarding the Alaska trade are sosimilar tothose inthe Puerto Rico trade astojustify following the principles laid down inAtlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General Increases inRates and Charges 7FMC 87Lethe cost of property used but not owned bythe carriers should not beincluded inthe rate base the prudent investment standard todetermine fair value of property being devoted tothe service inthe domestic off shore trades should beused and working capital should beanamount approximately equal toone round average voyage expense of each ship inthe service General Increases inAlaskan Rates and Charges 563 581 582 Afflliates of carrier The shipping public isentitled toprotection from the siphoning off of revenues byaffiliates of the regulated carrier Thus the profits derived bythe carrier sprincipal stockholders for services rendered tothe carrier were credited tothe carrier snet profit after taxes Pacific Coast Hawaii and Atlantic Gulf Hawaii General Increases inRates 260 282 Profits realized from terminal and management operations performed byllffiliates of the regulated carrier should becredited tothe regulated trade
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Allocation of expenses
In rate making proceedings where allocation of voyage expenses was necessary

as between the regulated and non regulated trades to determine the adequacy of
revenue in the regulated trade allocation made principally on the basis of ton
mile prorate formulae was proper The use of revenue prorate formulae in the
case of joint operations in the trade to Puerto Rico and to the Dominican Repub
lic would cause distortion of the operating results in the Puerto Rican trade
since the revenue per ton in this trade was lower and the costs of discharge of
cargo higher than in the Dominican trade Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico Con
ference General Increase in Rates and Charges 87 97100

Where the question was whether a carrierscharge for transporting insulated
cargovans from California to Hawaii was just and reasonable determination
of vessel expense per revenue ton by dividing the average vessel expense of
voyages terminated during the applicable period carrying insulated vans by the
average revenue tons carried was proper The method resulted in allocation
of vessel expense attributable to westbound movement to Loaded cargo vans
which more west The carrier correctly excluded both revenue and cost data
on eastbound vans from its cost study Matson Navigation CoVan Measure

mentHeavy Cargo Rules 239 243 244
Where the question was whether a carrierscharge for transporting insulated

cargovans from California to Hawaii was just and reasonable determination

of unloading costs utilizing the expense of an outsideowned derrick barge
rather than a whirly crane on the carrierscontainership dock at Honolulu was
proper The carrier could use the whirly crane on occasion but the container
ships must have first call on the dock and its equipment The accuracy of an
assumption that the containership dock and crane could be used part time would

be highly questionable In any event any reasonable foreseeable use of the
carrierowned shoreside equipment instead of the derrick crane would not
decrease future cargo handling cost enough to make the proposed charge per van
more than Is just and reasonable Id 244 245

Division of administrative and general expense between a carriers shipping
and nonshipping activities was proper in rate making proceeding Pacific Coast
Hawaii and Atlantic GulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 287

Prorating of administrative and general expense as between a carrier in an

offshore trade and its wholly owned subsidized subsidiary on a revenue basis
pursuant to the subsidiarys subsidy contract was proper There was no show

ing that amounts chargeable to the offshore carrier were unreasonable or exces
sive Id 287

Where direct allocations are impossible or impracticable expenses should be
allocated between passenger and freight services on the basis of the relation
that the expenses incurred in the passenger and freight operations separately
bear to the total expenses incurred in the operation of both Administrative
expenses should follow the expenses to which they relate If revenues were used

as a basis of allocating expenses the increase in revenue resulting from a freight
rate increase would result in an increased allocation of expenses A rate increase

might be used as the basis for a further increase in rates Accordingly adminis
trative expenses were allocated on a voyage expense basis between passenger

and freight services Id 267 288

Adoption of an allocation formula for operatinng expenses based upon a ratio
of the cubic measurement of sugar to total cargo carried was not unreasonable
or inaccurate particularly when a major part of the overall calculations was
based upon direct costs It was not necessary for the carrier to submit a break

down of actual cost figures for every operating expense or to take into account
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the factor of broken stowage Increased Rates on Sugar AtlanticGulf Puerto
Rico Trade 404 410

For ratemaking purposes it was necessary to separate the carriers subsidized
and unsubsidized voyages and as to the unsubsidized voyages the domestic
operations to and from Guam and foreign operations in order to determine the
carriers experience solely in the Guam trade Sines the unsubsidized opera
tions were conducted with assigned ships and separate voyage accounts were
kept covering such operations ship operating expenses and depreciation incurred
relative to such ships were directly apportioned to that service General In
creases in Rates PacificAtlanticGuam Trade 423 425

Income and expense of shipping operations not directly apportionable were
divided between the subsidized and unsubsidized services in the ratio of ter

minated voyage expenses of the unsubsidized operations to terminated voyage
expenses of all voyages terminating in the accounting period The same ratio
was used to apportion overhead expenses less agency fees commissions and
brokerage earned and depreciation expense other than ships Overhead ex
penses were allocated on the basis of voyage expense They should follow the
expense to which they relate Id 425

Allocation between the regulated West Coast Puerto Rico and nonregulated
RoundtheWorld service trades of vessel operating expenses depreciation
overhead vessel and other asset values on a modified revenue prorate basis was

proper Elimination of cargo expenses which are higher in United States and
Puerto Rican ports than in other ports served by the carrier from both total
revenues and West CoastPuerto Rican revenues and determination of the

revenue prorate from the remaining figures was reasonable since it resulted in
an apportionment of expenses in a realistic manner Pacific CoastPuerto Rico

General Increase in Rates 525 530
Allocation of costs on an outofpocket basis to determine net income is im

proper The carriers Puerto Rican service is an integral part of its Roundthe

World operation and each segment of the service should bear its proportionate
share of the overall expenses of the carrier Use unit method under which

voyage expenses on the West Coast Puerto Rican leg would be allocated on the
basis of days and then expenses on that leg allocated on the basis of Puerto
Rican tonnage to total tonnage fails to take into consideration the carriers

cost in repositioning vessels on the North Atlantic after calls at Puerto Rico
since it counts only the days consumed in the voyage from the West Coast to
Puerto Rico Id 530 531

Capitol gains

Capital gains realized by the carrier from the sale of vessels used in the trade
belong to investors not to shippers Depreciation expenses should not be di
minished by a capital gain There should be no deduction from the depreciation
base of replacement ships by reason of such capital gains Matson Navigation
Co Hawaiian Rate Case Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGuifEfawaii

General Increase in Rates 260 287

Commodity rates

Application of Cleveland rates on commodities moving from Erie Buffalo
Rochester Oswego and Ogdensburg whenever rates from those ports have not
been established and in circumstances where carriers are receptive to requests
for establishment of lower rates in advance of a prospective movement of a com
modity not specifically described is simply a refinement of the common and
reasonable practice of carriers to publish a general cargo rate in their com
modity tariffs pending the development of some traffic movement The fact
that the distance from Cleveland to foreign destinations is farther than from the



other ports is only one important consideration in formulating a reasonable rate
and only if other factors are relatively equal does distance control The Cleve
land Rate Rule is not detrimental to commerce or otherwise unlawful particu

larly in the light of the carriers willingness to establish departures therefrom
upon reasonable request Rate Practices of ConferencesGreat Lakes to Europe
118 119123

Tariff rates from Toronto or Hamilton which are lower than those on the same

commodities from Erie Buffalo Rochester Oswego and Ogdensburg and rates
from the latter ports which are lower on some commodities than rates from the
Canadian ports are not inherently unlawful Where rates from Toronto and
Hamilton are not made in consideration of or in relation to rates from United

States ports the former rates must meet competitive rates of a Canadian confer
ence which publishes dual rates from Canadian ports no competition with or
loss of traffic to Toronto or Hamilton was shown transportation via Toronto or
Hamilton is uneconomical for goods produced in the United States and rates
from Oswego must be related to rates from the port of New York higher rates
from the United States ports than from the Canadian ports on the same com
modities were not shown to be detrimental to the commerce of the United States
or otherwise unlawful Id 119123

The Commission will not hold on motion of an opponent of a rate decrease
supported by Hearing Counsel and unopposed by the proponents of the rate that
a suspended but presently effective rate for the carriage of zinc from the United
States to Puerto Rico is unjust and unreasonable when the record made was
wholly unsatisfactory To enter an order under such circumstances would be
detrimental to the public interest and contravene sound regulatory principles
While the failure of the proponents of the rate decrease to sustain their burden
of proof would normally result in cancellation of the rate and while the propo
nents were unconcerned about the consequences the Commission is very much
concerned with the merits of the matter and not with procedural technicalities

Considering the special dependence of Puerto Rico and Alaska and Hawaii on
ocean shipping coupled with the continuing regulatory responsibility placed upon
the Commission by Congress it is basic that just and reasonable rates and prac
tices by carriers serving their ports must be assured to the full extent legally
possible Therefore the matter must be remanded to the Examiner for further
hearing even though this will give proponents of the rate a second chance to
meet their burden of proof Rates and Practices in AtlanticGulfPuerto Rico
Trade 141 142148

A proposed 26 rate increase on fruit and vegetables from Kailua and Kawai
hae to Honolulu was not unjust or unreasonable where the carrier had suffered
losses on such service in 1960 it was doubtful that the service would be profitable
even at the new rates the rates were half or less than half of the regular class
rates at which most other traffic moved and the carriers rate of return on all
of its operations even under increased tariffs would remain low Increased
Rates within Hawaii 151 157

Carriers rule which provides that when rates are applied on a measurement
basis to cargo vans they shall apply to the outside dimensions of the van is
clearly just and reasonable on its face Space on shipboard is what an ocean
carrier has to sell It is just and reasonable for a carrier to measure shipspace
occupied by the shippers cargo carrying van and charge the shipper for that
space Matson Navigation Co Van MeasurementHeavy Cargo Rules 239
241242

Where a carriers rate rule provided that charges for carrying cargo by van
uninsulated should be based in effect on the inside measurement of the van

later shippers began shipping cargo in insulated vans the ratio of inside to out

775 794 06556
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side measurement of which was approximately 71 compared to 9194 for
uninsulated vans with the result that the carriers revenue for carrying an
insulated van declined considerably and the carrier changed the rule to provide
that charges should be based on the outside measurement of the van which had
been the rule at the beginning of van movement the carrierscharge for trans
porting cargovans which was determined by application of the changed rule
to the rate which had remained unchanged except for general rate increases
was just and reasonable when supported by its study of cost and operating
results made along conventional lines Id 241233

Contention that a carrier reduced its vancargo rate below a fair and re
munerative basis with the intent of driving out or otherwise injuring a competing
carrier and hence according to section 19 of the Shipping Act 1916 cannot
increase such rate unless after hearing the Commission finds that the preposed
increase rests upon changed conditions other than the elimination of competition
failed for complete lack of proof Assuming that the carrier did reduce its rates
below a fair and remunerative basis the record established that the competing
carrier amended its rate rule so as to decrease charges before the carrier made its
similar move Id 246

Even if a shipper bad been able to show that a carrier had induced it to build
vans by some character of express or implied assurance that charges would
remain at a certain level such showing would have availed the shipper nothing
Changes in rates are not invalidated by a preexisting contract of a carrier not
to change its rates Id 246

Failure to raise rates on tinplate molasses in bulk dry fertilizer and fuel oil
while raising rates generally was justified to retain recaptured business as to
tinplate meet rates of island shippers in their own tanker as to molasses meet
Japanese and Canadian competition as to dry fertilizer and meet rates of oil
companies vessels as to fuel oil Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulf
Hawaii General Increases in Rates 260 273 274

Where although the nature of shipments of military household goods by the
van lines and by MSTS is the same the services performed are identical and
the cargoes move side by side in the same ship the carrier is justified in charging
MSTS a lower rate because of differences in the expense burdens In the case of
MSTS cargo the carrier has no solicitation costs and its administrative costs
are reduced in that stevedoring tallying and manifesting are performed at the
expense of the Government abbreviated tariff categories eliminate the necessity
of classification and the history of MSTS shipments shows lower damage costs
Id 274 275

The competitive position of Hawaiian pineapple visavis foreign pineapple and
California fruits is not a basis for establishing rates nor a reason for treating
pineapple differently than other general cargo commodities in connection with a
general rate increase Molasses and sugar on which rates were not raised are
not comparable cargoes simply on the basis of their being backhaul cargoes To
create an unreasonable or unjust discrimination more significant similarities than
the mere fact of a backhaul must be shown Similarities in handling and facilities
used must be present Id 275277

Where respondent showed that its present rate on sugar 650 per 100 pounds
any quantity refined or turbinated in bags from ports in Puerto Rico to
Atlantic ports of the United States is insufficient by a wide margin to pay the
full cost of carrying sugar based on operating and financial data for 1961 pro
posed increased rates are not fully compensatory respondent estimates that
average handling costs would be reduced because of required palletization and
that on shipments of 500 tons or more clerical and accounting costs would be
lower the proposed rates 650 minimum 500 short tons and 75 any quantity
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are found to be lower than just and reasonable maximum rates and are not
otherwise shown to be unlawful Accordingly the proposed rates are just and
reasonable American Union Transport IncRates on Sugar 334 335 336

Act of Congress 39 USC 487a authorizing the Postmaster General to enter
into contracts for the carriage of mail between Seward and the Aleutians and
providing that the contractor shall furnish and use in the service a safe and

seaworthy boat of sufficient size to provide adequate space for mail passengers
and freight was not intended to amend the Shipping Act 1916 by requiring the
application of different standards as to the reasonableness of rates in the trade

covered by the mail contract Alaska Livestock Trading Co Inc v Aleutian
Marine Transport Co Inc 387 391 392

The fact that a carrier has operated at a loss in the service supports the view
that the present rate on wool from Chernofski to Seattle is not too high The fact
that a carrier may lose money on its overall operation is of some value in deter
mining the reasonableness of the rate an a particular commodity although it is
not controlling Id 392

Where evidence as to the proper stowage factor to be used in determining the
cubic measurement per gross ton of sugar varied from 43 cu ft to 56 cu ft per
gross ton it was reasonable to use a factor of 45 cu ft which was in conformity
with an established reference manual Increased Rates on Sugar in Atlantic
Gulf Puerto Rico Trade 404 410

Cost finding is not an exact science All that is required is that the results
obtained represent a reasonably close approximation of the assignable costs
Carriers decision that a rate on sugar must reflect cargo handling costs and a
proper allocation of vessel operating expense with some contribution toward
overhead and depreciation and other expenses of operation is a decision within
the province of the carriers managerial discretion Carrier is not required to
base the rate for carrying sugar from Puerto Rico to North Atlantic ports on
an added traffic theory because of the imbalance of the trade in favor of the south

bound traffic Id 411 412

Carriers tariffs contain a rate for the carriage of cement in bulk which rate
is available to all commercial shippers The fact that it is carried in bulk and
for only one shipper is not controlling in this proceeding The controlling fact
is that it is common carriage subject to tariff rates and available to any private
shipper While the carrier did not charge the proper tariff rate during 1959
and part of 1960 this does not warrant excluding it from consideration An
investigation into the lawfulness of rates is not a proper proceeding for an ad
judication of alleged violations of law Transportation of bulk cement is a part
of the service covered by rates under investigation and the revenues and expenses
therefrom will be considered in testing the reasonableness of the proposed rates
General Increases in Rates Pacific AtlanticGuam Trade 423 426

The facts that increased rates on roofing and paint commodities would result
in an almost complete cessation of traffic movement are more than the traffic
can bear and the carriers did not prove that existing rates were noncompensa
tory and are not sufficient basis for holding that the increased rates will be unjust
and unreasonable A shippers or a commoditys competitive position is not a
basis for establishing rates nor a reason for treating them differently from other
general cargo commodities and where shippers fail to show that a commodity
subsidizes other traffic or bears more than its fair share of carriers expense a
justification for exemption from a general rate increase has not been established
Pacific CoastPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates 525 534

With respect to disapproving a rate the Commissionspower is strictly limited
It can disapprove a rate in domestic trade but only if it finds that the rate
exceeds a just and reasonable figure A rate which yields the cost of loading
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carrying and delivering the cargo plus the cargos pro rata share of general
expense a moderate contribution to profit and no more is a just and reasonable
rate Matson Navigation Co Pallets and ContainersPacific CoastHawaii
Trade771 772

Carriers rate of235 per pallet for the transportation of empty pallets from
Pacific Coast ports to Hawaii is just and reasonable where it yields the cost
of loading carrying and delivering plus the cargos pro rata share of general
expense and a moderate contribution to profit Allowing for adjustments in
cost figures by calculating vessel depreciation on a 25yearlife basis by allocation
on a revenue prorate formula rather than a vessel operating expense ratio and
by considering savings effected by using as dunnage pallets carried as cargo
the resulting profit of 12 per pallet would be well within the permissible range
The fact that the impact of the increased cost of moving empty pallets would
be adverse and perhaps severe does not authorize the Commission to strike down
the increased rate Id 772 774 775

Comparison with rates of other carrier

While a comparison of a rate under study with rates of other carriers is an
acceptable test of the reasonableness of the former the persuasiveness of the
test varies directly with the similarity of the circumstances surrounding the
rates of the different carriers The passage of eight years in times of progressive
inflation weakens the probative value of the comparison to the point where it is
of little value particularly where it has little or no support based on other
record evidence Alaska Livestock Trading Co Inc v Aleutian Marine Trans
port Co Inc 387 391

The fact that the rate of another carrier on wool from Chernofski Alaska to
Seattle was the equivalent of approximately eight dollars per hundredweight does
not establish that respondentsrate equivalent to about ten dollars is unreason
ably high The services that gave rise to the eight dollar charge are not
now available and the service involved carriage by respondent to Kodiak and
by another carrier to Seattle At the time there was no direct service A com

parison of rates in these two situations is of only limited value if any Id 391
While the existence of a rate on wool from Chernofski Alaska to Seward of

75 cents per cubic foot in 1954 does not prove the reasonableness of the present
rate of 110 from Chernofski to Seattle a much greater distance it is of some
value in support of the 7 easonableness of the present rate Id 392

Where comparison of respondentsrates with other carriers rates in the trade
showed that they averaged 15 per cent less than those of complainant but when
wharfage and delivery charges were added they were comparable respondents
rates were not unreasonably low Puget Sound Tug and Barge Co v Foss
Launch Tug Co 611 619

Depreciation

Where vessels were transferred from A H Bull New Jersey to A H Bull
Delaware in a transaction involving another corporation organized to facilitate
consummation of the transaction the values placed upon the vessels when they
were acquired by A H Bull Delaware which values were higher than those
carried on the books of A H Bull New Jersey were not a proper basis for
allowing depreciation Such a basis would disregard and eliminate from con
sideration 10 years of depreciation which shippers have already paid The same
assets continued to serve the trade after as before the transaction Atlantic
GulfPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates and Charges 87 107 108

Residual scrap values accord with the conventional longstanding practice of
vessel owners are the bases of depreciation allowable to compute income tax
liability are the only certain standard upon which the Commission can rely and
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are not unreasonable for use in computing vessel depreciation in ratemaking
proceedings Depreciation computed on the difference between original cost and
the amount which it is estimated the carrier will realize at the end of the depre
ciation period would not be a proper basis since extreme fluctuations occur in
market prices of vessels and it would be impossible to forecast the probable dis
posal value of vessels at the end of the depreciation period Id 108

Method of depreciation of vessels by using a residual value of 2 per cent and
an average useful life of 20 years is approved Pacific CoastHawaii and Atlantic
GulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 283

In constructing a rate base carriers can charge annual vessel depredation
using a residual value equal to scrap value rather than an amount estimated to
be realized when the vessels are disposed of Id 289

iResidual values utilized by carriers in accordance with the conventional long
standing practice of vessel owners are the most reasonable and equitable tand
ards upon which to rely Future depreciation charges will not be disallowed
for rate purposes on the claimed basis that the vessels have already been de
preciated below their value at the end of their useful service lives Probable
disposal value of vessels cannot be forecast even in the relatively near future
Pacific CoastPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates 525 531

Where vessels were shown to be durable for as much as 30 years with proper
maintenance the carrier had not indicated that it contemplated any vessel re
placement for vessels nearing the end of a 20year life the carrier had assigned
salvage values which appeared to represent minimum scrap values and in some
instances no salvage values and in the case of two vessels it was taking depre
ciation on a 25year life the minimum vessel life reasonably attributable to the
fleet was 25 years Predictions of estimated useful life must meet the control
ling test of experience otherwise the amounts charged to operating expenses
for depreciation are excessive and to that extent users of the regulated service
are required to provide in effect capital contributions rather than amounts
representing the consumption of capital on a cost basis General Increases in
Alaskan Rates and Charges 563 578

Differentials

Where possible it is desirable to maintain reasonable rate relationships
While a 10 percent rate increase would broaden the dollar differential between
bulk grain and ingredients on the one hand and manufactured feed feed in
gredients and grain in bags or containers on the other hand a carrier generally
is not required to equalize opportunities among shippers or nullify the advantage
of a shipper whose plant is close to the market The carriers proposed rates
were not shown to be unreasonable as a result of a percentage across theboard
increase rather than a dollar differential increase The use of a percentage
form of increase is presumptively fair because it apportions the increased rev
enue among all commodities in proportion to present participation in revenues
Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260
277299

A finding of a service disability may be a reason for allowing a rate differential
between the carriers offering the superior and inferior services The granting
of such differential however depends upon a finding that the rates of one of the
carriers are unlawful and must be adjusted Where the rates of the carrier
providing slower transit time were not shown to be unlawful and the rates of
the other carrier were non compensatory but it was a new carrier in the trade
with prospects of achieving a profitable position the rates of the new carrier
could not be condemned as unlawful ie unjust or unreasonable Common
Carrier Freight Rates and Practices in Florida Puerto Rico Trade 686 694
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Dominant carrier

Where there are five carriers serving the Puerto Rican trade some from the
Gulf and some from the North Atlantic the rates are the same from North At
lantic and Gulf ports and the alleged dominant carrier serves Puerto Rico only
from the North Atlantic findings based soley on operating results of such carrier
would fail to give consideration to operations from the Gulf If separate findings
with regard to North Atlantic and Gulf rates might result in a disparity of rates
disruptive of the trade and if such carrier did not overwhelmingly dominate the
trade its revenues for the first six months of 1958 were11682207 vs10806796
for three other carriers combined and if neither the strongest nor the weakest
lines control rate determinations the findings will be based on average conditions
confronted by the carriers as a group Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico General In
crease in Rates and Charges 87105

Where Matson carried 913 percent of the Pacific CoastHawaii cargo in 1957
88 percent in 1958 and 901 percent in 1959 the lawfulness of proposed Paeifie
CoastHawaii rates will be determined on the results of Matsons operatione
Shippers and consignees between the Pacific Coast and Hawaii are entitled to
have the lawfulness of their rates determined on the basis of the results of

Matsons operation in that particular trade Carriers in the AtlanticGulf
Hawaii trade in the past have based rates in that trade on the competitive
relationship between that trade and the Pacific CoastHawaii trade Separate
ships and separate solicitation services are needed and employed There is no
interdependence except in rate setting In a proceeding to determine the lawful
ness of rates the shipping public on the Pacific Coast should have rates based on
the cost of shipping their own commodities Pacific CoastHawaii and Atlantic
GulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 262 263

The lawfulness of general increases in rates in the PacificAtlanticGuam
trade were to be determined in the light of traffic operations revenues and net

profits and losses of the carrier which transported 87 percent of the revenue tons
of non military freight shipped from all ports in the United States to Guam and
96 percent of such traffic from West Coast ports to Guam General Increases in
RatesPacific AtlanticGuam Trade 423 424

A 6040 ratio of cargo lifted by two carriers is not such a sufficient differential
as to justify the application of the dominant carrier theory The projected reve
nues of one carrier would not exceed those of the other by an amount sufficient

to justify adoption of the theory Findings will be based on conditions confronted
by the carriers as a group Pacific CoastPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates
525 533

Past decisions affirming that the dominant carrier in a non contiguous domestic

trade will be taken as the rate making line were not rules promulgated for use
in the Alaskan trade but were based on the facts of those proceedings The dif

ference in services offered by other carriers in the Alaskan trade and the lack of
any dominance in the amount of tonnage carried in the areas where they are
competitive justify the exclusion of any rate making carrier theory General

Increases in Alaskan Rates and Charges 563 585

Fair returnonfairvalue standard

The fair returnonfairvalue standard is proper in judging rates in the domestic

offshore trades The operating ratio theory will not be adopted Atlantic
GulfPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates and Charges 87 105

The fair returnonfairvalue standard is proper in determining the reasonable

ness of rates in domestic offshore trades Pacific CoastHawaii and Atlantic

GulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 267
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On the record fair returnonfairvalue standard should be used in determining
the reasonableness of rates in the Guam trade General Increases in Rates
FacificAtlanticGuam Trade 423 427

The fair returnonfairvalue standard is proper in determining rates in the
domestic offshore trade Pacific CoastPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates
525 533

Going concern value

Going concern value is not a proper item for inclusion in the rate base of a
seasonal carrier General Increases in Alaskan Rates and Charges 563 582

Noncompensatory rates

In evaluating a rate on sugar from Puerto Rico to North Atlantic ports itwas
not necessary to give prime consideration to the value of the service because of
the competitive predicament in which Puerto Rican sugar refiners find them
selves or the effects of the rate on Puerto Rico and the refinery workers Value
of service falls within the realm of public interest and may be the determining
factor in resolving the question of reasonableness of a rate However the con
sideration and effect that must or should be given to the public interest is limited
by the Due Process Clause of the 5th Amendment Noncompensatory rates on
some commodities are not barred if the carriers rates as a whole afford it just
compensation for its overall services It is not sound regulatory policy or in the
public interest to require a carrier to sustain substantial losses on a large seg
ment of the cargo it carries Such a practice would result in either dispropor
tionately high rates on other cargo or a substantial weakening of the carriers
economic position or both Increased Rates on Sugar AtlanticGulf Puerto
Rico Trade 404 412 413

Reduced rate on wool is not unreasonably low in view of the value of the
service to the wool shippers in the remote area of the Aleutian Islands the infre
quent shipments of wool and the fact that the carrier is making an overall profit
While the rate is not fully compensatory it covers outofpocket costs including
insurance coverage with some contribution toward other expenses Aleutian
Marine Transport Co IncRates Seattle and Ports in Alaska 592 590

Where complainants position that carriage of common and contract cargo
on the same voyage by means of tandem tow of barges was illegal was not
sustained it was not necessary to exclude revenues on contract cargo which
exclusion would have made the operation unprofitable and respondents engaging
in the tandem operation each showed a profit complainant failed to show that
respondents rates were noncompensatory Puget Sound Tug and Barge Co v
Foss Launch Tug Co 611 618

The fact that as a result of past favorable treatment accorded by a carrier to
shipment of pallets to Hawaii pineapple shippers and receivers geared their
cargo handling operations to pallets at considerable cost did not obligate the
carrier to continue a non compensatory rate for carrying empty pallets west
bound to Hawaii Even if the carrier had entered into explicit contracts to
maintain the old rate this would not invalidate an increased rate Matson
Navigation Co Pallets and Containers Pacific CoastHawaii Trade 771 773

Operating expenses

In rate making proceedings general operating expenses but not depreciation
expenses incurred by a carrier during a strike were to be excluded from expenses
for the year in question since the strike was unrelated to the ordinary labor
management controversies Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico General Increase in

Rates and Charges 87 112
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The expense of a carrier incurred as a result of actions brought in Puerto
Rican courts for overtime wages by stevedore foremen were properly includable
in operating expenses related to the carriers Puerto Rican trade The suits
arose from a difference of opinion as to the carriers liability for overtime pay
ments and the resulting expense was not improperly included in operating ex
penses on the ground that it was attributable to a violation of law by the carrier
Id 112 113

In rate making proceedings the charter hire paid for a vessel not included in
the rate base was properly included in operating expenses but interest paid on
a vessel mortgage was a cost of capital employed which must be borne out of
profits earned Id 113

A carrier may charge to the trade its expenses of laying up vessels while they
are converted to container use or pending sale When ships are laid up for
repairs or alterations for further use in the service it is reasonable that shippers
should bear an expense for their benefit Pending sale shippers may reasonably
be required to pay for the intervening layup expenses because the layup stops
further expense of operation On the other hand ships withdrawn from service
altogether are laid up for the benefit of the carrier and investors and no layup
expense is allowable Pacific CoastHawaii and Atlantic GulfHawaii General
Increases in Rates 260 282 283

Losses suffered by a carrier on vessels taken out of a trade and chartered to
others during periods when they are not required for the trade will be excluded
as expenses in fixing the carriersrates in the trade Id 283

For rate making purposes container rental expenses involving large payments
in the early years and smaller payments later on should be spread evenly against
operating expense over the useful life of the containers Only in such way can
there be portrayed the true picture of the carriers operation in the future
Special expenses should be spread over that period which reasonably represents
the useful life of the asset Id 284 285

Military freight and military household goods are carried for the government
at special contract rates Neither private commercial shippers nor the people
of Guam should pay any part of the carriers expense for such service or for
any return on the property the carrier devoted to such carriage Accordingly
such service will be excluded in determining the reasonableness of rates under
consideration General Increases in Rates PacificAtlanticGuam Trade 423
425 426

Examiner did not err in adjusting carriersprojected voyage expenses to reflect
the substitution of three C2s for two C3s Elimination of charter hire on a

tonmile prorate applicable to commercial cargo and substitution of operating
expenses for the three C2 ships after allocation and addition of estimated in
creases in expenses primarily for wages and fuel was a correct method and does
not result in giving effect to increased operating expenses twice Id 426

Disallowance of interest on vessel mortgages as operating expenses was proper
General Increases in Alaskan Rates and Charges 563 575

Contributions to a charitable trust for use by recognized charitable organiza
tions are for the public good and will be recognized as eligible expenses chargeable
to the shipping public and allowable for rate making purposes Id 576

Expenses for unfunded liability portions of payments into a pension fund are
includable as operating expenses Pension payments are in the nature of wages
and constitute a present benefit to employees The use of a tenyear period of
amortization for computation of unfunded liability being allowed for tax
purposes is reasonable Id 576

Allowance of inactive vessel expenses incurred because of the need to layup
some ships during winter months or of the need to take ships out of service for
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other reasons is proper By chartering its vessels as charters became available
during the off season the carrier reduced the inactive vessel expense which
would otherwise have accrued To further reduce the remaining inactive vessel
expense by an allocation to the charter operations would not be appropriate or
in accordance with sound accounting practice Id 576

Preinaugural expenses for newly acquired vessels required to fit them for
the Alaskan service and which were for maintenance and repair work are
properly includable in operating expenses Id 577

Allowance of an expense of 20000 to replenish the reserve for redelivery ex
penses which had been depleted by about 18400 to defray redelivery expenses of
a vessel chartered is proper Since the redelivery expense would be allowable
there is no abuse of discretion in first using reserve funds and then later restor
ing funds to the reserve which were used for this purpose Id 577

Operating ratio test

The operating ratio test of justness and reasonableness of rates is not applicable
where the regulated carrier has a substantial investment in property used and
useful in providing service General Increases in Alaskan Rates and Charges
563 584

Operating results

In the usual rate increase case determination of the lawfulness of the increases

proposed is necessarily predicated upon projections of revenues and expenses
expected in the future and the property values for the purpose of calculating
the expected rate of return are most readily obtainable as of the time the rate
increases are proposed Where operating results were available with regard to
a 15 percent increase for the year 1957 and with regard to a further increase of
12 percent for the first six months of 1958 and extreme precision was not required
property values would be determined as of December 31 1957 and the resulting
rate bases applied to the actual operating results so far as they could be deter
mined from the record for the year 1957 and the projected results for the year
1958 While this might have a tendency to lessen the values applicable to the
year 1957 because of depreciation accrued during that year the results would
not be unreasonable Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General Increase in Rates
and Charges 87 101

Earnings of a carrier derived from interest on a mortgage on a terminal unre
lated to earnings derived from a Puerto Rican service were to be excluded from

revenues assigned to the service Elimination of a carriers expenses incurred
during a strike required that revenues earned by an affiliate in carrying bagged
raw sugar under contract terms and profits earned by the carrier in conducting
independent stevedoring operations for other carriers during the strike period
be excluded from revenues assigned to the service Id 112

In ratemaking proceedings revenues of a carrier for the year preceding a
further rate increase clo not have to be restated so as to reflect actual operating
results for that year during which an initial increase in rates was effective
where such operating results do not enter into projections for the future and thus
would serve no useful purpose Id 112

Consideration will be given to the future operations of a carrier in a trade
which although not a respondent in the rate making proceeding is an existing
carrier in the trade with rates identical to those under investigation and has
agreed to be bound by the Commissionsfindings Id 114

In making findings as to the lawfulness of rate increases evidence of actual
results which become available during the hearings cannot be ignored Pacific
CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 281
282
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Carrier which credited to the Alaskan trade revenues equal to the normal tariff
charges on items handled by it was not required to credit to the trade additional

profits earned under a joint venture to provide transportation service involving
land water and barge services for the Department of Defense to supply defense
installations in Alaska The profits were not a recurring item The amount of
revenue was unpredictable and inclusion of such amounts as profits or losses
would distort common carrier tariff income in the revenue projections by unre
lated operations in non common carrier services General Increases in Alaskan

Rates and Charges 563 579
Amounts received by the carrier from insurers representing amounts due in

excess of actual expenses incurred in repairing a vessel from fire damage are
properly excludable from revenue as a non recurring item the inclusion of which

would distort results designed to project as near normal a year as possible for
rate purposes Id 579

Property devoted to service

An item called claims pending in a rate base claimed by a carrier will be dis
allowed as not constituting a specific investment in property required in perform
ing the sevrice Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico General Increase in Rates and
Charges 87 103

The value of terminal facilities used but not owned by carriers should not be

included in the rate base Carriers are not devoting their capital to the public
use insofar as such property is concerned It is proper to include as expenses

rentals paid and other expenses of carriers which arise by reason of the use of
nonowned facilities However to include the value of nonowned property in
the rate base and owners expenses instead of rentals as expenses would result
in a windfall to the carriers at the expense of the shipping public Id 110

Rentals from a building located on property owned by a carrier and devoted

to the trade will be credited to the carriers service Id 110
Where a carrier rents tugs from an affiliate and it cannot be determined

whether the rental is reasonable it is proper to include in the carriers rate base
an allocated portion of the value of the tugs Only the cost of service rendered
by an affiliate of a regulated carrier should be allowed as operating expense and
the affiliates profits should be excluded from the revenues and expenses of the
carrier in rate determinations While the rental charge for the tugs in the rate
base will be disallowed as an expense an allocable portion of the wage and other

operating expenses will be included Increased Rates Within Hawaii 151 156
In addition to ships other items properly included in the rate base of a do

mestic water carrier are the values of other floating equipment devoted in whole
or in part to the service other assets and working capital A barge which is not
in condition to be used in the Guam service cannot be considered as property used
or useful in providing service to shippers A house in Guam occupied by the
carriers representative should be included in the rate base A house in Guam

owned by the carrier and leased to a shipper will be excluded General Increases
in Rates PacificAtlanticGuam Trade 423 428

Only property owned by the carrier will be included in the rate base Ex
penses in the form of rent or charter hire of ships are allowable charges to
shippers for nonowned property but shippers should not in addition pay for a
return on such property where no investment is at stake General Increases in

Alaskan Rates and Charges 563 582

Prudent investment standard

The prudent investment standard for measuring the rate base widely used in

the regulation of public utilities is equally applicable in the determination of just
and reasonable rates in the domestic offshore trades Amounts invested pru
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dently in ships terminals lands other facilities and property as of the time they
are first devoted to the particular trade plus amounts prudently invested in
betterments all depreciated to the period for which the rates are being tested
will be included in determining the rate base This method will contribute to

speedier less expensive disposition of rate cases since data on original costs and
capital improvements are readily available Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico Gen

eral Increase in Rates and Charges 87 106 107

In the domestic offshore trade the prudent investment standard will be used to
determine the fair value of property The record did not warrant departing
from that standard so as to permit valuation of rented tugs and certain land on
the basis of fair market value Increased Rates Within Hawaii 151 157

The prudent investment standard will be used to determine the fair value of
property used in domestic offshore trades Pacific CoastHawaii and Atlantic

GulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 267

The prudent investment standard should be used to arrive at the fair value of
the property devoted to the Guam trade General Increases in RatesPacific
AtlanticGuam Trade 423 427

The prudent investment standard will be used to determine the fair value of

property in the domestic offshore trade Pacific CoastPuerto Rico General
Increase in Rates 525 533

Rate of return

Investors and carriers are entitled to enough revenue not only for operating
expenses but also for capital costs including service on debt and dividends The
equity owners return should be sufficient to ensure confidence in the financial

integrity of the carrier so as to maintain its credit and attract capital Fifteen

and 12 percent increases in rates in the trade between North Atlantic and Gulf

ports and Puerto Rico were found to be just and reasonable Atlantic Gulf
Puerto Rico General Increase in Rates and Charges 87 166

A reasonable rate of return is one that is sufficient to produce earnings that

meet the carriers present costs of capital including fixed charges such as
interest on secured debt and reasonable dividend requirements for holders 01
equity obligations and adequate to attract capital in the future on favorable
terms and to pay incidental costs of issuing securities Protection of existing
investors and protection of the carrier through capital attraction should provide

returns commensurate with those of enterprises with comparable risks Under
these criteria and the record evidence showing that a rate of return for shipping
companies must be higher than for industrial or utility companies to attract capi
tal rates of return of S82 percent for 1960 and 1059 percent for 1961 are not ex
cessive Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulfHawaii General Increases in
Rates 260 290292

A rate of return of 64 percent on property valued on the basis of the prudent
investment standard is not unreasonable Tariffs under investigation are Law

ful just and reasonable General Increases in Rates Pacific AtlanticGuam

Trade 43 429

Just and reasonable rates should provide enough out of revenues from the
regulated service to meet all allowable expenses of providing service including

the cost of acquiring or retaining the capital needed to provide service An
actual cost measure should be used as far as possible throughout the ratefixing
process including the cost of capital The level of earnings needed to pay

interest on the carriersnotes and to pay dividends adequate to give stockholders

a return comparable to other investments having a comparable risk should be
allowable One test of fairness of the rate of return is its ability to accomplish

this capital attracting or retaining function On the record rates which produce
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a return of 907 percent are not unjust or unreasonable General Increases in
Alaskan Rates and Charges 563 583 584

Considering inter alia that a carriers increased rates were based on the
added cost of all risk cargo insurance which was unquestionably of benefit to
shippers and that the carriers rate of return after taxes was 920 percent
the increased rates are just and reasonable Aleutian Marine Transport Co
Inc Rates Seattle and Ports in Alaska 592 600

Relationship between carrier and shipper

Although a close relationship existed between Matson the four principal
stockholders of Matson and the sugar interests in Hawaii the carriers sugar
rates were shown to have been negotiated in good faith and at arms length and
the rates agreed upon were reasonable and compensatory The carrier was
faced with the choice of losing the sugar business or establishing a lower rate
which was not raised when rates on most other commodities were raised
Pacific CoastHawaii and AtlanticGulfHawaii General Increases in Rates
260 273

Statutory reserve funds

To the extent that statutory reserve funds maintained by a carrier in con
nection with its subsidized foreign operations represent depreciation on vessels

they are not allowable as part of the rate base property Amounts other than
depreciation cannot be said to be devoted to the Puerto Rican trade in light
of the statutory provisions under which the funds are maintained Therefore
they will not be included in the rate base Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico Gen

eral Increase in Rates and Charges 87 103 104

In computing net earnings on its freight operation the carrier properly in

cluded depreciation on funds deposited in its construction reserve fund pur
suant to section 511 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 Pacific CoastHawaii

and AtlanticGulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 284

Vessel and other property values

A market value rate base would produce erratic rates which are in the interest

of neither the shipping public nor the owning companies More often than not
in the case of ships market value is based largely on opinions and predictions
and the same would be true of rates derived therefrom Logically market value
should lead to an increase or a decrease in rates as vessel prices rise and fall
but obviously such rate instability would not be practical It would disrupt
the trade to the detriment of the shippers the carriers and the general public
Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General Increase in Rates and Charges 87 106
107

Reproduction cost cannot be accepted as proper for rate making purposes
Reproduction cost assumes that a carrier has reproduced or will reproduce its
vessels Those devoting their property to the public service are entitled to a

fair return on their actual investment not on some speculative amount which
they have not invested and may never invest If and when a vessel is replaced
or amounts are expended for capital improvements then the carrier is entitled
to a fair return on the new vessel or the improvements Until that is done the
shipping public should not be forced to pay rates based to any extent on spec
ulative vessel values Id 107

Working capital

Working capital in an amount equal to one round voyage expense of each
vessel in the service is a fair and reasonable allowance as an element of the

rate basis Working capital is required to meet the need arising from a time
lag between payment by the carrier of its expenses and receipt by the carrier
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of payments for service in respect of which the expenses were incurred The
conference tariff specifies prepayment of freight thus there would be no sub
stantial lag between payment of expenses and receipt of revenues and the
amount of working capital allowed is ample Atlantic GulfPuerto Rico

General Increase in Rates and Charges 87 109
An amount equal to one round voyage expense of each ship in the service

will be allowed as working capital Since working capital is the fund from
which voyage expenses are paid such expenses are the most accurate measure
of the employment of working capital No allowance will be included in the
rate base for claims pending or other deferred charges and prepared ex
penses Working capital based on average voyage expense itself provides for
these items General Increases in RatesPacificAtlanticGuam Trade 423
428 429

The measure of what a regulated carrier is entitled to for working capital
in the rate base is an amount equal to one round average voyage expense of
each ship in the service General Increases in Alaskan Rates and Charges
56a 582

RATES FILING OF See also Common Carriers Jurisdiction Practice and
Procedure Surcharge Volume Rates

Where a carrier applied for and received permission to establish in its tariff
on less than the required thirty days notice a new classification covering vans
which otherwise would have had to be carried at a higher cargo NOS rate
and the carrier published the new classification charged and collected freight
on the basis thereof but failed to file the tariff the carrier violated section 2
of the Intercoastal Act by charging and collecting less compensation than pro
vided in its schedules filed with the Board and in effect at the time of trans
portation Y Iliga Enterprises Ltd v Pacific Far East Line Inc 62 63 64

Where under an escalation clause of a freighting agreement any increase in
the rate is contingent upon an increase in the cost to the carrier of chartering
a vessel to meet the requirements of the shipper and since the carrier must
charter vessels in advance of shipment in order to meet the shippers require
ments the carrier will know what increased costs are involved and will be able
to compute the increase in rate in advance of actual shipment the carrier will
be able to file the actual rate to be charged under the tariff as the provisions
of section 2 of the Intercoastal Act require Pacific CoastHawaii and Atlantic
GulfHawaii General Increases in Rates 260 281

Where a carrier was bound by conference agreement to observe conference
rates and such rates were the only rates filed and published by it or on its
behalf the rates so reported and published were its regular or established rates
which it was bound to charge and shippers were bound to pay United States
Lines Gondrand BrosSection 16 Violation 464 469

Where the agent which performs the pickup service is certificated as a com

mon carrier by motor vehicle by the ICC an ocean carriers tariff which quotes
single factor rates for containerized cargo including pickup charges at port
terminal areas and delivery charges at an off dock container freight station
is not contrary to section 2 of the Intercoastal Act ICC decisions construing
section 61 of the Interstate Commerce Act which is ahnost identical with
section 2 as prohibiting joint rates between carriers subject to the Act and those
not subject to the Act were based on the fact that the unregulated carrier would
be free to circumvent the purpose of the Act with impunity and are not con
trolling since here the motor carrier is subject to IC regulation Matson Navi
gation CoContainer Freight Tariffs 480 485487

It is not jurisdiction but uniformity in the treatment of shippers which re
quires the separate statement of rates and charges by carriers subject to the
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Intercoastal Act Prior to enactment of the Aet carriers were required to file

only their maximum rates and charges and were only prohibited from charging
a greater compensation for services Prior decisions requiring disclosure of rate
components dealt with rules providing for absorptions and allowances and port
equalization where actual rates charged for services could not be ascertained

Section 2 was not intended to require the separate statement of each and every
terminal charge which is a component of the final rate for the service offered
The purpose of the state separately language of the section was to make the
carrier once it had fixed its charge for the service offered specify anything
else which would effect a change in the ultimate rate to he paid by the shipper
Id 487489

Where the carrier states the complete service offered and the rate charged
the service under a singlefactor rate including pickup and delivery service
and provision is made in the tariff for the shipper to elect to use only a portion
of the entire service in which event the tariff states in specific amounts the
allowances made the tariff meets the provision of section 2 of the Iutercoastal
Act with respect to separate statement of charges Id 489

Where the carrier offers singlefactor rates for containerized cargo includ
ing pickup and delivery service an allowance to shippers who elect not to
use the pickup and delivery service is valid under section 2 of the Intercoastal
Aet The allowance is not an unlawful absorption but a reduction in the

rate so that each shipper pays for the service he receives and each is able to
readily ascertain not only the charges he must pay but also those of his com
petitor Id 489 490

Single factor through rates of common carrier by water from inland points in
Puerto Rico to Port Newark must be filed with the Commission under section
2 of the 1933 Act Tariff Practices of SeaLand Service Inc 504 506

Singlefactor rates including pickup and delivery service are valid The
shipper may easily determine what he is paying for and which service ie
through service or porttoport for which the carrier also quotes a rate he may
most economically employ The primary purpose of section 2 of the 1933 Act
is achieved when the shipper is able to determine from the tariff the exact price
of the transportation to him as well as to his competitor Aleutian Homes 5
FMB 602 does not preclude carriers from including proper terminal charges
within single factor rates Intereoastal Investigation 1935 1 USSB 400 requires
the separate statement of only those terminal charges privileges or facilities not
properly identified as included within the quoted rate Id 508 509

Whether or not the Intereoastal Act is a part of the Shipping Act 1916 the

provisions of the Intereoastal Act are applicable to the rates of common carriers
by water in interstate commerce and the Intereoastal Act affords the proper re
course for inquiry into the reasonableness of the rates of carriers engaged in
trade between Seattle Washington and Anchorage Alaska The 1916 Act only
authorizes as to the domestic trade the prescribing of a maximum reasonable
rate after a finding of unreasonableness section 18a and this is inapplicable
to a proceeding involving the question of whether an agreement between carriers
in the said trade for carriage by one of cargoes generated by the other at the
latters tariff rates should be approved The protesting carrier complained not
as to maximum rates that might flow from the agreement but as to minimum
rates Agreement 8492 Between T F Kollmar Inc and Wagner TugBoat Co
511 517

The filing requirements of section 2 of the Intereoastal Act are broader and
more stringent than those of section 18a of the Shipping Act Consequently
if section 2 does not prohibit a carriers substituted service rule land haul for
a portion of water haul no other provision of the Shipping Act or the Inter



INDEX DIGEST 873 coastal Act would dosoPuget Sound Tug Barge Co vAlaska Freight Lines Inc 550 555 While section 2of the Intercoastal Act assumes that the rates tobefiled will berates for the common carriage of goods bywater between points onthe carrier sroute itdoes not expressly prohibit the filing of rates which include asubstituted mode of carriage over aportion of the route and such aprohibition will not beinferred Id556 The rationale of ICC decisions requiring that where substituted service isper mitted shippers must begiven the option of nonsubstituted service ifthey desire isnot relevant tothe case of awater carrier subject toMaritime Commission juri diction and substituting land haul for the Oakland Seattle portion of itsOakland Alaska service without giving such anoption ProYisions of the Inter state Commerce Act governing bills of lading are not found inthe Intercoastal or the 1916 Shipping Act While substitution where the shipper otherwise directs ould probably break the contract of carriage nobreach of contract isinvolved here since the carrier stariff informs the shipper that substituted serv ice may beprovided and ifthe shipper books his cargo with the carrier the con tract isnecessarily subject tothat condition Inany case mere failure tooffer the right toselect all water service isnot abreach of contract Id556 557 Interstate Commerce Commission cases interpreting the language points onitsown route insection 61of the Interstate Commerce Act are inapplicable tothe question of whether awater carrier ssubstituted service rule land haul for the Oakland Seattle portion of itsOakland Alaska service islawful under section 2of the Intercoastal Act The ICC cases involved attempts byarail carrier topublish and file rates onitsown line topoints onthe line of another carrier with out the booking carrier securing the concurrence of the latter The ICC found that without the concurrence of the second carrier the tariff filed could not bedesignated ajoint tariff and the rates were not joint rates for athrough route No problem of joint rates was presented inthe instant case Tothe extent ICC decisions are governed bythe necessity of prescribing the proper relationship between two carriers subject tothe Interstate Commerce Act they are of little alue tothe Maritime Commission and are not binding precedents when the Com mission adjudicates rights and responsibilities of water carriers subject tothe Shipping Act and the Intercoastal Act Id557 558 The decision inIntercoastal Investigation 1935 1USSB 400 does not preclude the lawful filing of acarrier ssubstituted service rule land haul for aportion of water haul The portion of the Intercoastal case relied ondealt with animproper attempt byseveral vater carriers toestablish joint intercoastal rates The instant case was not one of joint rates Id558 Carrier srates for substituted service for the Oakland Seattle portion of itsOakland Alaska service are not unlawful because allegedly they fail toafford publicity inflexibility or unalterability toAFL scharges Leshare of revenue for the only transportation actually performed byitthe barge transportation between Seattle and Alaska The word charges asused insection 2of the Inter coastal Act can hardly beequated with the carrier sshare of revenue lhis would ignore the plain meanin of the remainder of the statutory language With respect tothe suggestion that the carrier partially absorbs the transportation cost resulting inanillegal rebate there isnoevidence of any rebate toshippers nor explanation astohow any rebate isaccomplished Shippers similarly situated receive uniform treatment under the substituted service rule Id559 Carrier ssubst tuted service rule meets the requirements of section 2of the Intercoastal Act with respect touniformity and equality of treatment of shippers IntTOTY Ofohn forVIhnrVlln II4roOCDL1



874 INDEX DIGEST riel Sperfarming the substituted partian of the service and the points between which they may beused Id559 Carrier which previausly served Oakland byvessel discantinued service in1959 because af itspaar financial canditian resumed baaking cargo at Oakland far Alaska in1961 and hapes toresume direct service when cargo afferings permit has araute between Oakland and Alaska destinations within the lan guage between paints anitsown raute insectian 2of the Intercaastal Act rhe raute remains essentially that af awater carrier and the carrier ssub stituted service rule islawfully anfile with the Commissian under the provisians of the Intercaastal and 1916 Shipping Acts Id560 561 Inview af the fact that continued suspensian af acarrier sminimum charges wauld result ininjury toalarge number af shippers ifthe carrier discantinued itsservice and the fact that anly ane shipper cantended that itwauld bedam aged bythe minimum charges and that shipper sinterest was fully pratected asitwas complainant inanather case against the carrier involving the lawfulness of the minimum charges cantinuation af the suspensian wauld nat beinthe public interest and the suspension will bevacated Sea Land Service Inc Discantinuance af Jacksanville Puerta Rico Service 646 649 REBATES See Devices toDefeat Applicable Rates Rates Filing Of REPARATION Refusal of terminal aperatar torefund averpayment af demurrage charge isnat avialatian af sectian 18since that sectian applies anly tocarriers JMAltieri vPuerto Rica Parts Authority 416 418 Every precautian will betaken toinsure that discriminatian does nat result fram the appraval af Rule 6bapplicatians The requirements af the Rule must befully camplied with and Examiners shauld freely utilize their autharity toabtain any additianal infarmatian deemed necessary Where the facts shaw that there will benodiscriminatian and that the case isane af bana fide rate mistake 01inadvertence the Cammissian may exercise itsdiscretian toremedy the situatian Martini Rassi SpAvLykes Bras Steamship Ca Inc 453 456 Vhere ashipper was charged and paid the tariff rate onfilmvinyl praducts instead af the lawer applicable rate anclathing dry gaads anshipments of baby pants fram Puerto Rica toUnited States parts the avercharges resulted inviolatian af sectian 2of the Intercaastal Shipping Act Since the carrier after agreeing tosatisfy the camplaint byrefunding the avercharges ininstall ments made anly ane payment althaugh frequent demands were made far further payments the shipper isentitled toreparatian inthe amo unt ofthe balance unpaid Internatio nal Latex Carp vBull Insular Line Inc 545 547 548 Anaward ofreparations when avialatio nofthe Shipping Act has been found ispermissive and nat mandatary Co nsala vFlata Mercante Grancalombiana SA635 637 Vhere the Maritime agency had twice held that acarrier spractice ofcontracting all ofitsbanana space tocertain shippers tothe exclusian af other shippers was illegal and the agency had also ruled that farward baaking arrange ments far aperio dnot exceeding two years were reasonable ifavailable space was prarated among all qualified banana shippers actian af ano ther common carrier inrenewing itsexclusive banana cantract forathree year peri adcould nat bejustified anthe basis af the unsettled nature af the lawthus making inequitable anaward af reparatians Vhile ane ofthe farmer Board decisio nshad been appealed and ultimately affirmed the Baard sorder had not been



INDEX DIGEST 875 Iyears after the three year renewal contract had been negotiated As tothe car rier sclaim that itmight have been faced with litigation for breaching itsexclusive banana contract apr9vision of the contract absolved the carrier of liability inthe event the contract was declared illegal While the carrier might have had todefend the Board decisions itwas not unreasonable tothink that one acting ingood faith would choose such acourse One who acts incontra vention of astatute court or administrative ruling inthe belief that itwill bedeclared invalid assumes arisk and must face the consequences ifthe lawisupheld Id638 639 Reparation inconnection with ashipment of household goods from Puerto Rico toNew York and thence toLincoln Nebraska was denied where astothe alleged unjust and unreasonable charges of the land carrier complainant failed toshow that respondent aforwarder was responsible for the charges which must bedeemed tobethe sole responsibility of the land carrier aperson not sub ject toCommission jurisdiction and astorespondent scharges uptodelivery tothe land carrier they were not per seunjust and unreasonable or inviolation of sections 17or 18and complainant failed tocarry itsburden of proving that the charges were unjust unreasonable or duplicative Birnbach vLaFlor De Mayo Express Co 716 718 719 The power of the Commission toaward reparation ispermissive and discre tionary Where respondents were acting ingood faith inenforcing provisions of the Shipper sRate Agreement which was invalid for lack of section 15approval whereas complainant thought the agreement was valid at the time itattempted toevade itsobligations thereunder byshipping nonconference inthe name of asubsidiary equity does not dictate that complainant berewarded The parties will beleft where the Commission found them and complainant sclaim for reparations inthe form of alleged overcharges Lethe difference between the contract and non contract rates charged after respondents terminated the rate agreement will bedenied Parsons and Whittemore Inc vJohnson Line 720 731 732 Upon the elimination of shipments found tobetime barred settlement of claims for reparation oncotton shipments will beapproved Such approval isnot tobeconstrued asanapproval of any particular amount of interest onthe claims HKempner vLykes Bros Steamship Co Inc 779 Damages Inorder tosustain anaward of reparations for damages resulting from adis crimination complainant must show specific pecuniary loss Where respondent carrier charged the same rate for the carriage of bananas from Ecuador toGalveston astoBaltimore which is400 miles farther and complainants ship pers importers at Galveston relied upon the historical differential of 10aton between the market price of bananas at Gulf ports and at North Atlantic ports with the Gulf price the lower toshow pecuniary loss evidence that the cost of operating chartered ships toNe yOrleans was 10aton less than operating chartered ships toNew York or Charleston did not support acharge of discrimi nation against common carrier vessels operating into Galveston and Baltimore and such evidence did not support the assertion that the 10aton differential inmarket price was due toacorresponding didl erential intransportation cost West Indies Fruit Co vFlota Mercante Grancolombiana SA667071Section 22makes recoverable asreparation only damages caused byaviolation of the 1916 Act No violations were proved and thus neither carrier was entitled torecover reparations from each other Grace Line Inc vSkips AjS Viking



876 INDEX DIG STReparations award will beadjusted downward tqreflect the freight rate per ton of bananas charged tothe hipper when itwas one of several shippe via the carrier involved rather than the lower rate charged itsexclusive shipper bythe carrier for all of the banana space during the reparation period The higher rate cbarged bythe arrier wben allocating space toseveral sbippers was more representative of the figure itwould have charged had itallocated space tomore than one shipper during the reparation period Aninadvertent error incom puting stevedoring costs was also corrected Consolo vjlota Mercante Gran colombiana SA635 643 Mitigation The fact that when acarrier opened itsspace toseveral shippers of bananas they combined toact asasingle shipper refuted the carrier sargument that itsships were not adaptable for use bymore than one shipper and that itingood faith believed that itssituation was distinguishable from that of another carrier which had been found guilty of violating the lawincontracting all of itsbanana space toasingle shipper The alleged good faith belief was not amitigating factor inanaward of reparations resulting from the carrier srefusal toprovide space toaqualified shipper of bananas Consolo vFlota Mercailte Grailcolom biana SA635 639 Where anexcluded banana shipper had filed acomplaint against acarrier two weeks after the carrier had filed apetition for adeclaratory order that itwas not required tocancel itsexclusive contract tocarry bananas for one shipper the Maritime agency inexercising itsdiscretion under section 5dof the Adminis tative Procedure Act not only did not have togive the petition priority of con sideration itdid not have toconsider itat all Itcould have adjudicated the matter onthe basis of the complaint asbeing the more appropriate andeffective procedure for handling the issues involved Inany event thagency did not delay indeciding the petition or the controversy soastomake itinequitable toaward reparations tothe excluded shipper Consideration of the petition inde pendently of complaints with which itwas consolidated for hearing would not have expedited resolution of the dispute The carrier itself either authorized or favored most of the postponements during the course of the proceedings Id640 641 Where shortly after anagency decision authorizing forward booking for not toexceed two years acarrier renewed anexclusive contract for shipment of bananas for three years itwas not possible tofind that the carrier believed itsforward booking contract was for areasonable period of time soastojustify mitigation of reparations awarded thereafter The decision had made itclear that forward booking contracts would bevalid only ifavailable space were fairly prorated among qualified banana shippers The carrier had made noattempt tosoprorate itsspace Itoffered and contracted itsspace toone shipper and this was illegal apart from the period of time which the contract covered Id641 642 Banana shipper sfailure touse all lfhis available space onships of another carrier was considered bythe Board inarriving at anaward of reparation for refusal of another carrier toallocate space onitsvessels for compiainant sbananas Id642 Shipper sfailure tocharter vessels or touse space onanother line tocarry his bananas was not amitigating factor inaward of reparations inconnection with refusal of common carrier totransport his bananas Itwould have been ahard ship onthe shipper tocharter vessels and the carrier did not make clear what ships were available or that the shipper could have used them and ifhecould onwhat terms As tothe other line the shipper did make efforts touse the line



INDEX DIGEST 877 and several shipments were made but the line terminated the arrangement d643 Even ifthe Commission had been able tofind any equity inacarrier scon tentions itwould not bepossible toequitably recognize the cumulative circum stances urged bythe carrier inmitigation of anaward of reparations The Commission could not say that equity dictates that alegally and mathematically correct reparation figure bereduced bysome unknown and arbitrary percentage or perhaps all Id644 Overcharges Under circumstances which are the same asthose set forth inUado Taormina Corp vConcordia Line 7Fl IC473 voluntary payment of reparation will beauthori zed toconsignees who were charged ahigher rate due toconfusion inthe filing of tariff changes bythe conference Jondi Inc vHellenic Lines Ltd 522 Carrier will bepermitted tovoluntarily pay reparation for freight overcharges which resulted from omission of atariff rule through astenographic error The Commission affords aplace of asylum tocarriers who because of aninadvertent misstep through the maze of tariff procedures charged the wrong rate No dis crimination against other shippers was involved Concurrence of complainant inthe amount isdeemed tobeawaiver of interest unless repayment isnot promptly made UNICEF vColumbus Line 542 Where acarrier charged the applicable NOSrate onashipment of water fosfatefeeders from Durban South Africa toHouston previously ithad charged the same shipper of asimilar item arate then listed inthe tariff covering the out ward trade and thereafter onadvice from the Commission tofile rates for the inward trade separate from those for the outward trade itfiled inward rates but because movements of fosfatefeeders were rare inthe inward trade the item was not listed permission tomake apartial refund onthe basis of the previously charged rate was granted Failure tofile the proper rate was due solely tothe error of the carrier and the burden of this should not fall onthe shipper The fact that the rate charged was not shown tobeunjust unreasonable or other wise unlawful isnot determinative of anapplication under Rule 6bThe shipper sconcurrence will beaccepted although filed after the Examiner sdecision Lykes Bros Steamship Co Inc Refund Application SSHarry Culbreath 602 603 604 Carrier will bepermitted tovoluntarily pay reparation for excess freight charges arising out of itsinadvertent failure toinclude acommodity rate initstariff covering certain equipment transported for NATO The shipper had the right toexpect tobecharged alower rate charged onprior shipments and nodiscrimination against other shippers was involved Lykes Bros SSCo Inc Refund Application SSCharlotte Lykes 609 610 Relief of ashipper from the consequences of acarrier soversight or inadver tence infiling arate iswarranted only ifthe parties acting ingood faith had agreed or the shipper had been led tobelieve that such ratewould apply Where the carrier gave notice tocomplainant via acompany handling all rate negotia tions for complainant that itwas amending itstariff onthe goods involved com plainant was led tobelieve that the rates were tobereduced prior tothe ship ments inquestion Since other requirements warranting relief had been established respondent was authorized topay reparation Barr Shipping Co vRoyal Netherlands SSCo 786 787 788 Where the legally applica ble rate was chargedona shipment of dry biscuits from Lisbon toNew York authority torefund alleged overcharges would not begranted onthe basis that the rate charged was double the rate the parties agreed would apply tofuture shipments or that the shipment was made by



878 INDEX DIGEST shippers who had failed toascertain what rate would beapplicable Business men engaged inthe import and export trade are not innocent but negligent when they make noeffort todetermine the cost of ashipping service There was noerror or inadvertence rlating tothe tariff onfile and nofailure of the carrier tofile atariff intended tobeapplicable tothe shipment Nydia Foods Corp vJav aPacific Line 808 809 810 Where the legally applica ble rate was cbarged ona shipment of valuable oil paintings from Genoa toNew York reparation would not beauthorized onthe basis that the rate charged was excessive because the paintings had nocom mercial value The freight rate and the insurance coverage were based onthe same valuation There isnopractical basis for adifference inproposed rates based onaclaim tbat one class of valuable objects has nocommercial value There isnodifference inthe method of handling and shipping valuable articles of nocommercial value and other valua ble objects Itcannot beheld that the paintings had nocommercial value inrelation tothe Durposes for which the declared value was applied Acontract of insurance and acontract of affreigbtment are equally commercial transactions and the application of the declared value toboth contracts was not unjust or inequitable Dayton Art Institute vAmerican Export Lines Inc 804 805 807 Where the carrier misquoted the contract rate toashipper not aparty toadual rate contract afforded the shipper the opportunity tosign acontract which tbe sbipper declined and charged and collected the non contract rate the carrier sapplication topay reparation tocomplainant consignee which had relied onthe misquoted rate was denied The parties tothe contract of affreight ment had not agreed ingood faith that the lower rate would apply There was nobasis for afinding that the carrier at any time intended toapply other than the non contract rate tonon contract shipments The consignee relied onamisquoted rate but ignorance or misquotation of arate isnot anexcuse for paying or charging more or less than the rate filed Ai chmann Huber vBloomfield Steamship Co 811 814 815 Undercharges Where acarrier published atari ffrate for vans which rate was determined after discussions with shippers and inlight of the fact that tbe legal effective rate was too high toeconomically warrant any movement of vans failure of the carrier tofile the rate with the Board there bymaking collection of the rate unlawful prior totransporting vans for ashipper was anunjust and unreasonable practice However results of this practice should not beplaced upon aseemingly innocent shipper and accordingly waiver of collection of undercharges was granted YHiga Enterprises Ltd vPacific Far East Line Inc 6264The power toprescribe asubstitute rate for one appearing inatariff isnot lprerequisite tothe granting of relief incases of bona fide rate mistake or inadvertence under Rule 6bThe fact that foreign commerce isinvolved isnot significant Where acarrier charged arate lower tban the rate legally appli cable asaresult of anoversight and misunderstanding astoastatutory pro vision setion 18bthat had been inforce approximately one month and the partif swere acting ingood faith the question whether relief should begranted depends onwbether discrimination will result The primary purpose of thenew tariff fiUng provisions of the 1916 Act istoprevent discrimination Since the record disclosed that nodiscrimination would result waiver of col lection of undercharges was granted Such waiver cannot however excuse parties from any statutory penalties towbicb tbey may besubject Mart ini Rossi SpAvLykes Bros Steamsbip Co Inc 453 455 46



INDEX DIGEST 879 IWhere the carrier reduced itsrate onpeeled tomatoes from Italy tothe United States advised the Commission bycablegram of such reduction which method of advice was unacceptable thereafter properly filed the reduced rate and inthe interim had booked tomato products ingood faith onthe basis of the reduced rate voluntary reparation tothose shi ppers who paid the applica ble rate and waiver of collection of undercharges from those who paid the reduced rate was authorized The filing requirements of section 18bwas new at the time of the transactions the shippers were innocent and nodiscrimination would result Uddo Taormina Oorp vConcordia Line 473 476 Permission will begranted tocarrier towaive collection of undercharges of freight onshipments of paper pulp machinery from New York toSantos Brazil where the carrier through mere oversight failed tofile the page of the tariff covering the project rate onthe machinery due tothe confusion incident tofiling various tariff schedules under the then new section 18bSince shippers tonearby ports received the benefit of project rates granting of the relief will tend toeliminate apossible discrimination rather than cause one Lutcher SAvOolumbus Line 588 589 590 Where acarrier aone man organization made many inadvertent errors infiling or neglecting tofile tariffs undercharged shippers were not guilty of any impropriety and nounjust discrimination was involved the carrier will begiven permission towaive collection of undercharges and with respect toone shipment will bedirected torefund the amount of anovercharge Corporacion Autonoma Regional Del Cauca vDovar SAInternational Shipping Trading Co 667 669 RETALIATION Provision of sugar freighting agreement enJommg the shipper from moving sugar invessels owned or chartered from others bythe shipper unless ithas been offered first tothe carrier does not violate sction 14Third of the 1916 Act The shipper isfree toutilize any other common carrier operating inthe trade and iseven free toenter into acontract with acontract carrier The obvious purpose of section 14when read initsentirety istoprotect the independent common carrier romdiscriminatory retaliation against the shipper for patronizing another common carrier Pacific Coast Hawaii and Atlantic Gulf Hawaii General Increases inRa es260 280 SECTION 19MERCHANT MARINE ACT 1920 No rule can issue under section 19of the 1920 Act with respect tothe payment of brokerage or systematically undercutting conference rates unless and until the Commission finds that conditions unra vorable toshipping exist inthe trade Since the trade Venezuelan isnow relatively stable and the carriers pro pects are improving such conditions donot now exist Grace Line Inc vSkips ASViking Line 432 450 451 SHOW CAUSE ORDERS See Authority of Commission Practice and Procedure SINGLE FACTOR RATES See Rates Filing Of STATUTES OF LIMITATION See Authority of Commission STEVEDORING See also Agreements under Section 15The Commission saction incondemning and preventing anunjust and unreasona ble practice setting upastevedoring monopoly does not constitute regu lation of stevedoring Claim that Commission lacks power tostrike down such apractice because of lack of power toregulate the stevedoring business isa
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non sequitur California Stevedore Ballast Co v Stockton Port District
75 81

Carrying out of arrangement and agreements between port and company

operating grain elevators which agreements give the port the exclusive right to
Provide stevedoring services on vessels loading or unloading bulk grain and
other commodities at the elevators constitutes an unjust and unreasonable

practice As such it operates to the detriment of the commerce of the United
States and is contrary to the public interest Such a practice runs counter to
the anti monoply tradition of the United States upsets longestablished custom
by which carriers pick their own stevedoring companies deprives stevedoring
companies of an opportunity to compete and opens the door to evils which are
likely to accompany monopoly such as poor service and excessive costs That
such evils have not been proved to exist as yet is not significant Id 82 83

Practice setting up stevedoring monopoly at port is prima facie unjust and
prima facie unreasonable not only to stevedoring companies seeking work but
to carriers they might serve and to the general public which is entitled to have
the benefit of competition among stevedoring companies serving ships carrying
goods in which the public is interested as shipper or consumer While
all monopolistic stevedoring agreements are not necessarily and inevitably un
just and unreasonable practices which must be prohibited at any cost the burden
of sustaining such practices as just and reasonable is a heavy one Benefits
such as that the terminal facilities would be safer in hands selected by the

parties setting up the monopoly and that elimination of the practice would be
detrimental to the investment of the parties do not justify the practice More

over the fact that the port selecting the stevedoring company would secure
personnel except for the superintendent from the same hiring hall as would
be used by any other stevedoring company is not a weighty argument in view
of the importance of the superintendent and even more the importance of the
master being able to choose a company in which he and his principals have
confidence and whose charges are determined by free competition Id 83 84

Argument that Commission prohibition of stevedoring monoply as an unjust
or unreasonable practice would take property of parties to monopoly without
just compensation in violation of the Fifth Amendment is unsubstantial The
parties will not be prevented from making fair and nondiscriminatory charges
for the use of any of their terminal facilities Id 84

STORAGE SPACE See Discrimination

SURCHARGES

Where terminal costs were shown to be somewhat higher and stevedore effi
ciency somewhat lower at Buffalo than at some other Great Lakes ports and
terminal charges and loading time at some of the other ports were not shown
to be significantly different from those at Buffalo the record failed to support
conference action in singling out Buffalo for the imposition of a surcharge on
all commodities moving from Buffalo to Mediterranean ports and the surcharge
was therefore not justified The conference presented no evidence on other ele
ments which should be considered in determining whether a rate differential at
a particular port may be upheld such as volume of traffic competition distance
etc The surcharge constitutes an unjust discrimination against the Port of
Buffalo and the State of New York in violation of section 16 First American

Great LakesMediterranean EB Freight Conf Surcharge at Buffalo NY
458 482

Where the State of New York advanced money to the Port of Buffalo for the

development of its terminal facilities and for operating the port and The
Niagara Frontier Port Authority which operates and owns the major facilities
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at Buffalo is an agency of the State whose members are appointed by the
Governor and whose operations are financed by State funds it follows that a
discrimination against the Port a surcharge constitutes a discrimination
against the State as well Id 462

SUSPENSION OF RATES See Rates Filing Of

TARIFFS See also Rates Filing Of Common Carriers Demurrage
Less than 30 days notice of changes in terminal tariffs may be unreasoname

under certain circumstances Where such changes involve rate increases ter
minal operators would be well advised to give at least 30 days notice Selden

Co v Board of Trustees of Galveston Wharves 679 683
Carrier operating in the FloridaPuerto Rico trade is required 1 to amend

its tariff to clarify rates and charges on the movement of personal effects in
automobiles and on the movement of trailers when the carrier utilizes the inside

cargo space 2 to file monthly financial reports reflecting the results of opera
tions during each month and 3 to make available books of entry upon which the
financial reports are based for the purpose of audit of the reports by the Com
missions staff Common Carrier Freight Rates and Practices in Florida
Puerto Rico Trade 686 690898

TERMINAL AREAS

Port or terminal areas designated by a carrier for San Francisco Los Angeles
and Stockton for pickup service incidental to and an integral part of its line
haul service were reasonable in view of their relation to industrial areas sur
rounding the ports the conceneration of the carriers shippers in the areas and
the length of the line haul 2200 miles compares with the maximum distance
within any port area 40 miles In the cases of Stockton and Los Angeles the
areas were the same as those established by the ICC and in the case of San
Francisco smaller than the area established by the ICC and the California
Public Utilities Commission Matson Navigation CoContainer Freight Tariffs
480 493 494

TERMINAL FACILITIES See also Demurrage Discrimination Stevedoring
An elevator which contains grains going aboard ships and which grains flow

from the elevator to ships moored at the elevators wharf is in and of itself a
terminal facility The owner and operator of such an elevator and of facilities
which are utilized by carriers such as dock and wharfage facilities suitable for
deepdraft vessels and storage facilities for bulk commodities is an operator of
terminal facilities California Stevedore Ballast Co v Stockton Port District
75 80

A port which leases its terminal facilities but continues to control to a large
extent the level of rates to be charged and reserves the right to order the berthing
of vessels and the loading or discharging of cargo subject to the rights of the
lessee has not abandoned its fumction of furnishing terminal facilities Funda
mentally the leasing of a terminal facility in connection with a common carrier

by water is a function of a terminal owner or operator which cannot be separated
or distinguished from the furnishing of wharfage dock warehouse or other
terminal facilities within the meaning of section 1 of the Shipping Act Agree
ment 8905Port of Seattle Alaska SS Co 792 795

To hold that the Commission has no authority over a terminal operator which
leases its facilities under terms and conditions similar to those in an agreement
providing for continued control over the level of rates to be charged and reser
vation of the right to order berthing of vessels and loading or discharging of
cargo subject to the rights of the lessee would emasculate the powers which
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Congress intended the Commission to have in order to supervise the shipping
industry Id 796

TRAVEL AGENTS See also Jurisdiction

Passenger steamship conference failure to adopt publish and promptly and
consistently apply standards of background and qualifications in its selection of
applicants for placement on the list of eligible travel agents in Metropolitan
List Territories is detrimental to commerce and contrary to the public interest
within the meaning of section 15 because it detracts from the willingness of the
corps of agents or potential agents to foster and sell steamship travel Con
ference must adopt a set of uniform objective standards in screening applicants
that are sufficiently precise to give adequate notice of requirements No other
standards may be employed All applicants meeting eligibility requirements
must be approved Action on applications must be prompt and the applicant
promptly notified of the decision and the specific reasons therefor Passenger
Steamship Conferences Regarding Travel Agents 737 749

Passenger steamship conference Sponsorship Rule under which an application
is deferred unless a member line shows some interest in the particular applicant
must be discontinued as it has resulted in the exclusion from the Eligible Lists
of qualified travel agents to the detriment of commerce Id 749 750

Passenger steamship conference Quota System for limiting the number of appli
cants on the Eligible Lists must be discontinued as it has resulted in exclusion

from the Eligible Lists of qualified travel agents to the detriment of commerce
The number of agents already on an Eligible List has no bearing on the question
of the qualifications of a new applicant Id 750

Prohibition by passenger steamship conference of appointment of travel agen
cies located south of Fulton Street in Manhattan Fulton Street Rule must
be abolished as it has resulted in arbitrary exclusion of agents to the detriment
of commerce Id 750

Department Store Rule of passenger steamship conference and Automobile
Club Rule forbidding appointment of travel agents whose places of business are
in department stores and automobile clubs must be abolished as they have
resulted in arbitrary exclusion of agents to the detriment of commerce Id
750

Freight Forwarder Rule of passenger steamship conference under which
freight forwarders may not be appointed travel agents must be submitted to
Commission for approval in accordance with section 15 criteria Id 750

Passenger steamship conference rules must provide reasonable standards in
regard to the consideration of sales and transfers and changes of name address
or officers of appointed travel agencies including adequate notice of the stand
ards to applicants and an opportunity for the agent to be heard The rules
must further provide for prompt action in accordance with the standards adopted
and for prompt notice to the agent of the action taken together with the reasons
therefor A system of arbitration will not be required as relief from arbitrary
actions or other violations by the conference will be afforded on complaint to
the Commission Id 750 751

Passenger steamship conference must adopt and apply definite standards for
assessment of liquidated damages providing for adequate notice thereof and
for opportunity of accused travel agents to be heard and for prompt report to
the Commission of any liquidated damages assessed Id 751

Passenger steamship conference need not provide for bonding of carriers
against loss of commissions caused by cancellations of voyages or line insolvency
There is no evidence that suitable bonds are available and instances of financial

failure by the lines are very rare Id 751



INDEX DIGEST 883 IIIIPassenger steamship conference must adopt and apply definite objective stand ards for cancellation of the eligibility of travel agents Agent against whom allegations are made should benotified of the delinquencies with which heischarged and afforded ail opportunity toconfront those who made the charge and adduce evidence torefute itor inthe alternative areasonable time tocor rect the delinquency Conference secretary must beinformed inwriting of all cancellations bymember lines individually and the reasons therefor and records must bekept for areasonable time topermit the Commission toassure itself that multiple cancellations are not being used tocircumvent restrictions onconference action Id751 Because of the public interest inthe operations of passenger steamship con ferences they should berequired totake and record the votes of the menibers keep detailed minutes retain records for areasonable time and provide copies tothe Commission Id751 752 Passenger steamship conference rule requiring unanimity asitpertains tothe level of commissions payable totravel agents isdetrimental tothe commerce of the United States Conference attempts tosolve the problem of diversion from sea toair passage have been blocked bythe rule and steamship lines have been placed at acompetitive disadvantage vis avis the airlines Id752 754 The present level of travel agents commissions cannot befound tobesolowastobedetrimental toUnited States commerce While there has been adecrease inthe relative number of steamship bookings inrelation tototal bookings itwas not established that this was due tothe level of commissions nor was itshown that agents were being forced out of business or were losing money through the sale of sea bookings Id756 Conference Unanimity Rule asitapplies tothe selection of agent applicants for the Eligible Lists inthe Metropolitan List Territories must bediscontinued asdetrimental tothe commerce of the United States Under the rule one repre sentative onthe control committee may black ball any applicant and exclude himfrom appointment bythe rest of the lines though all of them may favor his selection Id757 Conference Unanimity Rule asitapplies toagency sales transfers or changes of officers or locations must bediscontinued The rule has been instrumental inallowing aveto of anagency transfer and makes itpossible for amember of the control committee whose line has not appointed the agency inquestion toblock atransfer or change inpersonnel These consequences are unreason able restraints which deprive travel agents of the ability freely todispose of property rights and interfere unduly inthe conduct of their business The rule iscontrary tothe public interest and may operate insome instances tothe detriment of the commerce of the United States Id757 758 Conference Tieing Rule which prohibits appointed travel agents from selling transportation onnonconference lines must bediscontinued Particularly where therights of third parties are affected the section 15antitrust exemption should not begranted unless the purposes and policies of the Shipping Act are thereby furthered Veighing the factors of rate stability and destructive out side competition and weighing the restrietion imposed bythe rule against the possibilities were the rule abolished itmust beconcluded that noadverse con sequences would flow from abolition of the rule The rule isadmittedly not necessary toprotect the conference from outside competition and there was noevidence that the conference would disintegrate without the rule Id758 Refusal of some members of passenger steamship conference topay commis sions oncancelled voyages isnot unlawful There isnothing inthe record which would indicate that collective action of the respondents dictates the payment



884 INDEX DIGEST or nonp lyment of commissions oncancelled voyages and there isnothing inthe conference agreement that can bedisapproved with respect topayments or non payments Id759 With the Unanimity Rule eliminated there isnoobjection tolines serving only Canadian ports having avoice with respect tothe level of commissions paid totheir travd agents inthe United States Id760 UNDERCHARGES See Reparation UNFAIRNESS See Agreements Under Section 15UNITED STATES WAREHOUSE ACT See Jurisdiction UNJUST ORUNFAIR DEVICES See Devices toDefeat Applicable Rates VESSEL VALUES See Rate Making VOLUME RATES Volume rates oncement of 925per ton onminimum quantities of 3500 tons Iand onasphalt of 1650per ton onminimum quantities of 1400 tons versus 210cwt onsmaller lots of cement and 145cwt onsmaller lots of asphalt are prima facie discriminatory However the record did not justify cancellation and respondents were given 30days inwhich topetition for remand for the Iipurpose of submitting evidence tojustify the rates The same volume rates under contract are not unlawful because sections 14and 16donot apply tocontract carriers Puget Sound Tug and Barge Co vFoss Launch Tug Co 611 617 WORKING CAPITAL See Rate Making




